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STATEMENT MADE AT THE SECOND G~rERAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPIJJEN'l' ORGANISATION (UNIDO) BY A.E, OSANYA NYYNEQ.UE, 

OAU ASSISTANT SECRETARY-GENERAL FOR ECONC~lIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

LIMA - PERU MARCH 18, 1975 

Mr. President, the delegation of the Organization of African 

Unity is making this intervention for two main reasons! firstly, to 

wish the Conference success, and secondly, to share with the Conference 

oertain thoughts which are currently engaging attention in Afrioa on 

the important matter of economio development,. in whioh industrialisa

tion has a crucial role to play, 

2. In wishing the Conference success, I should perhaps explain, 

Mr. President, that it is not our intention merely to keep up with 

the diplomatic Joneses in order to uphold regular international 

protocol; we extend to the Conference ve7if sincere wishes for success 

because it is taking place at a truly important conjuncture in inter

national economic relations, I am sure that no delegate here would 

like me to elaborate further on that. 

3. Mr. President, the present international economic pass was the 

subject of intensive review and reflection at the Ministerial Confer

ence of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), 

which took place three weeks ago in Nairobi, Kenya, Accordingly, 

in sharing with you Africa's thoughts on economic development of the 

so-called developing countries, particularly in the context of the 

current international economic situation, I wish mostly to apprise 
< 

the Conference of Africa's views as they emerged from the ECA Conference, 

4. Statements made during and resolutions passed by the Conference 

indicated quite clearly that Afrioa:is seriously preoccupied with the 

following, among the many issues, in international economic relations 

today: 

a) the Biblical question, "Am I my brother's keeper?" 

b) the concept of economic inter-dependence among the 

nations and peoples of the world, and the extent to which 

we can say that it indeed doss apply in current inter

national economic relatipns; 

... / ... 
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c) oil, the black glod, and its role, real or imagined, in 

current international economi·c turbulence; 

d) the Declaration and Programme of Action on a New Inter

national E0onomic 0:!'.'der, and the need ·l;o follow it up 

with practical action to achie-.re the objectives stated, 

especially in the Programme of Action; and 

e) the implementation or non-implementation of the Interna

tional Development Strategy for the Seoond United Nations 

Development Decade. 

5. Mr. President, the question, "Am I my brother's keeper?" 

which is attributed to the Book of Genesis in the Holy Bible, is 

echoed quite clearly in the Charter of the United nations. The 

Charter raises the question, among oth\3r -concepts, in these words g 

WE THE PEOPI,ES OF '!'HE UNITED NA'l'IOl'rS 

DElI'ERMINElJ 

to promote social prog:!'.'ess and better standa:!'.'ds of life in 

larger freedom; 

AND FOR THI:SE El'rDS 

to employ inte~:.::.atioual machinery for the promotion of the 

economic aud social advancement of all peoples 

HAVE RESOLVED TO COJVJBINE OUR EFFORTS TO ACCOMPLISH THESE AIMS •• , 

and do hereby establish an international organization to be known as 

the United Nations. 

6. There is no doubt from this, Mr. President; that the Founders 

of the United Nations belived that the well-being and advancement of 

mankind was the responsibility of the international community as a 

whole, and that the United Nations was to be the instrument by which 

such responsib;Llity was to be exercised, In other words, to the 

sages who founded the UN, the answer to the question, "Am I my 

brother's keeper?" was an easy "yes;", 

7. Since the Charter of the UN came into force, the implication 

that the international community as a whole can be held to account 

for any lack of progress of manking has been reaffirmed many times • 

. . . / ... 
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The most recent reaffirmation is to be found both in the International 

Development St~ategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade, 

and in the Declaration and Programme of Action on a New International 

Economic Order adopted by the 6th Special Session of the United Nations 

General Assembly in' May last year. 

8, Thus,unambiguously and inspiringly the preamble to the Inter

national Development Strategy begins, for example, with the following 

assumption by the international community of 

the development of the developing countries: 

its responsiblity for 
11 0n the threshold of 

the 1970's, Governments dedicate themselves anew to the fundamental 

objectives enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations twenty-five 

years ago to create conditions of stability and wellbeing and to 

ensure a minimum standard of living consistent with human dignity 

through economic and social progress and development". 

9. Calling upon the international community to "rise to the 

challenge of the pres~nt age of unprecedented opportunitits offered 

by science and technology in order that the scientific and technol

ogical advances may be equitably shared by developed and developing 

countries", the Strategy goes on to assert quite simply that 

"Economic and social progress is the common and shared responsibility 

of the entire international community", and that the full benefit 

of any one oountry 1 s "efforts can be realized only with concomitant 

and effective international action". 

10. In this regard, we need to guard against reading out of context 

paragraph 11 of the preamble to the Strategy, where it is declared 

that "The primary responsibility for the development of developing 

countries rests upon th ems elves ••• " Allien! Mr. President, but it 

is obvious from the Algiers Charter, whence comes this commitment 

of the developing countries to their own development, that their 

efforts must be seen as basic but nonetheless part and parcel of the · 

efforts of the international community at large. 

11. More recently, the international community reaffirmed its 

commitment to the development of the developing countries when it 

wrote into the Declaration on a New International Economic. Order the 

following, "The accelerated implementation of obligations and 

commitments assumed by the international community within the 

... ; ... 
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framework of the Strategy, particularly those concerning imperative 

development needs of the developing countries, would contribute 

significantly to the fulfilment of the aims and objectives of the ••• 

[-=Declaration i tsellj". 

12. In fact, Sir, in this part of the Declaration which I have 

just quoted, the international community not only reaffirms its 

commitment to the development of the developing countries; it also 

expresses its conviction that the faithful implementation of the 

Strategy would contribute to the fulfilment of the Declaration's 

own aims and.objectives. It is against the background of such comm

itment and conviction of the international community that we have 

to view its performance both in implementing the International 

Development Strategy and in applying equitably in international 

economic rel3tions the principle of interdependence. 

13. As far as Africa is concerned, for instance, current studies 

and analyses indicate simply but amly that the targets of growth , 

stipulated in the Strategy are not being met; and it is natural to 

ask why? I took part in the drafting of the Strategy, Mr. President, 

and to me this failure oomes as no surprise. The approach and 

tactics which were adopted by certain developed countries, both from 

the west and ~rom the other side, during the drafting of the Strategy, 

more or less, but rather more, doomed it to failure even before it 

was launched. 

14. By paralysing the Strategy beforehand in this way, the developed 

countries concerned raised anew and from a negative perspective the 

question, "Am I my brother's keeper?", In the context of implemen

ting the Strategy the question remains unanswered and makes quite 

relevant paragraph 40 of the Group of 77's "Declaration and Plan 

of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation." 

15. That paragraph calls upon the countries concerned to "consider 

the possibility of withdrawing the reservations they expressed at 

the time of the adoption of the·.,, Strategy and Lt':!] fully 

discharge their obligations by entering into new commitments under 

Lthi/ Strategy ••• 11
• 

.. .. ; ... 
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16. I do not believe, Mr. President, that the OAU would be alone 

in observing that international economic relations since the end of 

the last world war have shown that some economies are more inter

ependent than others. The economies of the developed countries, for 

instance, are interdependent one with another in the true sense of 

the concept of "interdependence". The economies of the developing 

countries and those of the developed countries, on the ether hand, 

are only partially interdependent; those of the developing countries 

are more dependent upon than they are interdependent with those of 

the developed countries. 

17. Students of international economic relations acknowledge this 

embarrassing fact when they obse~ve that the economies of the develping 

countries are externally oriented; so that economic ups and downs 

in the developed countries more or less automatically trigger similar 

movements in the economics of the developing countries, It is in 

the context of this condition that the 77's Declaration and Plan of 

Action in document ID/CONF.3/22 should be read. -

18. We of the OAU would in fact even go farther than this Declaration 

and Plan of Action, These are hard and rough times, Mr. President. 

They are times for bold and courageous rather than timid, judicious 

and half-hearted action. Desperate diseases are by desperate measures 

remedied. Our contention at the OAU is that in the greater part of 

the so-called developing world the economic situation is in fact 

desperate. I do not think, Sir, that we exaggerate in so contending. 

Measures needed to correct that situation must thus be commensurate 

with the problem; they must be non-traditional and non-routine. In 

a word, they must be drastic! 

19. The ~eneral view which emerged from the EGA Conference to 

.which I made reference earlier in this statement was that, on the 

)basis of the Declaration which was made in New York last Vay, ihe 

I international community should now proceed to the stage of drawing 

up· a definite programme rather than continue to elaborate guidelines 

upon which we might base an actual programme for bringing about the 

changes which the Declaration indicated the world needed. 

20. I would at this point hazard a suggestion, liir. President, that 

in o!der to be effective, such a practical programme should be cen

tred on .what one might call real1ocaticn of the world 1 s industrial 

... / ... 
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capacity~ This is an approach to current world economic relations 

which I first had the honour of mooting to the Second Committee c:if 

the United Nations General Assembly in November 1969• I confessi 

Sir, that although the suggestion was received with much interest 

by the Committee, the general conclusion at the time tended to be 

that it was a radical departure from the processes of international 

adjustment to which the international community was accustomed. 

21. I was not convinced by this argument, Instead it reminded me 

somewhat painfully of the English saying, "the old order changeth, 

yielding place to new, lest one good old custom corrupt the world". 

In other words, I was disappointed that such an important section 

of the UN General Assembly as the Second Committee was more concerned 

with maintaining traditional methods of solving problems than with 

searching for more effective ways of solving the problems. It was 

with this disappointment and the lesson of the adage which I have 

just quoted at the back of my mind that I again brought up the idea 

of reallocation of the world's industrial capacity during a meeting 

of UNCTAD 1 s Trade and Deve1~pment Board in 1972. Unfortunately, the 

result was the same. 

22. As I saw and explained it on those two previous occasions, a 

reallocation of the world 1 s industrial capacity would entail the 

following deliberate as well as deliberated sharing out of industrial 

activities between the developed and the developing countries: the 

developed countries would concentrate on highly-sophisticated industrial 

activities, that is, industrial activities fer which both the 

technology and the financing were for the present beyond the reach 

of the developing countries, By the same token, to the developing 

countries would be .. reserved those industrial activities the technology 

for which they could economically master and apply, and in which 

comparative advantage had shifted in favour of the developing world. 

There are today in the developed countries many industries which 

fall in the latter category. Eg_ually there are in the developed 

world a large number of industries which fall in the first category. 

The challenge to the international community, therefore, is not that 

of identifying the industries to be shared out; it is rather one of 

facing up to the realities of the need to share out the industries 

and taking the plunge. 
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23. Accordingly, I wish to invite this Conference to give some 

thought to the idea of reallocation of the world's industrial capacity. 

In doing so, I would also point out with a measure of satisfaction that 

mine is no longer the voioe of one orying in the wilderness on this matter. 

Listen to this, Mr. President, "Europe must stay ahead technologically, 

concentrate on highest value-addecj. sectors and give up the manufacture 

of products better suited to developing countries. Until now we have 

imported millions of imigrant workers to prop up totally outdated 

indus"tries. 11 

24. These, Mr. President, are the words of a European scholar of no 

mean standing, Professor Tibor Mende of the Centre for Education in Inter

national Management, in Geneva, Switzerland. The Professor is -quoted in 

the current issue of ~ Magazine, to which I extend my sincere thanks. 

25. The English say, Sir, that one swallow does not make a summer; 

and I would be the first to warn against our reading too mucy into the 

climate of European thought by treating Professor Mende' s statement as 

an indicator of change in European thinking on the question of the dis

tribution of economic power in the world. In this connexion, I am 

particularly mindful of the likelihood that the views expressed by the 

Common Market economist in the same ~ report are typical of the views 

of the majority of the makers of Europe's international economic policy. 

Besides, even though the Professor and I see eye to eye in a broad way, 

I reserve my position on his choice of some of the words he has used. 

26. Be that as it may, Sir, I strongly believe that conscious re-

allocation of the world's industrial capacity deserves the serious 

attention of the international community in general and that of this 

Conference in particular, While it bears particular relevance to the 

greater part of the 77' s Declaration and Plan of Action, it seems to stand 

the best chance of enabling the developing countries to boost their share 

of the world's industrial production from 7% to 25% by the yea:r 2000. 

Only a deliberate and managed reallocation of the world's industrial capa

city can accomplish such a feat. 

27. Mr. President, it has now become.fash~cnable for gatherings such 

as this one to devote part of the time at their disposal to considering 

the energy crisis, or more precisely the role of oil in current inter-

• .. I 
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national economic instability. That petroleum, or rather the high cost 

of petroleum, had had and continues to have significant effect on current 

international events, it would be un-realistic to deny. It was, therefore, 

inevitable for the itfrican Ministers, meeting in Nairobi last month, to 

devote some of their attention to the oil question or the ene.rgy crisis, 

however, we wish to refer to the issue, 

28. From the welter of recent and current studi~s, analyses, blames 

and counter-blames which the energy crisis has evoked, one can identify 

three lines of enquiry which are likely to lead to useful conclusions. 

These are: 

a) the extent to which the rise in petroleum prices are respon

sible fro. the nagging economic malaise which baffled economists have 

dubbed stagflation; 

b) the problem of recyclin5 the so-called petrodollars; and 

c) whether or not petrodollars have become a lasting source 

of capital, particularly for financing development in the developing 

countries. 

29. Granted that it would be unrealistic to deny that the high cost 

of petroleum to the consumers and the consequent surplus revenues accruing 

to petroleum exporting countries have significantly affected economic 

conditions the world over, it would be equally mis-leading to put all 

the blame for current economic diffioulties upon the high cost of petroleum. 

30~ Air transport is probably typical of an industry which uses oil 

as a direct input in its production of the service it provides. Its 

experience might therefore give a reasonable indication of the contribution 

of high cost of oil to the current inflationary spiral. The average rise 

in air fares since the beginning of 1974, for instance, seems to be in 

the 30% - 40% range. If most of this rise is attributed. to the rise in 

the price of oil, it would tend to suggest that for those industries 

the products and or services of which have re5istered higher price rises, 

some other inflationary forces are at play and should be investigated. 

31. With regard to the matter cf recycling excess petrodollars, it 

would appea~ that the windfall nature of the increased revenues from oil 

sales would tend to aggravate the already unstable international 

... ; . 
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, conference, I speak as a witness to the great skill with which 

you have guided the proceedings. Wiy role is therefore not that of 

merely wishing you success; I am rather in the happy position of 

having to cheer you on to keep up the good work. 

I thank You, Sir. 
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l. The Second General Conference of the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization, convened by General Assembly resolution 

3087 (XXVIII) of 6 December 1973, entrusted with establishing the 

main principles of industrialization and defining the means by which 

the international "ommuni ty as a whole might take action of a broad 

nature in the field of industrial development within the framework 

of new forms ofi." international co-operation, with a view to the· 

establishment of a new international economic order,. 

adopts 

the LIMA DECLARATION ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND CO-OPERATION 

2. Having examined the situation with respect to industrializati.on 

in the developing countries during the past decade, 

3. (a) Recalling General A~sembly resolution 3176 (XXVIII), of 17 

December 1973, which judged that in terms of international action 

the cause of development has lost momentatum since 1970; 

(b) Recalling General Assembly resolutions 2952 (XXVII), of 

ll December 1972, and 3087 (XXVIII), of 6 December 1973; 

4, Bearing in mind resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI), of 1 

May 1974, adopted at the sixth special session of the General Assembly 

on the Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment of 

a New International Economic Order, according to whioh every effort 

should b·e made by the international community to tal~e measures to 

encourage the industrialization of the developing countries with a 

view to increasing their share in world industrial_production, as 

envisaged in the International Development Strategy, 

5, Recognizing the urgent need to bring about the establishment 

of a new internationa economic order based on equity, sovereign 

equality, interdependence and co-operation, as has been expressed 

in the Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment of 

a New International Economic Order, in order to transform the present 

structure of economic relations, 
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6. Noting resolution 62 (III) of 19 May 1972, adopted by the 

United Nations Conference on Trade Development at its third session, 

concerning measures in aid of the least develop~d countries, and 

resolution 1797 (LV) of 11 July 1973 (aid to the Sudano-Sahelian 

populations threatened with famine), on assistance to the drought

stricken areas of Africa, adopted by the Economio and Social Council 

at its fifty-fifth session, 

7. Recalling the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States 

adopted at the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly as an 

instrument designed to bring about new international economic relations 

and to contribute to the establishment of a new international economic 

order, 

8. Convinced that peace and justice encompass an economic dimension 

helping the solution of the world eoonomio problems, the liquidation 

of under-development, offering a lasting and definitive solution to 

the industrialization problem for all peoples and guaranteeing to 

all countrj_es the right to implement freely and effectively their 

development programmes. To this effect, it is neoessary to eliminate 

threats and resort to force and to promote peaoeful co-operation 

between States to the fullest extent possible, to apply the princi-

ples of non-interference in each others' internaal affairs, full 

equality of rights, respect of national independence and sovereignty 

as well as to encourage the peaceful co-operation between all States, 

irrespective of their politi6al, social and economic systems. The 

improvement of international relations will create better conditions for 

international copoperation in all fields which should make possible 

large financial and material resources to be used, inter alia, for 

developing of industrial production, 

9. Considering further that the remaining vestiges of alien and 

colonial domination, foreign occupation, racial discrimination, and 

the practice of apartheid, and neo-colonia~ism in all its forms 

continue to be among the greatest obstacles to the full emancipation 

and progress of the developing countries and their populations, 

10. Bearing in mind that the situation in the developing countries 

has become aggravated by the persistent and marked tensions to which 

the present international economic situation is subjected and that 

to these must be added as well as the unacceptable practices of those 
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transnational corporations that infringe the principle of sovereignty 

of developing countries, the effects of the inflationary increase 

in the import costs of developing countries, the pressures exerted 

upon their balance of payments particularly by such factors as heavy 

foreign debt servicing, the aggravation of the international monetary 

crisis, and the transfers resulting from private investment and 

that this situation is not conducive to the spirit of the new 

international economic order, 

11. Recognizing that problems of in!'lustrial development in developing 

countries at their present stage of development do not lie entirely 

in those countries but also arise from the policies of most of the 

developed countries, and that without meaningful changes in the 

economic polioies of the developed countries, the achievement of the 

objectives of a new international order would be in serious jeopardy, 

12. Recognizing that the developing countries constitute 70 per 

cent of the world population and generate less than 7 per cent of 

industrial production, that the gap between the developed and 

developing countries has been widened owing, inter alia, to the 

persistence of obstacles in the way of the establishment of a new 

international economic order based on equity and justice, 

13. Taking into account the fact that industrial progress has 

not displayed significant advances in the developing countries as 

a whole, in spite of serious efforts on their part, and that, in 

many cases, the dependence of their economies on the export of 

primary goods and the measures taken in the majority of the developed 

countries have not made it possible to achieve a profound dynamic 

effect which would be capable of transforming internal socio

economic struotures and laying the basis for real development, 

14. Bearing in mind that any real process of industrialization 

worthy of the name must conform to the board objectives of self

sustaining and integrated socio-economic development and that all 

countries have the sovereign right to make the necessary changes to 

ensure the just and effective participation of their peoples in 

industry and share in the benefits deriving therefrom, 
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15. Noting with ·anxiety that the present international crisis has 

aggravated the industrialization problems of the developing countries, 

resulting, inter alia, in the underutilization of resources, const

raints in the planning and execution of industrial projects and 

increasing costs of industrial in:>-uts, _sq_uipment and freight charges, 

16.. Aware that some of the obstacles which are inhibiting industrial 

expansion in the developing countries are of an internal structural 

nature, and that there also continue to exist numerous impediments 

arising from colonial and neo-colonial policies or new forms of 

dependency, 

17. Consideri~ the present general trend of industrialized countries 

to reduce the technical and financial assistance needed to promote 

the economic and social development of developing countries in 

general and their industrial development in particula~, as well as 

the unsatisfactory terms of the assistance given, 

18. Considerin~ ala':> that development assistance is a legitimate 

need and that neither in its present volume nor form is it sufficient, 

particularly taking into account the worsening of the terms of trade 

of the developing countries and the drainage of their resources, 

l~.• ObservipJil with concern the grave oonseq_uenoes with which the 

present international crisis confronts the developing countries as 

a result of growing inflation and economic instability, aware of the 

need to establish a just and eq_uitable relationship between the prices 

of raw materials, primary commodities, manufactured and semi-maau

factured goods exported by the developing countries and the prices 

of raw materials, primary commodities, foodstuffs, manufactured and 

semi-manufactured goods and capital eq_uipment imported by them, and 
' to work for a link between the prices of exports of developing countries 

and the prices of their imports from developed countries, 

20• Convinced. that the establishment of a new and just international 

eOOllOmic order based on the common interests and co-operation of all 

States can only be achieved through the eq_ui table participai'ion of 

the developing countries in the production and exchange of goods 

and services, in order to achieve just and eq_uitable international 

economic relations, 
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21. Persuaded that, since not all developing countries have 

socio-economic structures which permit them, through industrialization, 

to attain the objectives pursued hy the establishment of a new 

·international economic order, it is essential to adopt more ·favourable 

treatment for the least developed, land-locked and island developing 

countries to render possible harmoni~us and balanced development, 

22. Having decided to adopt a common position and line of action, 

SOLEMNLY DECLARE 

23. Their firm conviction of the role of industry as a dynamic 

instrument of growth essential to the rapid economic and social 

development· of ·the developing countries, in particular of the least 

developed countries; 

24. Their firm intention to promote industrial development througb 

concerted measures at the national, subregional, regional, interre

gional and international levels with a view to modernizing the 

economies of the developing countries, and in particular those. of 

the least developed countries, and eliminating all forms of foreign 

political domination and socio-economic exploitation wherever they 

might exist; 

25. Their resolve to ensure the speedy and effective implementation 

of the principles of industrialization laid down in the International 

Development Strategy for the 1970s which is being adapted to the 

Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic 

Order; 

26. That in order to facilitate the establishment of a new 

international economic order and the achievement of the targets set 

forth in the Declaration on the subject, a system of consultations 

be established in the United Nations Industrial Development Organi

zation and other appropriate international bodies between developed 

and developing countries; 

27. That countries, particularly developed countries, should 

under"tiake an objective and critical examination of their present 

policies and make appropriate changes in such policies so as to 

facilitate the expansion and diversification of imports from developing 
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countries and thereby make possible international economic relations 

en a rational, just and equitable basis; 

28, That, in view of the low percentage share of the developing 

countries in total world industrial production, recalling General 

Assembly resolution 3306 (XXIX), of 14 December 1974, and taking 

into account the policy guidelines and qualitative recommendations 

made in the present Declaration, their share should be increased to 

the maximum possible extent and as far as possible to at least 25 

per cent of total world industrial production by the year 2000, 

while making every endeavour to ensure that the industrial growth 

so achieved is distributed among the developing countries as evenly 

as possible. This implies that the developing countries should 

increase their industrial growth at a rate considerably higher than 

the 8 per cent recommended in the Int~rnational Development Strategy 

for the Second United Nations Development Decade! 

29, That the Governments of the developing countries should adopt, 

in order to accelerate industrialization, all measures which would 

ensure the exercise of their national sovereignty over their natural 

resources and the full utilisation of these resources and of human 

and material potential at their disposal, not only at the national 

level but also within the framework of systems of economic co-operation; 

30, That in order to render really effective the full utilization 

of their available human resources, conditions should be created by 

the aeveloping countries which make possible the full integration of 

women in social and economic activities and, in particular, in the 

industrialization process, on the basis of equal rights; 

31. That, in order to carry out their national development plans, 

and, in particular~ those involving industrializa~ion, the developing 

countries should raise the general cultural standard of thetr peoples, 

in order to have available a qualified work force not only for the 

production of goods and services but also for management skills, 

thus making possible the assimilation of modern technologies; 
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32. That every State ·has the inalienable right to exercise freely 

its sovereignty and permanent control over its natural resource~, 

both terrestrial and marine, and over all economic activity for the 

exploitation of these resources in the manner appropriate to its 

circumstances, including nationalization in accordance with its laws· 

as an expression of this right, and that no State shall be subjected 

to any forms of economic, political or other coercion which impedes 

the full and free exercise of that inalienable right; 

33. That the principles set out in the Charter of the Economic 

Rights an·d Duties of States rnust.-be fully implemented. Consequently, 

it is the right and duty of all States,_ individually and collectively,. 

to eliminate colonialism,. _§)2a:btheid1 racial discrimination, neo

colonialism, occupation and all forms of foreign, aggression,' and 

domination and the economic and social consequences thereof, as a 

prerequisite for development. States which practise such policies 

are responsible to the countries, territories and peoples affected 

for restitution and full compensation for the exploitation and 

depletion of~ and damage to~ the natural and other resources of these 

countries, territories and peoples, It is, in addition, it.he duty of 

all States to extend assistance to these.countries, territories and 

peoples; 

34. That effective control over natural resources and the harmon

ization of policies for their exploitation, conservation, transform

ation and marketing constitute for developing countries an indispe

nsable condition for economic and social proiress, 

35. That special attention should be given to the least developed 

countries, which should enjoy a net transfer of resources from the 

developed countries in the form of technical and financial resources 

as well as capital goods, _to enable the least developed countries 

in conformity with the policies and plans for development, to acce

lerate their industrialization; 

36. That developing countries with sufficient means at their 

disposal should give careful consideration to the possibility of 

ensuring a net transfer for financial and technical resources to 

the least developed countries; 
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37. That special emphasi.s should rre· laid on the." need bf the, least 

developed COUnt'ries for the. establishment·. Of<p:i:.oductioh facilities 

involving a maximum uti.lization of looa1 ·human resources, the out-. 

put of which meets identified material and ·social requirements, 
; - . 

thus assuring a convergency b~tween local resource use and needs as 
,; . . . ' 

well as offering adequate employment opportunitieii('''"·' . , .. ·' 
. • • . . • •• . ·1 ... ...:, 

38; That in view of the ... needs· to conserve rion.:.rimewable resources, 

all countries,· particularly dev.elop'ed countries;. should .avoid wasi'efu.l 

consumption and, in that con'text, the developing countries possessing. 

such resources should .formula~e-.. a policy· of ec~~omic ·di versification 

with a view to acquiring oth~r ·~·~~ns of financing· 'which are no't ba§;~~· 
on intensive exploitatio~ of those re<>ources; 

,• ' ·.' '' · 1. :· 

39, · That the int.ernational co\nim.mi·ty, and especially the dev,eloped 

countries,· must m.obilize hum~n and: material re1;19uroes in order ·to 
- ..... , 

cope with problems which threaten the en;vironment. In thi<> 
. [, 

connexion, ·the developed countries should in'j;,ens.ify their efforts 

to prevent environmen.tal .Pollutibn· and should r.efrain from actions 

which according to scientific knowledge would c~eate ·pollution . ' . . . ' . 
problems or. cause upheavals in developing countries i 

. 40. 

41. 

~ . . . . 

That the. countries concerned should: -I~ .. ,;. 

(b) 

( o) 

" --'•·! 

•. ·~ .. " ~ . 
·!~:. ·.. . ·,, 

;iru:i1y discharge their obligations u,n,fl,er tiie I'nternil.ti011a;J, .... 
Development· striitegy, · ,,, ·., .•... 

l ·. ,- . . . ..... ., , .. 

In the context of· tli'e '.review and appraisal milchan.ism of · 
. 1 : • • • ~ - . . .• - • "l" 

the Int\):i;na,tional Development Strategy: ·· . . . . ... . ·· 
. ··-. i )7' .. •' !''· ·.>.· ' "·::•-· . ', ... ..,. 

(i) ConsideT,,';f~;thcj.raw:i.ng tli0' reserva,'l;.ions they expressed."· 
··.,llct .. t4.oe. time o'f t!iia• :adO.P.'tion .. thereof, and . 

. • ' · -•-· •:;:_ ·r 1 r - .:. · '· ':, ·;: · ·· - · ... - . ' · 
(ii) Cons~d!)lr 'eni·er{iiif :hnto. n,_e"f 

1
9.qmmi tmeh"ts· tlie'.feund.e; a~d 

' • • . ·, ' • • ' fl ' -~- • :·.-; ' ...... 

,,consider with d.,r~w~~g' th~ reservatii:rns 0 t)ley expres'sed:,a;j; ., ' .. 
'the time of the a'a!opt:i:on'of: th"!,lleci.arat'i.on and Pr.ogri.'-ll!me',._ 
of .Action on the EstabJ.ishment . of' a New International _,, 'n 

Economic Order with a Vi.3-1. to-.±ta-.tull implemen'tati·on. _. .. _ ,, 
These countries should also, togetheJ:. ·.,;;Lth ·the d~ve;J,.oping i :>: ·' 

. countril's, opnsider fornru:l:a,.ting,_ adopting and .impl~meri'ting 
codes ··o:f conduct and other inst:tutn·ent·s.Ae.signed to assist 
in the establishment or'·![: nelf,:'±nter.national economic order; 

. ·,· , - . .•.. 'l'r .:: :;:-, : :·::::. . ,.,,·· . 

; ·:,, ...... ! .. " -- ;.·,-- ' •'-' '>2;,:r::· :::,:' 
That the developed countri'es .should adhere_ s'tri"ctly ;t;q,,~,1:1,El 

principle that ;j;)le Generalized System of Preferences 'must ·P.\l~,,b~i:r:r--. 

used as an instrument for economic and poli ti<?al pressure· t.o,..)l,z;t,1!1?,S,f 
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the activities of those developing countries which produce raw 

materials; 

42. That the unrestricted play of market forces is not the most 

sui table meal)s of promoting industrialization on a world scale nor 

of achieving effective int~rnational co-operation in the field of 

industry and that the activities of transnational corporations should 

be subject to regulation and supervision in order to ensure that 

these activities are compatible with the development plans and 

policies of the host countries, taking into account relevant inter

national codes of conduct and otherrinstruments; 

43. That ~he developing countries should fully and effectively 

participate in the international decision-making process on intern

ational monetary questions in accordance with the existing and 

evolving rules of the competent bodies and share equitably in the 

benefits resulting therefrom; 

44. That urgent discussion should be continued in competent bodies 

for the establishment of a reformed international monetary system, 

in the direction and op~ration of )rhioh the developing countries ~ 

should fully :participate. This universal system should inter alia 

be designed to achieve stability in flows and conditions of develo

pment financing and to meet the specific needs of developing 

countries; 

45. That steps should be taken to strengthen and restructure 

UNIDO, thereby making it more responsive to the needs of developing 

countries and especially the least developed countries in the 

promotion of industrialization and in the establishment of a new 

international economic order; 

46. That in the strengthened and restructured UNIDO, developing 

countries, including the least developed countries, should be given 

greater participation at all levels in the p~licymaking and 

management activities of the Organization, and that their membership 

be substantially increased on the Industrial Development Board; 
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47. That it is urgently necessary that the developing countries 

change their traditional method of negotiation with the developed 

countries. To bring this about, they must undertake joint action 

in order to strengthen their negotiating position vis-a-vis the 

developed countries, For this purpose, the developing countries 

must consider all possible means of strengthening the action of 

producers 1 associations already established, encourage the creation 

Of other associations for the principal commodities exported by them, 

and establish a mechanism for consultation and co-operation among 

the various producers' associations for the purpose of the co-ordination 

of their activities and for their nn;_tual support,in particular as 

a precaution against any econonic or other form of aggression; 

48, That developing countries should use effective means of streng

thening their bargaining power individually and collectively to 

obtain favourable terms for the acquisition of technology, expertise, 

licem:es and equipment, fair anci remunerahi:Ve prices for their 

primary commodities and improv9d and substantially liberalized access 

to the developed countries for their manufactures; 

49. That developing countries should place a premium on self-reliance 

in their development effort :for the realization of th,~ir full potential 

in terms of both human and natural resources and, to that end, adopt 

meaningful and concerted policies and pursue action directed towards 

greater technical and economic co-operation among themselves; 

50. That developing countries should lend support to the concept 

of an integrated and multiseotoral approach to industrial development 

whereby the technological and the socio-economic implications of the 

process are fully taken into account at both the planning and 

implementation stages; 

51. That, in view of the basic complementarity between industry 

and agriculture, every attempt should be made to promote agro-based 

or agro-related industries which besides arresting rural exodus and 

stimulating food production actiVities, provide an incentive for 

the establishment of further natural resource-based industries; 
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52. That developing countries should devote. particular attention 

to the development of basio industries suoh as steel, chemicals, 

petro-ohemicals and engineering, thereby consolidating their economic 

independence while at the same time assuring an effective form of 

import-substitution and a greater share of world trade; 

53, That the educational system be adapted in order to give young 

people an appreciation of industrial work and that policies and 

programmes should be adopted to train the qualified personnel needed 

for new sources of employment created in the. developing countries, 

at the regional and subregional levels, The training activities .i 

linked with the industrial development must be conceived in such a 

way that they make possible the processing of natural resources and 

other raw materials in the couliltry of origin and the establishment 

of permanent structures for specialized, rapid, large-scale and 

high-quality training of national labour at all levels and for all 

professional specializations, whether technical or managerial with

out discrimination with regard to sex; 

54, That co-ordinated programmes of literacy and workers' training 

must be conceived to ensure professional promotion and development 

of local expertise at all levels of employment; 

55. That appropriate measures should be taken by developing countries 

to organize research institutions and establish training programmes 

to cover the needs of their industrial development and make possible 

progressive mastery of the different production and management 

techniques aod of industrial development, thus facilitating the 

establishment of structures to absorb modern technologies; 

56, That intensive efforts should be made by the competent bodies 

to formulate an international code of conduct for the transfer of 

technology corresponding to needs and conditions prevalent in 

developing countries by defining terms and conditions to such 

transactions to take place under the mos advantageous conditions for 

those countries; 

57. That in view of the foregiling, the Conference adopts the 

various measures set forth in the following flan of Action. 
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58. In the developing countries national industrialization policies 

should lay emphasis on the following element: 

(a) The formulation of long-term and clearly defined indust

rialization plans and strategies which rest in the first 

place on national effort and the introduction of concrete 
measures and institutional machinery for their execution, 
continuous appraisal and, if necessary, adjustment. 
Appropriate attention should be given to the development 
of the government sector and national planning; 

(b) In the formulation of industrialization plans and 
strategies, the characteristics of each country in the 
light of its social and economic structure should be 
given due consideration. In addition, social justice 
should be a guiding factor in achieving the objectives 
of raising the living standards and eliminating extreme 
social disadvantages and unemployment, particularly 
among youg people, To this end, proper industrial 
development should permit such growth as is required for 
economic development and should also be a powerful 
factor for the promotion of technology and growth in 
other sectors, and the realization of the aspirations 
of mankind, It should also, by the orientation of its 
objectives, make a positive contribution to world peace; 

(c) The promotion of an integrated industrialization process 
based on the potential of each country, with the object 
of achieving the highest degree of interaction between 
industry and the other sectors of the economy, in 
particular, agriculture, by setting up agro-industrial 
research centres, developing new agricultural areas and 
introducing new crops for industrial purposes; 

(d) The equitable distribution of the benefits of industri
alization among all sectors of the population; 

(e) The intensive use of national resources, infrastructural 
development and internal regional development placing 
particular emphasis on employment policies, as well as 
full and intensive utilization and on-the-spot 
processing of raw materials; 

(f) The establishment of production facilities covering all 
branches of industry aimed at meeting the needs of both 
internal and external markets in particular through: 

(i) The establishment of basic industries such as steel, 
metallurgical and petro-chemical industries that 
constitute the indispensable basis for any 
industrialization; 
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The establishment of integral industries such as 
maoha.µioal engineering, electrical and chemical 
industries to provide the necessary link between 
the different industrial sectors and to give the 
developing coµntries the basis on which the 
building up of techrni:>logy will principally rely; 

The creation of manufacturing and processing 
industries tc satisfy the needs of the population 
for consumer goods and to rapidly develop local 
production for the purpose of replacing imports 
and increasing exports; 

.Econouragement and suppo~t of small, medium-scale and 
rural industry and industries which fulfil the basic 
needs of the population and which contribute to the 
integration of different sectors of the economy; aµd 
to this end due attention should also be given to the 
industrial co-operatives as means of mobilizing the 
local human, natural and financial resources for the 
achievement of hational ob~ectives of economic growth 
and social developments; 

Achievement of a higher degree of efficiency in import 
substitution processes and formulation of appropriate 
incentive measures to encourage the export of manufactured 
and semi-manufactured produots with the highest possible 
local content and value-added potential from the devel
oping countries, in partioular from the least developed 
and land-locked countries; 

(i) Development and strengthening of public,cinancial and 
other insitutions in order to protect and stimulate 
industrial development of the developing countries, in 
particular, the basic, rural, small, medium-scale and 
labour-intensive industries; 

(j) Sound economic policies to assure economic stabi~ity and 
facilitate adeQuate domestic savings rates commensurate 
with industrial development objectives; 

(k) The intensification of manpower development programmes 
and the professional training of management staff 
including the effective incorporation of women in order 
to achieve the fullest possible use of available human 
resources with particular reference to industrial 
management. In this context, measures should be adopted 
to attenuate the problem of the exodus of engineering, 
scientific and research personnel from the developing 
countries; 

(1) Stimulation of the process of applied and scientific 
research, technological adaptation and innovation, 
industrial information and standardization and the 
elaboration of policies and programmes of research and 
development adapted to the individual reQuirements of 
developing countries! 
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(m) The elaboration of national plans oonoerning science and 
technology in accordance with the order cf priorities of 
each country; 

(n) Ensuring an adequate role for the State in the direction 
of industrial development and the public sector in the 
exp~nsion of industries. Elaborate measures by which 
private and foreign investment could. be effectively used 
in order to achieve the objectives cf national economy 
development plans; 

(o) The establishment and strengthening of machinery and inst
itutions to regulate and supervise foreign investment and 
promote the transfer of technology; 

(p) The formulation of policies. and the application of specific 
measures to increase·and diversify sources of foreign exchange 
earnings, by exerting'.appropriate control ever the marketing 
cf their products; the adoption of policies aimed at 
effecting increased participation by developing countries 
in the international marketing of their products. 

59, The develop<ed countries should adept the following measures: 

(a) Progressive elimination or reduction of tariff and non
tariff barriers, and other obstacles to trade, taking into 
account the special characteristics of the trade of the 
developing countries, with a view to improving the inter
national framework for the conduct world trade. Adherence 
to the fullest extent. possible to the principle of the 
"standstill" imports from developing countries and recog
nition of the need for prior consultation where feasible 
and appropriate in ~he event that special circumstances 
warrant a modification of the "standstill"; 

(b) Adoption of trade measures designed to ensure increased 
exports of manufactured and semi-manufactured products 
including processed. agricultural products from the develo
ping to the developed countries; 

( c) Facilitate development of new and strengthen existing 
policies, taking into account their economic structure and 
economic, social and security objectives, which would 
encourage their industries which are less competitive 
internationally to move progressively into more viable 
lines of production or into other sectors of the economy, 
thus leading to structural adjustments within the developed 
countries, and redeployment of the productive capacities 
of such industries to developing countries and promotion 
of a higher degree of utilization of natural resources and 
people in the latter; 

(d) Consideration by the developed countries of their policies 
with respect to processed and semi-precessed forms of raw 
materials, taking full account of the interests of the 
developing countries in increasing their capacities and 
industrial potentials for processing raw materials which 
they export; 
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(e) Increased financial contributions to international organ
izations and to government or oredit institutions in the 
developing countries in order to facilitate the promotion 
or financing of industrial development, Such contributions 
must be completely free of any kind of political conditions 
and should involve no economic conditions other than those 
normally imposed on borrowers; 

(f) Expanded technical assistance 
of the developing countries. 
such that: 

programmes for the benefit 
The assistance should be 

(i) It contributes to the development of structures for 
professional training and middle management training 
such as institutGs or centres for the training of 
workers, and research labo~atories; 

(ii) It contributes to the financing of integrated training 
programmes and soientific research; 

(iii) It is executed and mana§ed in the developed countries 
by competent organizations; 

(iv) Its effectiveness is as far as possible assured by 
the Government of the developed countries, especially 
as regards the quality of personnel; 

(v) It is integrated and co-ordinated with the long-term 
programmes of individual developing countries; 

(vi} It ensures the continuance and maintenance which are 
indispensable conditions for the fUlfilment and 
fUnctioning of the projects; 

(vii) It is executed by personnel capable of accepting the 
living and working conditions in the developing countries 
concerned; 

(g) To encourage whenever possible their enterprises to 
participate in investment projects within the framework 
cf the development plans and programmes of the developing 
countries who so desire, to do everythin legally possible 
to ensure that such activities are carried out in accordance 
with the laws and regulations of the developing countries 
concerned; 

(h) Co-operation with the Gov~rnments of the developing countries, 
as appropriate in order that the activities of the trans
national corporations of developed countries in developing 
countries are in conformity with the economic and social 
aims of the developing countries; 

(i) Adoption and implementation of appropriate measures for 
the establishment of a favourable balance for developing 
countries between the production of synthetics and those 
natural products of the developing countries which are in 
direct competition with them. The developed countries should 
assist the developing countries in raising the competitiveness 
of their production from natural raw materials with respect 
to synthetic substances in order to achieve general progress; 
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(j) No State shall exercise any discriminatory measures or 
aggression against any other State which decides to exercise 
its sovereignty over its natural resources and the exploita
tion, processing and marketing of those resources. 

II. Co_-operation among developing countries 

60. At the subregional, regional ·and interregional levels the 

developing countries should adopt the following measures; 

(a} Promotion of direct trade between developing countries in 

order to substantially improve the share of developing 

countries in international trade in finished products, to 

eliminate any adverse effects resulting from triangular 

rade, and to establish appropriate mechanism to that end; 

(b) Creation of the necessary institutional machinery to enable 
consultation and co-ordination in order to obtain better 
terms for the acquisition of technology, expertise, 
licences, equipment, etc., for the developing countries; 

( o) The harmonization and co-ordination of economic policies, 
partioularly in the industrial field, and the greater 
utilization of industrial complementarity, taking into 
account economy of scale and specialization. This 
complementarity must be based primarily on the possibilities 
and requirements of each country through the establishment 
and strengthening of consultation meaohinery at the regional, 
subregional and interregional levels in order that it may 
result in a harmonious, balanced and more rapid industrial 
development in the community of developing countries; 

(d) In order to accelerate the industrial development of the 
least developed countries and in order to promote co-operation 
among developing countries, the Conference invites the · 
developing countries' main producers and exporters of basic 
raw materials to grant, within the framework of their over
all economic policy and/or bilateral arrangements, favourable 
conditions, and in particular favourable facilities for 
payment; 

(e) Measures, within the framework of systems of economic co
operation, to support the present processes of economic 

~ 

integration and search for new forms of economic co-
operation with a view to contributing to a steady growth 
of the world economy and to the acceleration of the 
development of the developing countries, notably through 
the action of producers 1 associations of the developing 
countries, by means of a continuous exchange of experience. 
harmonization of their actions and mobilization of support 
for any of them in case of need, so as to ensure, inter ali·a, 
the solidarity of developing countries and their full 
sovereignty over their natural resources; 
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(f) In particular, action through producers' associations with 
a view to putting an end to speculative practices and erratic 
movements in prioes, harmful to the harmonious development .. 
of world trade and the growt~ of the developing countries, 
The developing countries can thus use existing or future 
producers' associations to co-ordinate their production and 
pricing policies, Furthermore, the developed countries note 
the intention expressed by the developing countries to set 
up, among themselves, a fund, yielding returns on the capital 
invested therein, designed to support the prioes of raw 
materials exported by the developing countries; 

(g) Developing countries with sufficient financial resources 
accept to share.in the economic and social development 
efforts of the least advanced countries. For this purpose, 
consideration must be given to the establishment of appro
priate mechanisms for regular consultation with a view to 
adopting new concrete measures; 

(h) The consolidation of the relevant measures for evaluating 
the International Development Strategy and the Programme 
of Action on the Establishment of a New International 
Economic Order; 

(i) Conclusion of long-term agreements on product specialization, 
as deemed appropriate by the respective countries or regional 
economic associations, and a corresponding allocation of 
production or product-sharing through industrial compleme
ntary agreements; 

(j) The adoption of suitable measures and the strengthening of 
those now in use for the benefit of the least developed, 
land-locked or island developing countries and for the 
developing countries most affected by the international ·.> 

economic crisis and those that have been affected by natural 
disasters; 

(k) The sharing of experience in industrialization and techno
logy by those who have already acquired this know-how, 
together with experience in the application of legislative 
machinery in the economic field in order that it may be 
widely known among developing countries, This knowledge 
may be of greater relevance tham that which is acquired from 
highly developed areas. While a start has been made in 
co-operative arrangements, more intensive and innovative 
programmes are required for transmitting relevant technology 
and technical and managerial skills, particularly to the 
less industrialized countries within the region through the 
establishment of regional and subregional institutional 
machinery. The experience shared should include experience 
in dealing with foreign investment and transnational corpora
tions, with a view to harmonizing and co-ordinating policies 
in this respect, To this effect UNIDO should implement and 
expand its programme in this area; 
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Preference should be given by the more industrialized 
developing countries, as far as possibl8, to imports of 
goods produced by the less industrialized countries! 
Positive pokicies are needed to increase intra-regional 
and interregional trade in manufactures; 

The creation of national, regional, and interregional ent
erprises in the field of maritime transport, capable of 
competing with enterprises in ~he developed countries and 
the transnational corporations' merchant fleets, with a 
view to promoting the development of trade between devel
oping countries, facilitating the assumption of contr~l 
of foreign trade by national, regional or interregional 
structures and improving the export returns of the 
developing countries; 

Strengthening regional institutions responsible for the 
promotion of economic co-operation between developing 
countrie:s. 

III, Co-operation between developing and developed countries 

6.1• Co-operation between developing and developed countries should 

take the following formsi 

(a) 

(b) 

Application, expansion and improvement of the schemes under 
the generalized system of preferences, without discimination 
and recipriocity with the incorporation in them of new 
products and substantial improvement of the conditions of 
application; 

Multilateral trade negotiations within the framework of 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), taking 
fully into account the development needs of the developing 
countries, should be carried out in accordance with the 
basic objectives agreed upon in the Tokyo Declaration, 
including securing additional benefits to the international 
trade of developing countries so as to achieve a substan
tial increase in their foreign exchange earnings, the 
diversification of their exports and the acceleration of 
the rate of growth of their trade, In these negotiations, 
the developed oountries do not expect reciprocity for 
commitments made by them to reduce .or_·remove tariff and 
other barriers to the trade of developing countries, 
i.e., the developed countries do not expect the developing 
countries, in the course of the trade negotiations, to 
make contributions which are inconsistent with their 
individual development, financial and trade needs. They 
further recognize the importance of the application of the 
differential measures to developing countries in ways 
which will provide special and more favourable treatment 
for them in areas of the negotiations where this is 
feasible and appropriate; 
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(c) Recognition of the industrialization needs of the developing 
countries, inter alia, to achieve levels of international 
competitiveness in the negotiations in the Multilateral 
Trade Negotiations (MTN) within the framework of GATT on 
the subject of incentives to industrial production earma-· 
rked for export;. 

(d) Urgent consultations, taking into account appropriate in
formation with respect to the development of demand and 
supply, availability of production factors and their costs, 
the possibilities and conditions of investment and the 
availability of appropriate equipment and technologies. 
with a view to facilitating, within a dynamic context and 
in accord with authorities available to Governments, the 
redeployment of certain productive capacities existing 
in developed countries and the creation of new industrial 
facilities in developing countries. These consultations 
should in particular relate to industries processing raw 
materials exported by developing countries or which consume 
vast quantities of energy, and should result in concrete 
proposals for inclusion in the development programmes of 
participating developing countries; 

(e) Implementation· of the chapter concerning industry, and 
consideration of the implementation of the other pertinent 
provisions concerning industry, contained in the Progrqmme 
of Action on the Establishment of a new International 
Economic Order (General Assembly resolution 3202 (S-VI)) 
and the International Development Strategy for the Second 
United Nations Development Decade (General Assembly reso
lution 2626 (xxv)). In relation to the actu~l transfer 
of resources, the developed countries should, in particular, 
increase their co-operation in order to make available to 
developing countries the resources required to sustain the 
growth effort essential for accelerating their social and 
economic development. The stated targets for transfer of 
resources to developing countries should be fulfilled in 
the shortest possible time; 

(f) The credits granted by the financing institutions of the 
industrialized countries and international organizations 
to the developing countries must be completely free of any 
kind of political conditions and should involve no economic 
conditions other than those normally required. of borrowers; 

(g) Urgent consideration of the question of re-scheduling of 
debt-servicing of long outstanding debts, their conversion, 
if possible, into grants, and granting of favourable 
treatment to the industrial and financial requirement of 
the developing countries mos seriously affected by the 
present economic orisis; 

(h) Financial resources available in some developing countries 
may be used for investment in other developing countries, 
through bilateral arrangements and/or through the creation 
of a neutral international fund. Urgent consideration 
should be given to the creation of such a fund which may 
be financed by contribuJions from the developed countries 
and the developing countries with available ~esources; 
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(i) In the context of international monetary reform, in which 
the link between financial resources for development 
purposes and the allocation of special drawing rights is 
being studied, urgent consideration should be given to 
the adoption of measures which take account of the parti
cular needs of developing countries. In all phases of 
decision-making for the formulation of a reformed monetary 
system, full and effective participation of the developing 
countries in all bodies entrusted with this reform, part
ioularly .iu the Board of Governors of the International 
Monetary Fund, in accordance with the existing and evoving 
rules of such bodies; 

(j) The developing countries should be gramted access to teoh
nologioal know-how and advanced technology, whether pate
nted or not, under fair, equitable and mutually acceptable 
conditions, ta.l<:ing into account the specific development 
requirements of the recipient countries; 

(k) Appropriate measures, including consideration of the esta
blishment of an indust~ial and technological information 
bank, should be taken to me.ke available a greater flow to 
the developing countries of information permitting the 
proper selection of advanced t~ohnologies; 

(1) International conventions on patents and trade marks should 
be reviewed; and all aspects of the question of their rev
ision, including inter alia additional provisions of 
speoi&l benefit to the developing countries, should be 
studied through the work of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO), with appropriate contributions from 
UNCTAD and other interested United Nations bodies, in order 
that they may become an appropriate instrument to assist 
the developing countries ·in the transfer and development 
of technology; 

(m) Negotiations on the formulation of an international code 
of conduct for the transfer of technology corresponding 
to needs and conditions prevalent in developing countries 
by defining terms and conditions to enable such transactions 
to take place under the most advantageous conditions for 
these countries; 

(n) International subcontracting arrangements should be encouraged 
between developing and developed countries, but such arra
ngements should not result in the developing countries being 
assigned the least advanced and least remunerative branches 
of industry, or those likely to upset the economic structure 
of the developing countries; 

(c) The use of renewable natural resources which are in direct 
compet~tion with synthetic substitutes should be promo~ed, 
inter alia, through the work of the UNCTAD Permanent Group 
on Synthetics and Substitutes in order to permit increased 
production and industrial processing in developing countries; 
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(p) A growing share of the world's research expenditure should 
be directed to the development of appropriate technology 
of direct benefit to developing countries, 

I 
LV. The least developed, land-locked and island developing countries 

62. The least developed, land-locked and island developing countries 

present a set of problems which require special measures if ths!3e·-' 

oountries are to attain an acceptable level of economic development, 

Recalling General Assembly resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) 

on the Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment of 

a New International Economic Order, industrialization in these countries 

must take place at a more rapid pace than average. Concerted action 

and special measures of assistance from other countries and international 

organizations are necessary to mobilize a greater volume of resources 

to make possible the launching of.innovative projects in thes countries, 

and the laying of a sound basis for the promotion of their industri

alization through proj9cts and measures such as• 

(a) Specific, urgent measures to establish the necessary 
conditions for industrialization: infrastructures, 
inventories of natural resources, and the technical and 
financial assistance required for the exploitation of . 
these resources; 

(b) The establishment and financing of complete industrial 
estates and pilot plants based as much as possible on 
the use of available local resources; 

(c) The creation of integrated production units such as 
agricultural machinery plants, appropriate engineering 
industries; and repair and maintenance services; 

(d) The implementation of an appropriate agrarian policy as 
an essential basis for the promotion of integrated rural 
development schemes involving the establishment of small
scale production units to meet both the needs of internal 
markets and export requirements; 

(e) The development of crafts and cottage industries including 
artistic crafts; 

(f) Assistance for systematic studies of their industrialization 
potential; 

(g) Speedy examination and establishment of infrastructures 
permitting the harnessing and full utilization of water 
resources and the establishment of agro-industries with 
special emphasis on the countries affected by drought; 
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(h) Preferential treatment within the context of international 
agreements for industrial products and processed commodities 
from these countries as well as the setting up of joint 
enterprises under regional co-operation; 

(i) Special aid and assistance to the least developed, land
locked and island developing countries in the establishment 
and development of adequate means of transport and communi
cations; 

(j) Urgent measures to increase the import and export capabil
ities of the least developed countries and to help offset 
the disadvantages of the adverse geographic situation of 
the land-locked countries, particularly with regard to their 
addistional transportation and transit costs; 

(k) In addition to priority assistance from UNIDO and other 
international organizations in all fields, additional fav
ourable financial and technical assistance with exemption 
from counterpart requirements, where appropriate, should 
be given to these countries through bilateral and multila
teral channels to accelerate their industrialization in 
conformity with their national policies and development 
plans. 

V, Institutional arrangements 

63. The new distribution of industrial activities envisaged in a 

New International Economic Order must mak~ it possible for all dev

eloping countries to industrialize and to obtain an efficient inst

rument within the United Nations system to fulfil their aspirations. 

64, Industrialization must be pursued in such a way as to promote 

the global harmonious development of the countries of the internat

ional community. 

65. (a) The report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Long-Range Strategy 
for UNIDO, the resoluti.ons of the sixth special session 
of the General Assembly, and the present Declaration and 
Plan of Action shall form the basis ~etermining the role 
and activities of UNIDO; 

(b) UNIDO should play a central role in the implementation 
of the Declaration and Plan of Action, by initiating and 
co-ordinating activities within the United Nations system 
aimed at achieving the objectives contained therein, as 
far as they fall within the competence of UNIDO, Further, 
UNIDO has a crucial role in the emplementation of the 
Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment 
of ~ New International Economic Order, adopted at the sixth 
special session of the General Assembly, in so far as they 
relate. to industrial development, To this end, the scope 
and functions of UNIDO need to be extended and its organi
zational machinery strengthened. 
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66. In order to attain the above objectives, 1TIITDO should not only 

intensify and expand its present operational activities and action

oriented studies and research programmes in the field of industrial 

development but should include among its activities a system of 0ont

inuing consultations at global, regional and seotoral levels, for 

the purposes set forth in paragraph 61 (d) above. UNIDO should be 

prepared to serve as a forum for negotiation of agreements in the 

field of industrJr !.etween developed and developing countries and 

among developing countries themselves at the request of the countries 

6oncerned, 

67. In order to give concerte cqntent to the process of industri

alization in the developing countries, studies must be undertaken 

and specific measures formulated in different sectors of industry, 

special attention being given to priority sectors, Such asn approach 

needs to be reflected in the organizational structure of the UNIDO 

Secretariat, in the committees of the Industrial Development Board 

which may be established for the purpose, and in the review at 

ministerial level at the General Conference to be established for 

the purpose, on a permanent basis. 

68, In order ~hat it may intensify and extend its activities in 

the manner indicated above and play the central co-ordinating role 

in the field of industrial development within the Uni tea. Nations ., 

system, and in order to increase its ability to rend.er assistance 

to tho developing countries in the most efficient way, it is essential 

that UNIDO's autonomy and functions should be increased and expanded. 

substantially and that UNIDO should be provided. with the resources 

for this purpose, 

69, For this purpose, it is recommended to the General Assembly 

of the United Nations that 1TIITDO should be converted. into a specia

lizEd agency. To this end, the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations, in consultation with the Executive Director of UNIDO, is 

requested to submit to the seventh special session of the General. 

Assembly, through the Economic and Social Council, draft statutes 

of a specialized agency for industrial development. 
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70. In the event that the General Assembly of the United Nations 

at its seventh special session should decide to transform UNIDO 

into a specialized agency, !ilraft statutes of that agency should, 

inter alia, include: 

(a) Industiral Development Board 

(i) Functions 

In addition to the functions stipulated in General 
Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) of 17 November 1966, 
the Industrial Development Board should be responsible 
of the implementation of the decisions of the General 
Conference and examine and approve the programme and 
budget of UUIDO; 

(ii) Membership 

The representation of the developing countries on 
the Industrial Development Board should be increased; 

(iii) Subsidiary organs 

To assist the Board in the examination of the biennial 
programme and budget of UNIDO and other financial 
matters pertaining to UNIDO, a Programme and Budget 
Committee may be established, Other technical oomm
ittees may also be established by tho Board if it 
considers this necessary; 

(b) Secretariat 

The number of officials from developing countries at professional 

and higher leYels in the Secretariat of UNIDO and in the panels of 

consultants that advise the Secretariat should be increased within 

the desirable range of equitable geographical distribution to be 

established by the Industrial Development Board, with due regard to 

the need for ensuring the highest standards of efficiency, competence 

and integrity; 

(c) General Conference 

In order to allow for periodic global consultations at a high 

level on international co-operation for the industrial development 

of developing countries and other aspects of world industry, the 

General Conference of UNIDO should be inst~tutionalized. The General 

Conference should be convened every four years, and each session of 

the Conference should decide on the date and venue of the ne.xt session. 

The functions of the General Conference should be, inter alia: 
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(i) To review progress in the implementation of the present 
Declaration and Plan of Action; 

(ii) To examine ways and means of increasing the .share of the 
developing countries in world industrial output; 

(iii) To recommend policies and procedures to member Governments 
to facilitate co-operation among nations in matters 
relating to industrial development for the benefit of 
the developing countries; 

(iv) To serve as .a co-ordinating mechanism to provide over~ 
all integrated and continuing attention for the successful 
co-ordination and follow-up of policies CQncernigg 
industrial production; indust~ial co-operation among 
developing countries and other related matters by all 
the agencies of the United Nations family; 

(v) To review major problems and policy issues affecting the 
world industrial situation and the steps being proposed 
to resolve them by Governments, UNIDO, the regional 

economic commissions, etc •. ; 

(vi) To reoei ve reports and maintain contacts concerning the 
above functions through the UNIDO Secretariat; 

(vii) To review the effectiveness of UNID0 1 s institutional arr
angements and take appropriate decisions on further stre
ngthening the institutional machinery. 

7l, Pending the conversion of UNIDO into a specialized agency coming 

into effect, ·•he Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Ex:ecuti ve 

Director of UNIDO are requested to work out interim arrangements 

regarding greater autonomy of UNIDO, The Ex:ecutive Director is requested 

to report to the Industrial Development Board on such arrangements. 

Industrial Development Fund 

72. The establishment of an Industrial Development Fund is crucial 

to both increasing the resources of UNIDO and enhancing its autonomy 

and ability to meet, promptly and flexibly, the needs of developing 

countries, The Fund should be established through voluntary contri

butions to UNIDO and existing voluntary funds under UNIDO's authority 

would be oonsolidated as part of the new Fund. The terms of reference 

and the rules for the functioning and administration of the Fund shall 

be established by the Industrial Development Board taking full account 

of the Heport of the Secretary-General of the United Nations as cont

ained in document A/9792. They should provide for sufficient flexi

bility so as to increase the possibility of obtaining !lrurther voluntary 

contributions. 
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effective instrument for establishing a new system of international 

economio relations based on equity, equality, sovereignty and the 

interdependence of the interests of the developed and the developing 

countries. 

{Note: the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial 

Development and Co-operation were adopted by the S0cond General Co

nference of UNIDO (Lima, 12-26 March 1975) at its final plenary 

meeting by 82 votes to 1 vote wi'th 7 abstentions.=_7 
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STATE!IJENT MADE AT THE 57Tli SESSION OF 'l'l!E UNITED NATIONS 
ECONOMIC J\ND SOCIAL 0.0UNCII, BY MR. Aoifl, OSANYA-NYYNEQUE 

ASSISTA.,_,T SECRNrARY-GENERAL OF 'l'l!E ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY 

Geneva, 11 July 1974 

Mr• President 1 

When your Council met here last Swnmer 1 when I had tho privilege of 

taking part more directly in your proceedings, tho most pressing economic 

problem f:-icing the international community then was international monetary 

instability, To my knowledgei nothing has happened in the international 

monetary field in the last twelve months to give us comfort, On the 

contrary, as the lilanaging 'Director of the International Monetary Fund 

himself confesses, "the results ·of the reform exercise {;ihich was entrusted 

to the Fund 1 s Com;iri. ttee of Twenty fell. short of what had been hoped for 

when the Committee was establishecl,. ,rr 

2, In fact, what has happened is that economic conditions in many parts 

of the world are fast degm1erating into chaos "-S a result of what has come 

to be known as the energy orisis; the dark shadow of gloom which the energy 

crisis has cast :i;zpon tt,e world econOJl\Y makes it the number one economic 

problem toda;y, 

3·, In the comments which havc been made by experts and non-experts a.like 

on the present world economic situation, two points have been made which 

ought to be of more than oasual interest to this Council, The first of 

these points is an observation which has been made in certain quarters that 

the energy crisis ma;y 1 after a.11 1 prove to be a blessing in disguise, at 

least for some countries, Then there is the other observation which has 

been made more widely that the energy crisis has reminded us more than has 

any other event of the interdependence of the world's economies, and that 

the ~....roof thG black gold should not overlook their responsibility in 

this regard. 

4. That the economies of tho world are interdependent is obvious 

enough, Mr. President, \What should interest the Council, therefore, is 

' not whether this interdEjpendence is recognised by a.11. The Council should 
I 

rather seek to. satisfy i:tself whether the economic inteEdependence of the 
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world, as it 'exists at present, is adequate to fulfil the legitimate 

as:p:i.ra.tio11s of the largo majority of i·aanki:ng. Our assossine11t n.t tl1e 

Organization of Afrioan Uni·oy is tlmt it is 11ot, The OAU shares fully tha 

view recently expressed by President Boumedionne of Algeria, th2.t "tho 

. present economic order is tho chief obstacle to dcvolopmont". 

5, As President Boumodio1mo explained to tho illx:traordinary session of 

tho Uni tod Nations General Assewbly 1 "In the eyes of tho vast majority 

of humanity it is a11 order that is as unjust and as outdated as the colOnial 

order to which it owes its origin and its substn.nce, Ine.smuch as it is 

maintained and consolidated cmd therefore thrives by virtue of a process . 

whi<>h continually impeverishes tho poor and enriches tho rich, this economic 

order consti tutos the major obstacle standing in tho way of ''XlY hope of 

development and progress for all tho countries of tho Third World."-

6, As wo see it 1 /.ir, President, basic to ·ohe present, inequitable 

pattern of coonomic rolatiotis in the world is a negative factor which, 

for lack of a bettor term, I would call "tho old ardor philosophy", which 

has been consistently pursued by certain developed countries. The "old 

order philosophy" ma.n.ifosts itself at tho political, military, economic 

and oven cultural levels, &"'ld ;;1ay be defined as "that appro.::wh to war ld 

affairs which tc.kos as normal a si tu2.tion in which the developed countries 

and certain ether countries attached to them dominate tho rest politically 1 

militarily, economically 2~1d culturally." 

7, Tho old order philosophy is 1 of cours0 1 never expressed thus 

explicitly, It is 1 however, generally given play quite clearly in 

the e,ctions of tho so who practic0 it, Tho Middle East situation, which 

threatens ho s0t the world ablaz0; tho situation in southern Africa, which 

is equally 0xplosive; and the pattern of int0rnational economic relations 

which have existed in tho last twenty years, provide most illumiaating 

illustrations of the old order philosophy in practice, 

8. In the Middle East 1 for instance, the practitioners of the old 

order philosophy are forever striving to maintain what they consider a 

bale.nee of power botwo0n the Ar<:tbs and Israel, To them suoh a balance 

exists and tho situation is normal when Israel has tho military upper hand 

in th0 area, Tho causes of tho conflict in tho area ar0 generally quite 

openly set aside in order to promot0 this arbitrary and unjust view of· 

things, 
.. I .. 
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9.. It matters little to tho practitioners of the old order philosophy 

that their stand ignores the political and moral balance, tho negleo~ of 

which is basic to tho conflict in the area - tho withdrawal of Israel 

from all Arab territory she now occupies and the restoration of tho 

rights of tho Palestininas, Instead, Israel is encouraged to follow a 

policy of blatant expansionism a.-id arrogance towards her Ar&b neighbours • ._ 

10, Tho situation in southern Africa is not dissimilar from the situation 

which I have just described. In southern Africa, embracing the territories 

under racist, illegal and colonial regimes in South Africa,. Namibia, 

Zimbabwe, Mozambique and c\ngola, 30 million Africans aro victims of 

unusually heavy oppression by a minority of 4 mil;I.ion foreigners from 

Europe. 

ll, As in the Niddle E:ist, these minority regimes draw comfort and 

strength from the knowledge that ·ohoy have tho fulI political, mi:j.itary 

and other material support from their kith and kin in Western Europe and 

elsewhere in the world, As in tho m.ddle Ea.st, the pre.cti tioners of the 

old order philosophy see the existing,· highly inequitable situation in 

southern .Africa as the normal stand of things. Hence one usually hears 

insulting appeals made to the oppressed peoples in these territories to 

be patient. 

12. In view of tho recent political changes in Portugal, tho situation 

in the African territories under Portuguese domination deserves special 

mention at this point. Shortly after the fascist regime in Portugal was 

overthrown, I had tho honour to issue, on behalf of tho Organization 

of African Unity, a statement in which I emphasized tho ono point of 

interest to .Africa: to wit, that regardless of who rules Portugal, what 

we want to see is tho complete withdrawal of Portugal from all .African 

territories she now occupies. In this light, I should liko to put it on 

record that the Organization of .African Unity rojoots, as do all the African 

peoples of those territories, tho so-called self-determination approach 

which Portuga1 has been trying to sell to the world recently. 

13. Colonialism is occupation, J.lfr. President 1 and there is only one 

way of terminating it: complete withdrawal from the territory occupied. 

There can be no question of negotiation between the colonised and tho 

colonisers as to whether the latter should withdraw, much loss the delaying 
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tac'oic of e, rcfcrc:odum to dc·b0ruinc if -the subjoot ;Jcoplc want to be 

indepcnden·t. If they did not want to bo free 1 why in tho first P.laoe would 

they take up arms to try to force their oolonisers out? 

14. Wr. Frcsidcmt 1 the Cou;wil is to consider in the course of tho 

present session i tGm 24 of its ag·onda which cle3.ls spocifica.lly with this 

issue 1 and a nu.i:bor of relevant documents <0:.ru ·to be laid boforc the Council• 

I h1wo ha.d sigilt of those clocUJn<:mts m1d regret to sa.y tfil,t the overwhelming 

impression I get from them is th,,t ·tho largo majority of ·the specialised 

agencies cmd tho other intornatfonal instHutioas :1sr.,ociatod wi t!1 the United 

1Tatio11s la.ale U!.1tl1usia.sm for i@ple1nG11ting tl10 Declaration 011 tho grai1tin.g of 

independence ·to colonial countries and peoples in accarda.-ico with tho relevant 

resolutions of tho Uni tcd He.ti ans Gener"l Assembly. In fa.at; I fincl in 

these d.ocwncnts ar,1pl0 ovidcr1c0 of foot tlragging by tl13s0 org~iza.tio;..1s. 

15. In c"rrying out tho assignment 1 the organiz:>.tions concerrnoid hcWG 

been requested 'co cooperate and consuH with tho OAU. I again regret to sey 1 

Sir, tl1at our rucords of nu.ch coordi11e.·tio11 ci.nd co11sul t.a.tio11 do i1ot give 

evidence of c'J.1Y better performance by those organizations than the.t given 

in tlwir own documents. I hope in the circu.nsta;1ces 1 Jllr. President 1 that 

tho orgc.niza-oionff h,,ve not fallen victim to tho old order philosophy, for 

tl1 ... ~t would be tragic .. 

16. In the econo;;1ic field 'Ghe old order philosophy lw,s been given 2l1 

even wider o.nd more intonoivo application; it affects the entire relations 
' 

between tho developed :o.nd tho developing cow1tries. Thus tho d.cvoloping 

cow1trics lmvo been prodncing - as they continue to produce - raw ;natcrials 

which they sell to tho developed 001mtrias at sub-economic prices 1 determined 

and iTiaintainod by the lattor 1 for their convenionce =d benefit. From these 

raw materials, tlie developed countries manufac·ouro goods which thoy then sell 

to tl::.<J developing countrios at continually rising prices. The developing 

c0Ul1trics he.vo thus bocomc inorc or less pcrpetu;:il losers ii1 the international 

economic ga,;10 1 especially in ·oho last twon·'y years. A look at Africa's 

perforinanca in tlto la.st decade 1vill illustrate. 

17. Frmn 1960 to 19701 tho vol~1e of Africa 1 s exports i;1croa.sed by 97%• 

In other words, plzyscically tho conti;1cmt exported pra<Jtically twice as much 

in 1970 m: in 1960. In equitable economic conditions this would lKWG 

represented progress. In ·tho inequitable conditim1S which prevailed in the 

period under roferm1ce 1 however, this performa.'1ce did not lead to a:ri;r net 

gains for Africa. Tho va.luG of our imports rose faster thCl.11 that of oiir 

•• ,I •• 
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exports, Consequently 1 the Continent's terms of trade registered no gain 

at all for the period 1960 - 1970 as a whole, In 1960 Africa's terms of 

trade index stood e.t 108, lifter drop1Jing and remaining below this level for 

most of tho d.coade 1 tho index climbed back to 108 in 1970. Figures for the 

Continent's national incomes toll the samci story of stagnation in this period, 

According to the Economic Commission for Africa (Doc. E/5490), tho Continent 

continues to do badly: its growth performance is running below the Second 

Development Decade's planned level, 

18. Those deploral;)le conditions in the developing countries are tho result 

of tho relentless pursuit of the old order philosophy by tho developed countries, 

As the 4th Confercmce of Heads of state and Governmcmt of tho Non-aligned 

countries have so aptly put it, "The determination of tho vast majority 

of tho developed countries to perpetuate the existing economic order for 

their sole benefit, without regard for tho wishes of tho developing countries, 

has virtudly thwarted all attempts at progress". In these circumstanoes 1 

it was tho fear "QY th<> praoti tionel'S of the old order philosophy that they 

might lose their traditional control over the world econoll\Y which led them to 

raise an ou~cry against tho perceptible but by no means disproportionate 

rises in the prices of a handful of raw materials in the last twenty-four 

months or so, 

19i In spite of actions which give tho impression that tho adherents of the 

old order ·Philosophy are beginning to see the error of their ways· those 

who benefit from the philosophy remain by and large overconfident and blind 

to inevitable dha.~ges, Thus, oven though it is now clear to all that the 

military oalanco of power has shifted perceptibly in favour of the Arabs, 

Israel and her supporters continue to believe mid behave as if nothing has 

happened, Hence tho bullying of Lebanon by the Zionist state. 

20, A similar si tue.tion obtains in southern Africa, where the Boer 

fascists have declared that the inevi tablG changes taking place in the 

Portuguese oocupiod territories around them have not altered thG situation. 

As a result, they are carrying out their oppressive aotivities against the 

Africans there without any lot, In the same, mad blindness, Robel Smith 

has just embarked upon a new phase of repression against the people of 

Zimbabwe. Evon Portugal herself is beginning to take some backward steps 

on what many had bcli 01red. to be her road to more enlightened relations with 

Africa, 
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21. The old order philosophy is thus holding on with such tonaci ty tint 

one must fear for the future of the world. If we have learnt anything from 

the many stirrings wich have been taking place around the world, Mr. 

President 1 it is that a new internat:Lonal order - especially a new inter

national economic order - is long overdue. We of the present generation 

owe it pci.rtly to ourselves but majorly to the future generations, which 

we have already let down, to embark now on putting right the present pattern 

of economic relations among the nations and peoples of the world. 

22. On this matter of establishing a new international econo;nic order, 

the Committee for Develop;;ient Planning has done a superb job in Document 

E/5478, parts of which I find so relevant to this intervention and our 

thinking at the OAU. The Committee quite appropriately observes at para.graph 

104 that the "highly skewed distribution of wealth rmd productive potential 

among countries ••• calls for a reshaping of the patterns of international 

co-operation so th"'t there can be much faster advancement for thG poorer 

part of the world an!J.! thGrefore 1 more peaceful and rational world development", 

Yes, Mr. President 1 and as the paragraph aptly concludes, "Many of the recent 

developments on the world scene, which give rise to critical challenges, are 

but a demonstration of this growing need. 11 

23. The OAU is in full accord with the Committee 1 s further observation 

that action - I would, in fa.ct 1 say urgent action - is needeC. "to prevent 

fthe new situation dramatised by tho energy crisii/ from degenerating into 

a confrontation between developed &"1.d developing countries." 

24. The Committee is again on target when H makes the following observation 

(para.graph 107): 11ThG basic option now is to choose between greater world-wide 

oooperation, based on the well-understood, long-run self-interest of all 

nations, on the one hand, and ·ohe alternative of growing conflicts §.s for 

example, when the old order philosophy dies hard and resists much-needed 
11 

chan~. The Organization of African Unity is again in full accord, not 

only with this observation but also with 'Gho further observation in the 

paragraph that the "option lies primarily in the ha.'lds of tllG developed 

countries, since they control a vast share of the world's resources f8af/ 
11 

and of its technological potential ["95"/.¥J. Indeed, ruid "the option will 

have to be jointly designed, 2.nd it will have to be designed within a new 

framework that integrc>.tes the neod for development in the poor countries with 

the limitations imposGcl by the potential scarcity of non-renewable natural 

resources. n .. / .. 
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25. Lest n.;zyonc reading the Cor.1mi ttoe 's report is tempted. to have a;n:y 

illusions or be compla.co;yG 1 tho Commit·~ .o sou.-ids this wartil.ng which deserves 

tho serious attention of this Cou.'lcil 1 ospooially i11 rol.,,tion to Homs 41 5 
and 6: 11attainm011t of a 1iew international di vision of labour" 1 that is 1 

tho establishment of a now intornr.1tional economic order 1 "will require 

adjustmon:c.s that are exceedingly pl'.inful for particulcr interests 2.lld groups." 

This warning is of pe.rtioule.r relevance to tho group which I have describecl 

as practitionors of the old order philosophy. The Committee is thus right 

in warning us further that tho exorcise "therefore clema.nds groat political 

rossourcofulnoss and skill from the governmo11ts of developed c.ountries m1<1 

[f,hc::'::J it implies substantial modification of traditional i;1stumonts of 

finanoicl aid 1 technical assiste.nce 2.nd trade, while newor areas of illdustrial 

ooooporation arc ex.plorod. 0 

1 

26. Tho Organization of Africru1 Unity entertains on this issue guarded 

optimism, against the background of tho more realistic and likely event that 

tho developed countries will fail to take the tide of world affairs at their 

present flood and gamble for a. fortune for all mtmkind, Our position is that 

tho developing c01mtrios should under tho circumstances bra.co themselves 

with a contingent plan for going it a.lone. 

27·. Such a contingent plan woulcl llaturally depend for its suocess upon 

greater collaboration among tho developing countries in all fields. ils 

the Committee for Development Planning observes, as it registers a.gain an 

idcmti.ty of viows with us (paragraph 102) 1 "Devol oping cou.'1.trios should 

complement action carried out at the world level through inter-govorn.JJontal 

org<inizations by establishing within their respective regions {as well e.s 

tra'lsregionally J insti tutiimo dGsignod to promote tho exchange of technolo

gical c.nd sci011tific iilforJ11atio11 runong tl1er11solves, as woll as to obtai1~ 1 

for [t'hei:Jbenefi t , , o, similar information from inclustri8.lized countries." 

28. Such an approach ma,y provide tho only 

breakthrough for ·oho Third Horld as a whole, 

real, 

As 

eventual, economic 

I 11c:1ve had occasio11 to 

observe i::i. another forurn 1 we C1l.'1 only be sure of tho advent of such a 

breakthrough when now industrial ;.nd financfo.l ccmtres emerge in the Third 

World, This, however, is a. devolopmcmt which deponcls insopa.rably 011 the 

successful .economic cooperation 2.nd i7ltogre.tion among developing 001mtries. 

Seen. in this light 1 one could say that 1 by ancl large ·~he future of tho 'l'hircl 

,.· 
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Worl.d lies in the hands of the Third World. At the sa.me·c"time;·. condit~ 

do not seem to have ever been more propitious than they are now for effective 

coo:pera~ and promoi;iOil. of' ecollOlllic integration in the Third World • 
.. 

29, As we at the Organization of African Unity see it, it is in this 

re.spec.t that the energy crisis, and its dramatisation of the shortcomings 

of the pres<;mt interna.tional eoonomi.c 8"-1.lp, ma,y prove to ;be a ble$sing 

in disguise •. It wi·11 have proved to be a blessing :i.n dis~ to us of 

the developing world only if we take the advantage .it now 4:rfers us to 

forge new economic links among us and strengthen existing ones. My last word . 

to my brothers from the Third World, therefore, is that we shall only have 
' ours.elw:i;,to biaw.a if we let this golden ®PortUllit3 l'!l-Sil; 
' 

Thank you Mr• l'J::esident. 

! 

' I 
' 

/ 
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Integration of y.)filen in J'\evelopment 

!l'he Industrial Development Board, 

Bearing in mind General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV)' of 24 
October 1970, setting forth the International Development Strategy for 

the Second United Nations Development Decade, which included among its 

objectives the full integration of women in the total development effort, 

Recalling that, in resolution 3010 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972 
and 3275 (XXIX) of 10 December 1974, the General Assembly proclaimed that 

International Women's Year 1975 should be devoted to intensified action, 

inter alia, to ensure the full integration of women in the total develop

ment effort, 

Recalling also General J;ssembly resolution 3352 (XXIX) of 18 
December 1974, on the employment of women by the secretariats of organi

zations within the United Nations system, 

Recalling further the provisions of the Lima Declaration and 

Plan of ii.ction on Industrial Development and Co-operation concerning the 

full integration of women in social and economic activities and, in 

particular, in the industrialization· process, on the basis of eCJ.ual rights, 

Noting that the reCJ.uest of the Governing Council of the United 

Nations Development Programme at its nineteenth session that the integra

tion of women in development should be a continuing consideration in the 

formulation, design and implementation of the projects and programmes 

of the United Nations Development Programme, 

Bearing in mind Conventions 100 (1951) and.Ill (1958) ot .the 

InternationaL Labo~ Orgru±isation,· O'l equal remuneratd.on .. il.nd: on.· .. 

dis<;:D:i,minatior:i. ;im .e.mployment and occupation, 

Bearing in mind further the determination of several organs of 

the United Nations system to strive for the appropriate use of human 

potential and the improvement of the quality of life for all and to 

increase the participation of women in the economic, social and cultural 

life of their countries, particularly by ensuring equality of opportunity 

for women in education, training and employment, 

... /2 
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1. INVITES the Executive Directer cf the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization to sei~e every opportunity to join in the efforts 

referred to in the preambular paragraphs in respect of the Organization's 

particular field of competence; 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Director of the United. Nations 

Industrial Development Organization, in co-operation with the International 

Labour Organization and the other relevant organizations of the United 

Nations system, to keep under review the programmes and priorities of the 

Organization with a view to giving necessary attention to the integration 

of women into the process of industrialization and particularly with 

respect to: 

(a) The importance of securing for women, regardless of their 

marital status, the same opportunities as are available to men for gainful 

employment, and the importance of the economic independence derived from 

such employment for the promotion of the status of women in society; 

(b) Ensuring the fullest possible use of available human re

sources by incorporating women into training activities linked to indust

rial development at all levels and for all professional specializations 

from management to shop floor; 

(c) Equal remuneration with men and equality of treatment, in 

respect of work of equal value, for women in industry; 

( d) The promotion in rural areas of the processing of agricul

tural products and manufacturing industries, particularly small-scale 

industries, which will provide regular employment for women in such areas; 

3. RECOMMEUDS that an equitable balance between men and women 

within the staff of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization, 

particularly in senior and policy-making positions, should be achieved by 

the end of the Second United Nations Development Decade, bearing in mind 

Article 101, paragraph 3 of the Charter of the United Nations; 

4. FURTHER REQUESTS the Executive Director of the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization to report annually to the Industrial 

Development Board on the progress achieved in the implementation of the 

present resolution. 
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Follow-up of the D~cisions and R~commendations 

of the Second General Conference of the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organization 

The Industrial Development Board, 

Recalling the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial 

Development and· Co-operation which constitute .a positive contribution to 

the establishment of a new international economic order, 

Recalling General Assembly resolution 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) 

of 1 May 1974, adopted at its sixth special session, on the Declaration 

and Programme of ;\.ction on the Establishment of a New International 

Economic Order, 

Recalling Economic and Social Council resolution 1911 '(LVII) of 2 

August 1974, 

Recalli.!:!B, Gene:!:'al .l\.ssembly resolution 3087 (XXVIII) of 6 December 

1973, in which the Second General Conference of the United !rations 

Industrial Development Organization was entrusted with the task of esta

blishing the principles of industr.'.alization and of defining the means 

by which the international com;nunity as a whole might ta.Ke action in the 

field of industrial development wi thi.n the framework of new forms of 

international co-operation, 

Recallin~ General Assembly resolution 3172 (XXVIII) of 17 December 

1973, which calls for a special session devoted to international co

operation and development, 

Recalling the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States 

adopted by the General ;\.ssembly at its twenty-ninth session, 

Under~ining the need to elaborate continuously the principles of 

industrialization in order to achieve accelerated and full industrial 

development within the framework of a new international economic order 

while fully respecting the sovereignty of State, 

il.ware of the need to ensure that the recommendations and decisions 

of the Second General Conference of the United Nations Industrial Develop

ment Organization are expeditiously implemented, 
... /2 
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1. RE~UESTS all Governments to take individually and/or collec

tively necessary measures and decisions required to implement effectively 

their undertakings in terms of the Lima Declaration and Plan of ~ction 

on Industrial Development and Co-operation; 

2. INVITES all the orga.'1izations, institutions, subsidiary bodies 

and conferences of the United Nations system to initiate the necessary 

measures within their respective spheres of competence in order to 

implement the Lima Declaration a.'1d Plan of ••ction; 

3. REl""TJES'l'S the :Executive Director of the United Nations Indust

rial Development Orga.'1ization, with a view. to the early implementation of 

the decisions and the recommendations of the Second General Conference 

of the Uni tGd Nati0ns Industrial Development Organization; 

(a) To t3ke i1mneG.iately all measures to adapt the work programme 

of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization to the prio

rities established by the Second General Conference of the United Nations 

"Industrial Development Organization and to make appropriate internal 

structural changes in order to take fully into account the tasks assigned 

to the Organization; 

(b) To submit a report to the General Assembly at its seventh 

special session, through the 3oonomic and Social Counmil, on measures 

taken or contempla·bed at the ninth session of the Industrial Development 

Board with a view to implementing the Lima Declaration and Plan of ii.ction; 

(o) To request periodically, from Governments and international 

organizations concerned, infor~ation on the action taken and the progress 

achieved towards implementing the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action 

and submit to the Industrial Development Board and the Permanent 

~ommittee reports containing the communications received along with his 

own comments and suggestions for fuller and speedier implementation of 

the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action; 

4. RECO~lJ.filNDS that the medium-term plan and programme budget for 

the United Nations Industrial Development Organization be suitably 

modified to reflect fully the priorities established and the additional 

tasks assigned to the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

by the Second General Conference and ensure the provision of adequate 

... /3 
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resou:rces to the Organization to enable it to implement the relevant 

provisions of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action; 

5. NOTES the steps taken by the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations and the Executive Director of the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization to draft the statutes of a specialized agency 

for industrial development and re~uests that they should ascertain the 

views of Governments of all States Members of the United Nations, of the 

specialized agencies, or of the International .~tomio Energy :1gency on the 

proposed draft statutes, which may then be submitted to the General Assembly 

at its seventh special session along with the views <>xpressed in the fifty

ninth session of the Economic and Social Council; 

6. DECIDES that it will be responsible for the review and appraisal 

of progress achieved ih the.implementation of the Lima Declaration and 

Plan of Action and for giving appropriate directives to the Secretariat 

while fulfilling this function; 

7. DECIDES ALSO that the Permanent Committee, at its sixth 

session, will consider the terms of reference and rules for the function

ing and administration of the Industrial Development Fund; 

8. FURTHER DECIDES that the Permanent Coffimittee, at its sixth 

session, will make a preliminary assessment of the progress achieved in 

the implementation of the objectives and measures of the Lima Declara

tion and Plan of Action, and report thereon to the Industrial Dev'.'>lopment 

Board at its tenth session. 
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Mr. Chairman; 
Your Excellencies, 
Distinguished Delegates, 

/ 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
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In addressing this Ministerial Conference of the 
Economic Commission for Africa, meeting in its Third Session 
in this beautiful city of Nairobi, whose international vocation 
becomes clearer with each passing day, I am tempted, in deference 
to tradition, to 'transmit, in my capacity as Secretary-General 
of the Organization of African Unity, the fraternal greetings 
of the Organization which I have the honour to represent. 

Upon reflection, however, I realize that the Organization 
of African Unity has itself moved to another arena in order to 
safeguard its members by providing both its means of defence 
and the initiatives for attack. 

We can only feel grateful that Africa, in its stubborn 
attempts to break out of the vicious circle of under development, 
is supported by organjzations and institutions which, by their 
very nature, experience and motivation, are those best-qualified 
to develop jointly with us a programme of action which we hope 
will prove fruitful through a philosophy of complementarity -
Complementarity in definition and conceptual enunciation, that 
is to say the establishment of a standard-setting instrument, 
complementarity as regards the methods to be employed, and 
complimentarity in implementing and following-up the measures to 
be undertaken. 

Mr. Chairman, 

What Africa expects from the work of this Third Session 
of the Ministerial Conference is an objective analysis of a certain 
nUtlber of events and situations and the lessons which should be 
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drawn from them. The first thing to be bcrae in mind is 
the work of the three UNCT.AD's and the General Assembly of 
the United Nations on a "Strategy for the Second Development 
Decade". 

It is common knowledge that the absence or insignificant 
nature of the results obtained confounded the most optimistic 
of analysts, and the discussions, which will go down in history 
for their academical sterility, have apparently failed to 
respond to any of the hopes of the developing countries. 

In the second place, the situation brought about by the 
general crisis we are now passing through, which endangers life 
itself: the famine in Sahelian Africa, monetary p rt rbation,, 
galloping inflation, the wide-ranging and large-scale anarchy 
in international trade, the clash over raw materials policy -
in short, an economic crisis which is especially severe on the 
more under-privileged. Such is the picture. 

And, finally, we have an event of considerable importance, 
which the Third World may be proud of having sponsored, the 
Special Session of the United Nations convened at the initiative 
of President Boumedienne to discuss "Raw l"Iaterials and Development". 

We are all aware that the most significant and disappoint
ing response of the West to the Third World analysis was 

Dr. Kissi~ger's rejection of inter-dependence. 

The lesson to be drawn from such stances is clear. In a 

spirit nearer confrontation than co-operation, Africa must 
demonstrate its combativity, and put its fervent and militant 
faith into action in order to achieve its minimal claims, namely: 
the fixing of a fair price for our products, the recovery and 
control of our national resources, indiscriminate access to the 
benefits of science and technology and a role as equal partner 
in the framing of international monetary and commercial policy. 
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What is at stake is quite simply the effort to continue 
and complete the process of decolonization, or in other words, 
mobilize ourselves to rid ourselves of the economic colonization 
inherent in neo-colonialism and the inimical arrangements in 
international economic relationships, as we are doing in the 
case of political decolonization. Since economic decolouization, 
is just as ineluctable as political decolonization the important 
thing is to organize ourselves effectively. In this context, 
your Conference has an extremely important role to play. 

Your agenda, which includes Africa's most 
economic problems, sufficiently reflects this. 

pressing 
Your Conference 

is expected to give the necessary directives capable of hauling 
.Africa out of the slough in which its economy is bogged down, 

' . 
or rather out of the slough into which its economy has been 
allowed to bog dovm; it should suggest new prospects and options • 

.Above all, it must be earnestly hoped, that the guidelines 
for action and any recommendations you m&y be led to propose 
should be along the same lines as those set forth in the"Economic 
Charter for .Africa", that is to say, in the "Declaration on Co
operation, Development and Economic Independence". This is 
important, because, acting as you do within the framework of 
United Nations Specialized .Agencies, you run the danger of being 
attracted away towards a particular approach and working method 
and ultimately an operational or inoperational strategy inspired 
by institutions which, in the final analysis (and this is a his
torical fact) are fitted to a given context and continue to depend 
on a world which acknowledges the existence of imperialism and 
power and of interests and ideologies. Even if(a sign of the 
times) it sometimes happens that there is an intellectual tendency 
to adhere to the evolutionary changes brought about by the attempt 
to establish a new economic order based on the right of peoples 
to exercise complete soverignty over their natural resources 
through the bringing into play of justice and equality in inter
national economic relationships, there can be no doubt that the 
main motivation, initiative and decision must come from those who 
suffer most and who wish to overturn the old order. 
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In other words, it is now, more than ever before, 
necessary to apply our own intuitions and introduce our own 
norms in order to form a more accurate notion of our require
ments and our possibilities. These should be inspired by our 
own development ethics, and we should avoid the temptation to 
be sidelined by formulae which, though specious are incapable 
of supplying a universal answer to all problems under all 
climes and which are, rather, the product of an international 
economic situation that has proved to be inimical and hostile 
to any genuine development of the Third World, which is not 
equipped to unmask the supposed scientific character of the 
laws it proclaims in self-justification, and which ultimately 
constitute an intolerable burden. 

It will no doubt have been realized that, having spoken 
of one inhibiting and ambiguous aspect of our co-operation with 
United Nations Specialized Agencies, we have no intention of 
criticizing these Agencies, since these can in no way be compared 
with multinational companies. 

The time, however, appeared to me opportune to exhort 
responsible African authorities to exercise vigilance, apply 
our own methods in the development of Africa and the African, 
and exalt our authenticity in the field of development. 

Here I should like to recall, or rather reveal, that, in 
view of the meeting next September of a Special ~~ssion of the 
United Nations on Development, the Twenty-Fourth Session of the 
OAU Council of Ministers has adopted a resolution instructing 
the Secretary-General to draw up, in consultation and with the 
co-operation of the ECA, UNDP and other Specialized Agencies 
of the United Nations, a basic document to enable the African 
Group to harmonize its positions and present a united front 
likely to be effective in this decisive confrontation. 

We are of opinion that this document should not consist 
of a learned collection of brilliant studies., investigations, 
monographs and statistics brought together at random, but should 
simply be an unmistakeable expression of our general development 
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ethics in all its realism and its concept of an Africa as an 
integrated or integrable entity in its quest for equity and 
its desire to participate in and contribute to the advent 
of a united world. A long and fruitful co-operation with the 
.EGA, and the trust and mutual esteem shared at the highest 
level, enable me to feel that we· are capable of achieving sat is":" 
factory results.. How could this be otherwise? Voices are heard 
on all sides recomme'nding greater EGA participation in the 
development of African economic policies. 

The .important thing is that, under your determined drive, 
the Economic Commission for 1Lfrica is bound to reflect United 
Nations 1 concern with African problems, s:i.nce it is the genuine 
expression of African creativity and an operational arm in our 
struggle for surY:::valo 

The nature of t·he actual :l.nstitutional relationships 
between OAU and EGA is thus of minor importance: what counts is 
that, as a result of the weJ.1-orien'.;ated missions you assign 
to it, the EGA may develop into an operational instrument for 
Africa's development strategy as outlined. by the responsible 
African authorities assembled in our political continental 
Organization. 

Mr. Chairman, 

The time for Institutionb 3.r; eith.e:::i pii.st or has not yet 
arrived. The time has come for reflection to be followed by 
·action. Africa must be transformed into a substantial and 
responsible force, able to sustain without effort the challenge 
of either a.just co-operation or a confrontation which will 
eventually triumph, however long it may last, because the breath 
of freedom can never be stifled. 

Conscious as we all are of the crucial nature of the 
· challenge and the goal, I hope that your meetings will be crowned 
with success • "'" for the emergence of Africa. 
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Implementation of the Programme of Action on the Establishment of 

a New International Economic Order 

The Conference of Ministers, 

Recalling General Assembly resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 

(S-VI) of l May 1974 and Economic and Social Council resolutions 

1896(LVII) of l August 1974 and 19ll(LVII) of 2 August 1974 

concerning the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the 

Establishment of a New International Economic Order, 

Recalling the declarations and programmes of action adopted 

by the Fourth Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-

aligned Countries held at Algiers in September 1973 and by the 

Conference of Developing Countries on Raw Materials ' held at 

Dakar in February 1975, 

Convinced of the structural and functional inade~uacies which 

hinder the formulation, promotion and implementation of agricultural 

and industrial projects in Africa, 

Convinced further that a consistent and integrated development 

effort should be made, including concrete projects to develop 

·agriculture to its greatest potential and to promote industrialization 

based on local processing of mineral and agricultural resources, 

Noting that efforts are being made for the organization and 

financing of similar projects by United Nations agencies in other 

regions of the world, 

Aware that it is basically the responsibility of the African 

countries themselves to overcome their economic and social under-

development by mobilizing all their resources and potential and '· 

exploiting them for the benefit of their own people, 

Recognizing that foreign aid and technical assistance do not 

in themselves constitute a basis for promoting autonomous growth or 

diversification, 

Reaffirming the full and permanent sovereignty of all States 

over their natural resources and all economic activities and recalling 

that, in order to safeguard such resources, States have the right 

... / 
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to exercise effective control over them and over their exploitation 

by means appropriate to their economic situation, including the right 

to nationalize or transfer ownership to their nationals, this right 

being an expression of the full and permanent sovereignty of States, 

and that no State may be subjected to economic, political or any other 

coercion aimed at preventing the free and full exercise of this in

alienable right, 

Recognizing that sovereignty and control over natural resources 

require the existence of the skills required for prospecting, evalu

ating and exploiting them and that industrializ~tion implies the proc

essing of natural resources into semifinished and finished products, 

Bearing in mind the functions entrusted to the E·:>0nomic Comm-

ission for Africa in its terms of reference and convinced of the 

need to increase the Commission's capacity to take action so as to 

enable it to make an effective contribution to the establishment of 

the new international economic order, 

Convinced of the need to take urgent and particularly effective 

measures to implement the Programme of Action as soon as possible, 

l, Reguests the Executive Secretary, as a matter of priority, 

to take immediate steps to institute action-orientated programmes 

for the realization of the following objectives: 

Natural resources 

(a) The removal of all forms of constraint to the exercise by 

African countries of permanent sovereignty over their natural resources; 

(b) The promotion of collective self-reliance among African 

countries in respect of the recovery, exploration, development, 

marketing and distribution of their natural resources; 

(c) The provision of the necessary technical assistance to 

help African countries in nationalizing and taking r.nn+~nl n~ their 

means of pro~uction and exploitation; 

(d) The use of the services of African experts to the maximum 

possible extent; 

... / 
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(e) The re-orientation of the programme of work of the 

Commission in the field of technical assistance so that it will be 

focused on training of personnel, especially in the industri&l field; 

(f) The promotion of the processing of raw materials in African 

producer countries; 

(g) The promotion of direct trade among African countries 

which are producers of primary products in their raw and processed 

forms; 

(h) The establishment and f'urther development of African raw 

material producers' marketing, and transport associations, and the 

strengthening of their action with a view to enabling them to adopt 

a common front and to improve their bargaining power; 

(i) The setting up of a council for consultation and co-operation 

among the various producers' associations, for the co-ordination of 

their activities and for mutual support; 

(j) The evolution of a just and equitable relationship between 

the prices of raw materials, primary commodities, manufactured and 

semi-manufactured goods exported by African countries and the prices 

of raw materials, primary commodities, food, manufactured and 

semi-manufactured goods and capital equipment imported by them, and 

the establishment of a link between the prices of exports of Afican 

countries and the prices of their imports from developed countries; 

The problem of drought 

(k) The formulation and implementation of action programmes 

to combat the problem of drought in affected countries in Africa,. 

in close co-operation with the Organization of African Unity and 

international and regional bodies; 

Industrialization and transfer of technology 

(1) The establishment of agencies for the promotion of investment 

and industrial zones in all African countries, with a view to assi

sting in, and encouraging, the establishment of small-scale and medium

scale ·projects for the processing .of raw materials and encouraging 

the creation of greater employment possibilities; 

... / 
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(m) The provision of assistance to African countries, at the 

earliest possible opportunity, in creating means of communication 

oapable of accelerating regional integration in Africa; 

(n) The establishment of institutions on a national, multi,. 

national or regional basis, as appropriate, designed to acoelerate 

the economic and social development of the region, and in particular: 

(i) centres for the study arid promotion of industrial and 

technological innovation; 

(ii) training and consultance centres for industrial projects, 

promotion, formulation, evaluation and implementation; 

(iii) centres to promote the establishment at regional level 

of specific industries of economic importance to Africa; 

(iv) centres for the promotion and establishment of effective 

co-operation in the fields of industry, science and 

technology, transport, shipping, mass communication 

media, etc,; 

(o) The carrying out of studies of oertain primary produots 

or groups of primary products of particular interest to Africa, with 

a view to formulating strategies which take into account policies 

and measures applied in relation to each of these products at various 

levels, from ~aw materials prospecting and production, through 

processing, to marketing and final distribution; 

(p) The presentation to the Governments of member States in 

advance of the seventh special session of the General Assembly of 

reports on the three groups of primary products specially selected 

for the study namely, palm oil products, phosphates and potash, in 

the wider framework of fertilizers, and iron ore; 

Monetary and financial problems 

(q) The channelling of existing available finanoe in Africa 

and the third world for the rapid economic and social development 

of African countries and the countries of the third world; 

(r) The full and effective participation of African countries 

in all phases of decision-taking for the formulation of an equitable 

and durable international momentary system in the light of the new 

international economic order; ... / 
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(s) Arrangements to facilitate the flow of development fina

ncing or concessionary terms to African countries from the interna

tional financing agencies, including the allocation of additional 

special drawing rights; 

Economic co-operation 

(t) The promotion, establishment or strengthening of economic 

integration at the subregional level; and 

(u) The promotion of economic and technical co-operation among 

developing countries; 

2, Invites the Executive Secretary to consult and co-operate with 

the Organization of African Unity, the United Nations Conference en 

Trade and Development, the United Nations Development Programme, the 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization, the International 

Labour Organization, the Food and Agriculmure Orgo;nization of the 

Ui;ii~ei;l Nations•. the1·United Nations Educational, Scientific a.tld Qll.ltural 

Organization, the Association of African Central Banks, the Association 

of African Universities, bilateral agencies and other organi~at~ons 

and specialized agencies of the United Nations system as appropriate, 

and memoer States of the Commission, with a view not only to ~ec~»ing 
; 

the necessary expertise"and finance but also to minimizing duplication 

of effort; 

-~. Requests all the organizations and specialized agencies of the 

United Nations system to pro,ride as a matter of urgency all necessary 

financial, material and other support to the Economic Cornmiss:i,QJI. for 

Africa in the implementation of the present resolution; 

.4, Urges the organizations and specialized agencies of the United 

Nations system, especially the United Nations Conference on Trade 

and Development, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 

international financial institutions and specialized bodies respon. 

sible for certain primary products, to make an effective contribution 

as soon as possible to the implementation of the present resolution 

within the framework of the implementation of the Programme of 

Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order; / 

... / 
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5. Further reguests the Executive Secretary to take the measures 

needed 

(a) To ensure that henceforth the sotivities of the subregional 

offices of the Commission ar.e brought into the framework mentioned 

herein; 

(b) To secure for the subregional offices of the Commission 

extra material and personnel resouroes to enable them to carry out 

their mission on the basis of the unified approach to development 

adopted by the Economic Commission for Africa and the various orga

nizations and specialized agencies of the United Nations system; 

(c) To organize meetings of Wdnisters at the subregional level 

to follow-up the application of the Declaration and the Programme 

of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order; 

the Declaration, the Programme of Action and the resolutions 

adopted by the Conference of Developing Countries on Raw Materials 

· held at Dakar in February 1975, and the programme of work and the 

medium-term plan of the Commission; .. 

6. Reguests the Government of member States to co-operate with 

·the Executive Secretary in his efforts to put into effect the provisions 

of the present resolution; 

7, Reguests the Executive Secretary to submit a progress report 

on the implementation of this resolution to the Technical Committee 

of Experts at its sixth meeting to be held in September 1976 •. 

28 February 1975. 
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Measures for contributing to the application of the Deolaration,. 

Programme of action and the resolutions adopted by the Conference. 

of developing countries on raw materials, 14/ held at 

Dakar in February 1975 

The Conference of Ministers, 

Considering the trend of the international economic situation 

towards the perpetuation of unequal economic relations, imperialist 

domination, neo-colonialist exploitation and a failure to find 

solutions to the basic problems of developing countries, in particular 

of African countries, 

Considering that the African countries are all determined to 

take joint action to further those of their economic relations which 

have cleared the way for developing countries to emerge from their 

position of dependenoe on imperialism, 

Convinced that the only way for African countries to obtain 

their complete economic emancipation is by recovery and control of 

their natural wealth and resources and of the means for their economic 

development so as to ensure the economic, social and cultural progress 

of their people, 

Considering that at present raw materials have an importance 

which is unprecedented in history since they make up the general 

framework of the claiming procedure being followed by the oil-producing 

countries in their struggle for fairer conditions for all raw

materials-producing countries, 

Recognizing that the negotiations between industrialized and 

developing countries to which this procedure should lead must there

fore be full negotiations covering the entire problem of raw materials 

and taking account of the interests of all developing countries, 

without any hint or threat of political, economic or military pressure 

likely to limit freedom of dialigoe and action or to restrict the 

full exercise of the rights of the developing countries and of the 

developing countries of Africa, in particular, 

... / 
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Mindful of the basic need to consolidate the unity and 

solidarity of the African countries and to prevent any action aimed 

at dividing them, 

Determined to achieve the economic decolonization of the entire 

continent, as is essential for the complete liberation of African 

countries from foreign economic domination and multinational companies, 

Reaffirming that producer-exporter associations, which are 

vital elements in the national commodities policies of developing 

countries, should be responsible for the co-ordination of production, 

research, development and marketing so as to protect their income, 

strengthen their market position, stand up successf'ully to the well

organized buyers of the industrial countries and gu~rantee fair and 

remunerative prices for their commodity exports, 

Recalling the declarations and the programmes of action 

adoptably the fourth Conference of Heads of State or Government of 

Non-aligned Countries, the sixth special session of the United 

Nations General Asse~bly and the Dakar Conference on Raw Materials, 

) - and the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States adopted 

at the twenty-ninth session of the United Nations General Assembly, . ·'. 

l, Decides: 

(a) That because of the special importance for African 

countries of the setting up of a special f'und for financing regulating 

stocks of their export commodities, the Executive Secretary of the 

ECA should actively follow up, and closely co-operate in the imple

mentation of the corresponding resolution adopted at Dakar; 

(b) That ECA shoul.d give maximum assistance to African 

countries in the preparation of negotiations between industrial and 

developing countries concerning raw material and development 

problems on the basis of a unified approach, having regard to the 

close relationship between monetary, trade, financial, scientific 

and technical co-operation and other problems; 

. (c) That ECA should actively participate in the work of the 

Intergovernmental Group of Developing Countries on Commodities; 

... / 
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(d) That ECA should take the following action under its pro

gramme of work for 1974/1975 in accordance with a strict timetable 

and in close co-operation ui th its Executive Committee: 

(i) The organization of meetings among African countries 

which are producers ·and exporters of the same commodities 

with a view to setting up or consolidating appropriate 

producer-exporter associations; 

(ii) Active participation in the setting up of similar 

associations elsewhere in the third 1'1orld; 

(iii) The creation of an African consultative and co-ordinating 

board of associations of producers and exporters of raw 

materials and agrioultur&l products; 

(iv) Participation in the setting up Of board of groups of 

developing countries producing and exporting raw 

materials decided on by th8 Dakar Conference; 

(e) That ECA should keep a continuous watch on the prices 

of goods and services exported and imported by African countries, 

particularly the prices of food and industrial goods and services 

imported from developed countries, and on the development of the 

monetary situation with a vie'r to providing effeoti ve help to 

African countries in the implementation of policies· for guaranteeing 

a steady improvement in their terms of trade by, among other things,. 

helping to devise and apply an indexing system in close co-operation 

with UNCTAD; 

(f) That ECA should co-operate with the competent African 

and Afro-Arab agencies and with agencies of the non-aligned countries 

and developing countries in preparing and implementing economic, 

financial and technical co-operation programmes benefiting African 

countries through action for the domestic processing of their natural 

resources in accordEmce with the decisions adopted by the Group of 

Seventy-Seven in February 1975; 

(g) That ECA should prepare a study on the size and function 

of non-African undertakings engaged in producing, marketing and 

investment-financing activities in African economies and participate 

actively in devising a code of .behaviour governing multinational acti vi tiesJ 

... ; 
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(h) That member States of ECA should jointly and actively 

support any country exercising its sovereignty over its natural 

resources in accordance with the decisions of the United Nations 

General Assembly and with the provisions of the Charter of Economic 

Rights and Duties of States adopted by the twenty-ninth session of 

the General Assembly i and any country subjected to political 

pressure or economic or other forms of aggression in comnexion with 

the exercise of its right to determine the exportprices of its products; 

(i) That ECA should prepare a study on the overall food 

shortage of the African countries with a view to encouraging the 

formulation of a development policy for agriculture and food in 

accordanoe with the decisions of the World Food Conference and 

a policy for the co-ordinated shipment of supplies to African 0otmtric,; 

short of food within the framework of international commodity 

agreements or by taking advantage of complementarity with other 

regions of the world; 

(j) That ECA should devise a programme of effective action 

to help the least developed and the land-locked and island African 

countries; 

(k) That ECA should continue its active assistance.to 

African countries: 

(i) In co-operation with UNCT.AD in connexion with the adop·t:ion 

and implementation of the in:tegrated global commodity 

programme; 

(ii) Withii;i the fre.mework of multilateral trade negotiations; 

2. Reguests the Executive Secretary of ECA to co-operate closely 

with OAU in the implementation of this resolution. 
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Co-operation between the Economic Commission for Africa 

and the Organization of African Unity 

The Conference of Ministers, 

Recalling Commission resolution 190(IX) of 10 February 1969 

on relations with the Organization of African Unity, and in particular 

paragraphs 3 and 4 of that resolution recommending that reports on 

the activities of the Economic Commission for Africa be presented 

regularly for the consideration of the Assembly of Heads of State 

and Government of the Organization of African Unity in order that 

the Commission might enyoy the necessary political support and requ

esting the secretariats of the Organization of African Unity and the 

Economic Commission for Africa to pursue all forms of desired co-operation 

and to find the best ways and means of increasing the efficiency of 

such co-operation ,in the interest, of the development of Africa and 

to report regularly to the policy-making bodies of the Economic 

Commission for Africa and the Organization of African Unity, 

Acknowled.ging the role which the Economic Commission for 

Africa and other bodies of the United Nations system play in the economic 

and social activities sponsored by the Organization of African Unity, 

Recognizing the effective action taken by the ECA/OAU Joint 

Meeting on Trade and Development in global negotiations in the trade, 

monetary and financial spheres, 

Recognizing further the success achieved in establishing the 

Pan-African Telecommunication Network project -jointly sponsored by 

the Organization of African Unity, the International Telecommunication 

Union and the· Economic Commission for Africa, 

Aware of the important role which the Commission is expected 

to play in the implementation of programmes to cope with drought and 

food shortages in Africa and of schemes for economic co-operation 

and integration and in the execution of the programme for the cons

truction, maintenance and operation of the network of African highways, 

... / 
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1. Decides to intensify such joint action in order to expedite 

and render more effective collective action by African countries in 

economic and social affairs; 

2. Requests the Executive Secretary to prepare, in co-operation 

with the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization of African 

Unity, for consideration by the Executive Committee at one of its 

forthcoming meetings and by the competent bodies of the Organization 

of African Unity, a report on ways and means of making the Conference 

of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa a recognized 

African ministerial conference for economic and social affairs which 

will report to the Economic and Social Council and other competent 

bodies of the United Nations, in keeping with its United Nations 

mandate, and to the Organization of African Unity. 
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STATEMENT MADE BY A.E. OSANYA-NYYNEQUE1 OAU ASSISTANT 

SECRETARY-GENERAL FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

AT THE ANNUAL ~IBETINGS OF THE AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

AND THE AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT FUND 

DAICAR,_~~~U.;;oY~6~1~19~7'""5.._ ____ _ 

Mr. Chairman, 

It has become traditional for conferences held in the last 18 

months, be they international or regional, to be characterised as taking 

plaoe at a critical period in internati·onal econgmic relations, A parti-

. cular preoccupation of this new tradition is what s~me of those who claim 

to know say is a threat to international economic interdependence and 

stability. This, of course, is usually a reference!t~ the so-called energy 

crisis. 

2. As part of their contribution to the new traditional wisdom, the 

developing countries have demanded and are continuing to demand the 

establishment at a new international economic order, Accordingly, all 

international gatherings of import which have been held since the 6th 

Special Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 12 months 

ago 1 have sought releval'.lce to and dealt in one way or another with the 

new international economic order, 

3. Unfortunately an atmosphere of i.inreality persistently underliens 

these claims and efforts, For one thing, reference is increasingly being 

made to the new international economic order as if it has become a reality-

as if it has already been established, This greatly increases the risk of 

our losing even before we declare it, let alone fighting it, the very worthy 

war against inequity in the present international economic relations between 

the developed and the developing countries. 

4, All we can say for a fact is that the present international eco-

nomic pass has caused and still causes stirrings both in the developed 

and in the developing countries, In the developing countries, for instance, 

much economic soul-searching has been going on, not so much as a result 

of the 6th Special Session of United Nations General Assembly as because 

of the rather extraordinary and unexpected success by OPEC in enhancing 

... /2 
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the earning position of its members, by raising several-fold the price 

of petroleum without reference to consumers. 

5. Many a developing country which exports some internationally 

important commodity has wondered if it could, with fellow exporters of 

the given oommodi ty, 11 do an OPEJCl' l!.t one point the seriousness with which 

this was considered in the developing countries led certain quarters in 

the developed countries to appeal for reason from the developing world. 

The appeals have actually amounted to cry of 11foui, 11 and one wonders in 

the light thereof whether they have been justified. 

6. Apart from the vague fear in the industrialised countries of 

Western Europe and North America and their allies that at least certain 

developing countries have been disorganizing what they consider the norm 

in international economic relations, the developing countries have continued 

to suffer the most, particularly as a consequence of the so-called energy 

crisis .. 

7. This suffering, plus the remarkable success by OPEC, have encouraged 

the developing countries to press for the estaolishment of a truly New 

International Economic Order. Specifically, the developing countries have 

demanded that the prices of the manufactured 5oods which they import from 

the developed countries be synchronized with or closely related to the 

prices of the primary products which they export to the latter. 

8. As for the developed countries, after crying foul rather harder 

and upgrading the oil-exporting developing countries rather more steeply 

than have been justified by events coming in the wake of the energy crisis, 

they have begun to reassess the situation in a more optimistic mood. In 

fact, so hopeful is the economic situation in the developed countries that 

we are practically back to square one in the relations between these 

countries and the developing countries. 

9. As a result, the developing countries are once more facing from 

developed countries arrogant obduracy, to the like of which we have been 

used in the councils and corridors of UNCTAD. In short, the developed 

countries are slipping back into what one might call the old order mentality, 

... /3 
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out of which the energy crisis had largely shaken them. The old order 

mentality may be described as that mentality or attitude which considers 

as normal economic relations in which, without a break, the trend of events 

favours the developed at the expense of the developing countries. 

10. The following observation from a western economic intelligence 

service illustrates the point: 

Throughout the 1960s, it seemed generally to be the lot 
of countries dependent on primary commodities for their export 
earnings to see their terms of trade steadily worsen. One· 
analysis of this problem went broadly as follows. Primary 
commodities were s<-l ., in the last resort, at a world auction. 
Thus the benefits oI any improvement in techniques which in
creased their supp:l;l tended to be creamed off to the advantage 
of the purchasers Lthat is, the developed countries_:?. By 
contrast, the producers of those primary commodities did not 
reap the benefits of improvements in the techniques of pro
ducing the manufactured goods they needed to import. For 
those goods were produced primarily for the home market of 
the country of their manufacture; secondly for trac~ withJothB~ 
industrialised countries, and only marginally for export to 
the primary - producing countries• And because their prices 
were set primarily in terms of the home economy, ••• workers 
and shareholders in the developed countries creamed off the 
benefits of improved techniques in the output of their 
manufactures as well as the benefits of the .improved techni
ques in the output of primary commodities, The primary 
producers sold on a world market~ the producers of manufac
turers sold at prices determined by their own domestio wage 
levels and profit expectations. Internationally, the rich 
got richer and the poor got poorer, 

11. It might be pojnted out that this is not necessarily a des-

cription of a historical situation. The situation described here is by 

. and large current. It is', therefore, necessar;y to warn, in that light, 

that the developed countries have no intention of initiating changes in 

the present patterns of international economic relations, as such changes 

are likely to bring about a new situation in which the benefits accruing 

to the developing countries from world trade would increase relative 

to those enjoyed by them (the developed countries). 

12. Now, it is beyond dispute that there is an urgent need for the 

current international eoonomic order to be reorganized. It must indeed 

be reorganized. The inequities which have been perpetrated and perpetuated 

by those whose decisions established and are maintaining the existing system 

can and must no longer be tolerated by the developing countries • 

. . . /4 
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13. This brings me, Mr. Chairman, to another warning: it is up to 

the developing countries themselves to force this much-needed change to 

come about. They must brace themselves for the deathly struggle which 

this requires. It is a sorry fact that resolutions and declarations, 

ho.waver fervent and strong, will not bring about any meaningful change. 

If they could, they would have done so many many years back. We must 

accordingly reduce out reliance on them even as we double practical 

efforts to change things ~ to cease being exploited and to establish 

a system of economic cooperation which can bring mutual benefits to all 

regions and countries of the world. 

14. I have raised the issue of a new international economic order 

in this vein for two main reasons, Mr. Chairman: Firstly, to highlight 

the fact 

power to 

order, a 

must take 

financial 

that, in 

increase 

shift in 

place. 

centres 

order for the developing countries' share of economic 

sufficiantly to bring about a new international 'economic 

the world's industrial and financial centres of gravity 

In other words, new and effective, industrial and 

must be established away from Western Europe and 

North America. I wish, secondly, to underline the fact that, as far as 

A:frica is concerned in all this, the ADB .has an important role to play. 

15. Shifting industrial and financial centres of gravity requires 

self sufficiency and interdependence in the developing countries as a 

group as well as on a regional basis. This is the essential lesson from 

the unhappy history of the deveLoping countries' trade in commodities. 

As the observation of the economic intelligence service_, which I \l.Uoted 

a few moments ago implies, three conditions have been responsible for 

our adverse position in world trade: 

(a) The industrialised nountr:Les ai'e .s.elf,-,suf.fi;Glimt·,· aJt- 1:he 

na.tim,.a.I-leYeI, to. ~sgin with; 

( b) Secondly, they make up for what they cannot or do not 

manufacture nationally by exchanging manufactures among themselves. In 

this way, they establish mutttally rewarding interdependence among them-

selves, In other words, they establish block self-sufficiency 

sufficiency of the industrialised countries as a group • 
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(c) As far as the relations between the developed and the 

developing countries are concerned, the latter need the former more than 

vice versa. It would therefore be inaccurate in the circumstances to 

treat these relations as characterised by interdependence. We have to 

sell our products to them at the prices which they set in world auction 

markets. Then they sell to us whatever manufactures are left over from 

the trade among themselves; and as before, they set the prices of these. 

We thus lose at both (the export and the import) ends. 

16. This is the situation which has to end if a truly new international 

economic order is to be established and maintained, As I have already 

said, to do this re~uires the establishment of economic self-sufficiency 

of and interdependence among the developing countries, The potential for 

at least the beginnings of these two conditions do in fact exist sub

stantially in the developing world; and it is at this point that I 

believe the African Development Bank and its'scion, the African Develop

ment Fund, can make a contribution. 

17. In the particular case of Africa; for instance, efforts are 

currently being made to strengthen co-operation between Africa and the 

Arab world, Not only do these e.fforts bear relevance to the desire of 

the developing countries to bring about their greater share of the world's 

economic power and well-being; they also present to ADB and ADF a uni~ue 

opportunity to promote Afro-Arab brotherhood and co-operation as well 

as Africa's economic development. 

18. Those who attended these meetings of the ADB and ADF last year 

will no doubt remember the tributes which I then had the honour to pay, 

on behalf of the OAU1 to the ADB for the support which the OAU received 

from the ADB during consultations between the OAU and the League of Arab 

States on the effects of the energy ?risis on OAU Member States, I am 

happy to inform the meeting that constructive collaboration between the 

OAU and ADB continued in the same area. 

19. In this connexion, I have just had sight of the last paragraph 

on page 19 of the latest Report of Directors of the ADB, where reference 

is made to criteria for disbursing the US $200 million contributed by 

oil-exporting Arab States for alleviating the effects of the energy 

... /6 
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crisis on some OAU Member States. As a matter of dotting and crossing 

one or two i's and t 1s in that part of the Report, I might observe that 

the exercise was in fact a joint endeavour by the ADB, EC.ii., and OAU. 

20. Unfortunately, because it is difficult to ~~tisfy everbody on 

matters of this sort, the criteria which were eventually produced by 

the joint ADB, ECA and OAU team of experts have come under fairly strong 

criticism from some of the OAU member States which are eligible yo benefit 

from the special oil fund. 

21. The General Secretariat has thus been under considerable pressure 

on this matter, and is accordingly much tempted to take relief from the 

courageous assumption by the ADB of the responsibility for the entire 

exerci?e• 

22. Actually, the area of Afro-J\.rab cooperation is being broadened 

considerably. So is collaboration between the OAU and A.DB, among other 

African institutions, in servicing ,U'rica's participation in this endeavour. 

In point of fact, I am here not only to sit-in and listen-in to your 

proceedings; I am also here to consult with representatives of ADB and the 

other African institutions on the CJ.uestion o·f ,tfro-.Arab cooperation as 

well as on the CJ.Uestion of Africa's effective participation in the forth

coming Special Session of the United Nations General .wsembly, on "Develop

ment and International Economic Cooperation. 11 

23. In keeping with current trends, the developed countries are likely 

to go to New York for the ?th Special Session of the General .issembly with 

no proposals for a new approach to development and international economic 

cooperation. AS they have done consistently for the last decade, they 

are more likely to go to New York prepared to look at and, as they see 

fit, obstruct proposals from the developing countries. 

24. The developing countries must, therefore, go to the meeting fully 

armed with well-thoughtout and practical proposals; and Africa's contiri

bution to such proposals must be effective. The O.MJ is happy to invite 

the ii.DB, along with the other African institutions, to join us in this 

exciting adventure. Naturally, we have no doubt that the Bank will pay 

the co~structive ·role which has become customary of its efforts • 

. . . /7 
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25. I am fully aware, Mr. Chairman, that I have so far spoken in 

a manner which could easily be misunderstood. I have spoken of the 

inequity which exists in the current economic relations between the 

developed and the developing countries, and the war which we must wage 

aginst a system that relegates us to a marginal role in the world eco

nomic power-play. I have given an illustration of how, as producers and 

sellers of primary commodities, we are doubly exploited by our partners 

in trade, t4e developed countries. 

26. I have urged that in order to put an end to such inequitable 

relations, the developing countries should promote their eccncmic 

selfsufficiency and interdependence; and I have observed that such a 

development would in the long-run lead to a reordering of international 

economic relations, enabling the developing countries to enjoy a larger 

share of the world's economic power. 

27. Lest this vein of my intervention is misrepre5ented, I should 

like to point out that it is not directed against any country or group 

of countries.. It is only directed against a system whose unjustness, 

inequity and inequality glare the world in the face. ,\ny developed 

country or institution from the developed world which is minded to co

operate with us genuinely, particularly in an effort to establish a 

new and more just international economic order, need not feel unwanted; 

on the contrary it should feel quite welcome to join us in our worthy 

cause, which ultimately is in fact a worthy cause of the whole world. 

28. With these few remarks, I wish your meetings all possible 

success, and thank you for affording me an opportunity to share with you 

a few thoughts on the most pressing question now facing mankind the 

need to establish a truly new and more just international economic order. 
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During 1974, the OAU and ECA Secretariats organized 
sub-regional meetings of African Experts on "COMBINED TRANSPORT 
OPERATIONS II. 

East Africa: Nairobi, February 1974 
West and Central Africa: Accra,,; March-April 1974 
North Africa: Tunis, October 1975 

The aim of these meetings was:-

a) to look into the policies and major multinational 
problems in the field of combined transport; 

b) to study current transport problems in the various 
sub-regions of Africa so as to ensure better co
ordination of transport while paying due regard to 
the progress and investment needed to be made in this 
field; 

c) to prepare the sub-regional conferences of African 
Ministers of Transport and Communication by formulating 
recommendations to the governments concerned, on 
priority needs in the field of transport at multi
national level. 

3. The OAU General Secretariat submitted the findings of 
these meetings to ~he 23rd Ordinary Session of the Council of 
Ministers held in Mogadishu in June 1974. The OAU Council of 
Ministers adopted Resolution CM/Res.365 (XXIII) on "Inter
.African Co-operation in the field of Transport". 
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In substance, the said resolution calls on the 
Administrative Secretary-Genera.l of the OAU, in collaboration 
with the Executive Secretary of the EGA to organize, during 
1975, sub-regional conferences of African Ministers of Transport 
and Communication and to hold annually, an all-Africa Ministerial 
Conference on Combined Transport and Communication. 

4. The OAU and EGA Secretariats held consultations on the 
implementation of Resolution CM/Res.365 (XXIII). 

The two Organizations drew up the following time-table 
for the four sub-regional conferences of African Ministers: 

West-.. Africa: 'Abidjan, 1June 1975 
Central Africa: Kinshasa, August 1975 
East Africa: Kampala, October 1975 
North Africa: Cairo, December 1975 

II. REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE OF THE MINISTERS OF 
TRANSPORT OF WEST AFRICA 

5. The first Conference of the Ministers of Transport of 
West Africa was held in Abidjan from 2 to 7 June 1975. 

Since the general report of the Conference is submitted 
as Appendix I to this document, we have deemed it relevant to 
comment here on the outcome ·and scope of its deliberations. 

OUTCOME .AND SCOPE OF THE DELIBERATIONS 

6. Regarding the organization of work, two sub-committees 
were set-up. 

The first sub-committee was entrusted with the task of 
preparing a Draft Declaration on Co-operation, Co-ordination 
and Integration of Transport in West Africa. 

The second sub-committee was charged with studying the 
proposals for the establishment of institutional STRUCTURES to 
ensure such co-operation within the framework of the Economic 
Community of West African States (ECOWAS). 
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7. The Declaration identified, sector by sector, all 
the needs as well as the possibilities of ea-operation and 
co-ordination of all modes of transport in the sub-region. 

It also underlines the need to standardize regulations, formulate 
common development policies and programmes, and establish 
continental multinational institutions and companies for road, 
rail, air, sea, river and lake transport. 

8. With respect to the definition of institutional structures 
for co-operation, the Conference was of the view that the estab
lishment of regional economic communities is in keeping with the 
objectives of the OAU Charter and the African Dec~aration on 
Co-operation, Development and Eeonomic Independence of Addis 

Ababa (June 1973). 

The Conference recommended that: 

the ECQ1 . .f.AS Treaty be ratified as soon as possible; 

• a sub-commission on transport be set-up with the 
ECOW.AS Commission on Transport, Telecommunications 

'·· 
and Energy to co-ordinate and harmonize transport 
policies in West Africa. 

III. OAU ACTION 

9. As may be observed in the final report, nearly all the 
recommendations request the assistance.of the OAU General Secre
tariat in collaboration with other competent African bodies 
(ECA, .AFCAC, UAR, ADB). 

10. The most urgent among these recommendations which, should 
be given serious consideration by the OAU Council of Ministers 
is that inviting the OAU, 1\FCAC ECA and ADB to set-up a co
ordinating committee to look into the possibility of establishing 
multinational airline companies in conformity with the two 

relevant resolutions adopted in Mogadishu in June 1974 by the 
OAU Council of Ministers on the establishment of:-

an inter-African airline company 
a Pan-African shipping company. 
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The OAU General Secretariat would require the Council 
of Ministers to give it a mandate to set-up the co-ordinating 
committee. 

11. Another serious question is the unilateral and scandalous 
rise in freight charges by maritime conferences serving the 
African region; on the auspicious initiative of the Ivory Coast 
Government, a Ministerial Conference on Maritime Transport in 

West and Central Africa was held in Abidjan in May 1975. 

At the end of the meeting, a series of measures was 
adopted (Annex I of the DECLARATION: JVl.ARITIME TRANSPORT CHARTER 
FOR WEST AND CENTRAL AFRICA) including the establishment of a 
committee accepted by the 5 countries and entrusted with negotia
ting reasonable freight charges for the sub-region with the 
maritime conferences. 

12. The OAU General Secretariat would suggest that the Council 
of Ministers authorize the Secretariat, in collaboration with 
the ECA, to organize two Ministerial Conferences on freight 
charges of Maritime Conferences in East Africa (Indian Ocean) 
and North Africa (Mediterranean Sea). 
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REPORT OF THE CON}'ERE.NCE OF MINISTERS OF TRANSPORT 

OF WEST AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

The Ministerial Conference on Combined oransport of West African 

meeting at Abidjan, in the Republic of Ivory Coast at the request of 

the Organization of African Unity and the·United Nations Economic Comission 

for Africa sponsors and organizers of the Conference, held its first 

meeting on Monday, 2 June 1975 at 10 a.m. in the Conference hall of the 

Equalization Fund at Abidjan. 

The following states were represented at -the -·C-Onf.arencea 

l. The Republic of the Ivory Coas.t 

2. The Republic of'Dahomey 

3. The Republic of ~he Gambia 

4. The Republic of Ghana 

5. The Republic of Guinea Bissau 

6. The Republic of Liieria 

7. The Republic of Mali 

8. The Islamic Republic of Mauritania 

9. The Republic of Nigeria 

10, The Republic of Senegal 

11. The Republic of Togo 

12. The Republic of Upper Vo). ta 

In addition, the following organizations were represented by observers: 

l. UNCTAD 

2. The Union of African Railways 

3. The Regie-Abidjan-Niger 

4. Air Afrique 

5· AFCAC 

6. The Conseil de l'Entent 

7. OCAM 

8. OMVS 

9, ILO 
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10. The Port Management Association of West and Central Africa: 

11. ECAO 

12. · IMCO 

13. J,DB 

14· The Liptako-Gourma Authority 

15· BCEAO 

16. IBRD 

The Conf\)rence was opened under the Chairmanship of Mr. LUCA 

Diomand, Minister of State representing President August Denise and 

was addressed by the following speakers: 

(i) Mr. Buzingo Libere Economist in charge of transport and 

tourism at the Organization of African Unity, representing the 

Administrative Secretary-General of the OAU; 

(ii) Mr. Godfrey E.it. Lardner, Chief, Division of Transport and 

Communications at the Economic Commission for Africa, representing the 

Executive Secretary of the ECA; 

(iii) Mr. Laraine Fadika, Secretary of State of the Navy of the 

Ivory Coast, who spoke in the absence of Mr. Desire BONI, Minister of 

Public Works of the Republic of Ivory Coast, who was unable to be 

present. 

All the speakers acknowledged that the field of transport was 

a special spµere in which regional Co-operation was of vital importance 

b~cause transport provided the foundation for the development of the 

other sectors of their economics and promoted the progress of all African 

peoples. They pointed out that special attention should be paid to the 

land-locked countries and recommended the establishment of an organ for 

co-operation. 

The Conference then turned its attention to questions relating 

to procedures. to the internal organization of its work and to the 

adoption of the agenda. 
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A. Election of the officers of the Conference and of the Committee 

Experts 

The Conference elected the following officers: 

.., Chairman Ivory Coast 

First Vice-Chairman Nigeria 

Second Vice-Chairman Upper Volta 

Third Vice-Chairman The Gambia 

- Rapporteur (French) Togo 

Rapporteur (Englich) Ghana 

As the result of a discussion which toolc place following the 

election of the officers of the Conference it was decided to·set up an 

Expert Committee of the whole with the following officers1 

- Chairman 

- Vice-Chairman 

Rapporteurs 

B, Adoption of the 1.genda 

Senegal 

Guinea-Bissau 

Tofso and Ghana 

A draft ,i.genda prepared and submitted to the participants in the 

conference by the Secretariats of OAU and ECA comprised the following 

items: 

(1) The Transport Implications of the New International Economic 

order 

(2) Co-operation and integration of transport systems in Africa 

elevant resolutions adopted by the Eleventh OAU Assembly 

of Heads of State and Government held in Mogadishu in June 

1974 

(3) Problems of Land-locked countries with regard to combined 

transport arrangements including facilitation 

(4) Progress Report on .l..ir Transport in :i.frica 

(5) Manpower trainine; in the Field of Transport 

(6) Establishment of the West .!l.frican Transport Coordinating . il. 

Council 

(7) Declaration on Co-operation and integration in the field 
of Transport in ;lfrica 

(8) lilly other business 

After a discussion the draft agenda was adopted as it stood • 

. ., . / ... 
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The following meeting was devoted to a genral debate in which the 

delegations of Ghana, the Gambia, OicU, ;l.FC,-.0, the Union of .~frican Rail

ways and ;l.ir Afrique delivered full and interesting statements to the 

plenary assembly. 

The Committee of Experts was then divided into two working groups 

to consider the various items on the agenda. 

The First Working Group which was placed under the Chairmanship 

of Ghana with the representative Dahomey acting as Rapporteur, _was 

given the task of formulating a draft resolution on regional co-operation 

in the field of transport. 

The Second-Working Group, which was placed under the Chairman

ship of Ghana with the representative of Ivory Coast acting as Ra1·por

teur, was given the task of suggesting institutional structures within 

which reg·ional co-operation in the field of transport could be effected 

under ECOW,~S. 

II - Results of the Work of the Ccmmi ttee of Experts 

The Committee of Experts adopted the following standards and 

objectives ori which to hase the declaration on co-operation, co-ordina

tion and the inte15ration of transport in West Africa: 

(a) identification of the needs and possibilities of collabora

tion and co-ordination of all modes of transport in the 

subregion. 

(b) the integration of the declaration within the context 

of the ECOWAS treaty. 

( d) 

the taking into account of the programme of work of 

AFC;i.C and the Union of ,~frioan Railways. 

the integration of the declaration into the ,i.frioan con

text by basing it on the provisions on transport in the 

African Declaration on co-operation, Development and 

Economic Independence adopted at 1.ddis Ababa by the O,lU 

Assembly of Heads of State and Government • 

. .. . I ... 
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;\.fter scrupulously considering the functions assigned to the 

institutions dealine1 with transport within ECOW:,s and those recommended 

for the body referred to in· the ;,genda the Cammi ttee responsible for 

defining the institutional structures for regional co-operation in trans

port concluded that the taskaassigned to that body were similar to those 

assigned to the ECOW.lS institutions although it acknowledged that the 

provisions of the ECOWAS Treaty were broader in scope. 

Consequently, the Committee expressed the view that the establish

ment of Regional Economic Communities were on line with the objectives 

set forth in the Oli.U Charter and in the ;>.friaan Declaration on Coopera

tion, Development and Economic Independence adopted at ;\.ddis ,~baba in 

June 19731 It was aleo of the view that the existence of the two 

bodies dealing with the same problems would dispurse efforts at co-ordina

tion, It therefor suggested that the establishment of a new body dealing 

with transport should take the existence of ECOW:lS into account. 

The Deolaration emphasi~es, inter alia, the standardization of 

regulations and the establishment of a concerted development programme 

in the field of road, rail, aiIJ maritime and inland waterways transport. 

The resolution on structures, for its part, calls for the rati

fication of the ECOWAS Treaty as soon as possible and recolll!llends, within 

the framework of that ~reaty, the creation and the determination of the 

methodes of operation, of a sub-commission on transport and within the 

framework Of this sub-commission, committees corresponding to each 

mode of transport, 

Mr, Chairman and Honourable representatives, the above report 

represents a summary of the two documents formulated by the experts and 

submitted to the Conference for adoption. 

The Conference adopted the resolutions annexed to this report. 
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Th~ Ministers of Transport of the West African States, meeting 

in Abidjan (Ivory Coast) from 2nd to 7th June, 19751 

- Considering that priority should be given to the economia 

development of their countries, 

Taking into account the provisions of the charter of the of the 

Organization of African Unity, 

Also taking into account the declaration adopted by the Heads of 

State and Government at Mogadiscio, Somalia in June 1974, and in parti

cular those parts of that declaration which relate to Transport, 

Considering that the ECOWAS Treaty and especially its chapter 8! 

if of importance to regional integration, 

Bearing in mfnd ·the special position of the land-locked countries, 

Considering that the new international economic order is of 
) . 

importance to economic development, 

Also considering that the implementation of the new International 

economic order calls for the restracturing of Tr.ansport networks in West 

Africa, 

DECIDES: 

1. Road Transport 

A - That the West African countries should undertake to:. 

(i) Formulate a code of road transport rights and 

obligations which would provide for road trans

port sharing and licensing and weuld establish 

bilateral and regional freight pooling arrange

ments; 

(ii) Regulate and standardize frontier formalities, 

providing for the uniform treatment of road 

... I ... 
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vehicles and containers used in ter-African transport 

·.·t goods so as to facilitate the free circulation of 

road vehicles across frontiers on a reciprocal basis; 

(:l.ii) Adopt0uniform technical standards for intra-African 

roads and bridges; 

(iv) Develop multinational capabilities in research and 

apply research result~ to the achievement of standard

ization in road design, construction and maintenance; 

(v) Standardize the rules and regulations of.road traffic, 

road signs and signals, dr~ving licences and technical 

requirements for vehicles. 

B - That the initial impetus of trans-African highway projects 

shou(d be used not only for the timely implementation of programmes 

for road extension, improvement and maintenance, but also to set 

standards of inter-country co-operation and co-ordination which 

should be applied to other African highway projects and transport 

schemes. In this regard, the Conference recommends that the OAU, 

ADB and EGA in collaboration with the Trans-West African co-ordina

tion Committee should take appropriate measures such as: 

(i) The Organization of working parties, and co-ordinating 

committees composed of transport planners, experts 

in trade and economic co-operation, engineers and 

economists for work on new inter-country road lin~, 

thus ensuring an inter-disciplinary approach; 

(ii) The provision of technical backstopping services to 

the various highway projects, assisting the partici

pating States in negotiations with international and 

bilateral sources of finance and performing secretariat 

functions to regional and subregional transport 

conferences; 

C· ·- To invite the Coordination Cammi ttee of the Trans-West 

African Highway to coordinate its activities with the proposed 

African Highway Association. 
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D - That the role which will, inevitably, be played by 

private foreign enterprise in the very large road construction 

programme required for national and multinational integ~ation over 

the next ten to fifteen years suggests that studies on the econo

mies of road construction will yield valuable policy and operatio

nal guidelines, It is recommended that OAU, ADB, ECA and the 

Coordination Committee of the Trans-West-African Highway should 

lilndertake the required studies, 

2. - Railways 

The Conference recommends that under the joint auspices of 

OAU and ECA the Union of African ~ailways should assume responsib

ility for the co-ordination of work in the field of railway 

development in West Africa in order to facilitate the establishment 

of intra-African linkages: 

(i) By introducing uniform standards when new railway 

lines are to be constructed or rolling stock is to 

be replaced, or new tracks laid; 

(ii) By promoting the construction of links between 

existing unconnected lines where this is justi

fied; 

(iii) By promoting the construction of extensions parti

cularly with a view to opening up land-looked 

countries, taking into account the socio-ecqnomic 

aspects of such extensions. 

3, -Maritime Transport and Coastal Ship~ 

The Conference recommends the adoption of the attached 

Maritime Transport Charter for west and central Africa, drafted 

in Abidjan on 7 May 1975 by the ministerial conference of west 

and central African states on maritime transport, 
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I - That African States should seek the assistance of OAU, ADF, 

ECA and other appropriate mul tilatGral and bilateral agencies for the 

multinational exploitation of the numerous inland waterways in Africa. 

II' - That African States should co-operate in securing loans and 

grants for improving the physical infrastructure of inland llaterways 

in the organization (e.g., through joint companies) of river and lake 

transport services. 

III - That river States in Africa estaolish shipping lines to play 

the various rivers of the sub-region. 

5. Air Transport 

The dominance of the North-South (Europe and USA/Africa) axis 

over the East-West (Trans-.\frican) axis is one of the most striking 

characteristics of air transport patterns in .tfrica. Another is the 

persistence of almost exclusive links between African countries and the 

former colonial pow.ers with which they were linked in contrast to the 

slow emergence -in spite of the large number of land-locKed countries 

in •lfrica of air transport links between African countries. il third 

is the extensive dependence of African national airlines on extra

African airlines for finance, technical assistance and management. 

The development of new types of aircraft and new and more 

efficient forms of organization and management now ill process 

of adoption by extra-i~rican airiines provide challenges which could 

best be met through intra-African co-operation. 

A - The Conference therefore recommends that such cooperation 

should be on the following lineso 

(i) Rationalization of time-tables, reduc.:ti.on of_fares 

within the continent, elimination of privileges 

enjoyed by foreign carriers, exchange of air traffic 

rights, the standardization of eq_uipment and tj pes of 
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aircraft used, sharing of airoraft repair and mainten

ance facilities and joint organization for ground 

safety services and accident investigation, an~ personnel 

training; 

(ii) The operation in common of their international services 

and the eventual integration of their airlines, 

B - In this connexion, the Conference recommends that the OAU 

and EGA in collaboration with the .tssooiation of African Airlines 

(.V.FRA) and the African Civil Aviation Commission (.i.FCAC) should 

propose measure for dealing with the existence of excess capacity 

in African airlines the heavy losses incurred by many of the;n, the 

persistence of a north-south axis at the expense of an east-west 

axis and the possibilities of developing and creating air freight and 

postal services. 

C - The Conference invites, OAU, 1i.FCJ\.C ECA and ADB to set up 

a Coordination Committee with the view to establishing a Pan-il.frican 

Airline Company and a Pan-itfrican airfreight Company. 

Simplification of eustoms Formalities 

The Conference reoommends that a Committee of Customs Offioers 

be convened to formulate a standard document designed to facilitate 

the rapid movement of goods and means in the sub-region. 

Manpower Training 

The Conference recognizing the vital role of manpower training 

and development in Transport, recommends: 

(i) The development of institmtion to provide facilities 

for the education and training of African specialists 

in the transport field, notably systems analysts and 

designers, transport economists, urban traffic and 

regional economic planners and technicians specialized 

in the automobile, rail and aeronautical industries. 
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{ii) Executive development programmes for, systems management 

personnel 

(iii) Design of multi-disciplinary courses both at the under

graduate and the post-experience level 

(iv) The formal adoption and implementation of a policy of 

full utilization of resources and opportunities at the 

national and multinational levels for building up practi

cal experience and consultancy capabilities in the 

transport field. 

(v) Establishme.nt of multinational training institutions; 

(vi) The establishment of multinational programmes 'for on

the-job training and the exchange of professional 

personnel. 

8. Telecommunications 

The Conference, having reported the valuable role performed by 

the telecommunications and aware of the deficiencies of the existing 

telecommunications facilities in the West African subregion, took note of 

the efforts being make unless the PJJ.U.!FTEL project with a view to making 

the maximum amount of telecommunications facilities available to the 

West African eubregion. 

__ _..._ _____ _ 
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Annex To The Declaration 

Preamble __ 

MARITIME TRANSFORT CHARTER FOR 

WFST AND CENTRAL AFRICA 

The States of West and Central Africa 

Recognising their economic development as a first 

priority, 

Recognising the impact of maritime transport on their respective 

ec?nomies, 

,onsidering the arbitrary decisions made by the Conferences 

particularly in the field of freight rate increases, 

Considering the favourable dispositions of the Code of Conduct of 

the Maritime Conferences for the development of the marchant fleets 

of developing countries, notably for the sharing out of cargos on 

40/40/20 basis, 

decide: 

A - Maritime Economy 

1 - To set up a permanent coordinating body on mari~ime 

transport and particularly to institutionalise the 

ministerial conference, 

2 - To create Shippers' Councils or similar bodies in 

those countries where they do not already exist in such 

a way that they become operational by the end of the 

year. 

3 - The grouping of these various Councils within the 

framework of a cooperating body. To this effect ay ad

!!££. committee, whose mission is to study the form and · 

functioning of this grouping be set up by the Conference, 

... / 
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4 The setting up of FAL National and regional Committees 

for the facili ta ti on of administrative formalities .conc

erning international maritime trade. 

5 - The effective intervention of the States concerned in 

the activities of auxiltary maritime transport services 

(transit, lighterage, stevedoring, etc,) 

6 - The creation of freight grouping bodies in order to 

help shipping companiee in the region and to this effect 

to recommend'the gradual transformation of the labelling 

of purchase contracts form CAF to FOB for imports and 

FOB to CAF for exports. 

7 The creation of national marine insurance bodies in order 

to obtain better protection of the interests of shippers 

and of regional shipping companies. 

B - Development of Shipping Companies 

8 To unite their efforts with a view to assuring maritime 

'transport coming from or going to their countries under 

the most advantegeous conditions for their economy. 

9 ··To create and develop their merchant fleets. 

10 To coordinate the action of national shipping companies 

in order to make the best use of transporting capacity 

through a very close organisation of lines and agencies 

w~th a view to exploitation in a pool system, 

11 - To urge those countries who establish shipping lines 

in partnership with foreign countries to control the 

majority of the .shares. 

12.- To set up an African Maritime Conference for west and 

central Africa. 

13 - Rapid Africanisation of the representatives in Africa 

of foreign maritime oonference serving the coasts of 

the region. 

14 - To make application to Africanfinancing bodies and other 

international bodies 

... / 
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to enable the :purchase in favourable conditions of the 

necessary ships for the development of merchant fleets, 

especially in view of the restrictive measures imposed 

on export credits by resolution C 7488 - Final of the 

OECD countries dated 18 July 1974· 

l_, ··· 15 - To undertake a study on the feasibility multinational 

shipping companies. 

C - PORTS 

16 - a) To set up the necessary mac.hinery to ensure the 

flow of traffic. 

b) T•, organise the best possible use of port installations 

by setting up the appropriate management structures 

and economic utilisation of port labour forces. 

c) To give the ports a wider management autonomy in 

order to obtain higher efficiency. 

17 - To encourage management association of the ports of west 

and central Africa in tbe setting up of ~ooperation and 

information bodies. 

18 - To undertake long-term port development studies to 

accommodate bulk cargo and container vessels • 

D - ~LOCKED COUNTRIES 

19 - The institutionalisation of the participation of 

landlocked countries in the management of the ports 

·on which they depend and to encourage them to participate 

in the capital of the shipping companies of countries 

on the coast • 

20 - The application of preferential tariffs to goods 

· coming from or going to landlocked countries, 

with agreement of coast countries. 

E - TRAINING 

21 - The creation of regional colleges for the training 

of both seagoing and shore staff as soon as possible • 

. . . I 
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Resolution adopted by the Conference of Ministers 

of Transport of the West Africa 

The Conference cf Ministers of Transport of the West African 

Statmmeeting in Abidjan from 2 to 7 June 1975, 

Considering the strong desire of their countries to ensure 

a rapid and uninterrupted economic development of their Su~-region; 

Realizing thaS the provisions of the treaty of ECOWAS are designed 

to achieve that objective; 

Aware of the vital role which transport can play in that 

dynamic self-sustaining growth; 

Considering the recommendations of the Joint Sub-regional 

Meeting of West and Central Africa on Combined Transport Arrangements 

held in Accra, from 25 March - 2 April 1974; 

Considering the relevant provisions of the Treaty of ECOWAS 

relating to transport matters particularly Article 4 (l)e 

1. RECOMMENDS 

(a) the urgent ratification of the Treaty of ECOWAS, 

(b) the creation of a Sub-Commission within the ECOWAS 

Commission on Transport, Communication and Energy to 

co-ordinate and harmonize transport policies plans and 

projects in West Africa, 

(c) the establishment, under the Sub-Commission on Transport, 

of Committees on:-

( i) Road Transport 

(ii) Rail Transport 

(iii) Inland Water Tranport 

(iv) Maritime Shipping 

( v) Maritime Ports, and 

(vi) Air Transport, 

2. REQUESTS that, 

bodies including the 

in the meantime, all existing committees and 

OAU and ECA Secretariats dealing with matters 

... / 
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within different modes of transport in West Africa shall continue 

with their work until ·such activities are integrated into committees 

in i ( c) above. 

3. RECOMMENDS to the Sub-Commission of Transport when established 

the following specific work programme: 

Road Transport 

Studies should be made on the following subjects& 

(i) Intermodal Co-ordination, harmonization, investments, 

tariffs, competition; 

(ii) Designation of a network of integrational roads linking 

the states of w~st Africa and setting of priorities for 

its realization. 

(iii) Standardization& 

Technical ) 

- Traffic rules ~ traffic safety 

licensing of drivers and vehicles 

- practices and procedures applied to international 

traffic (facilitation) 

- Statistics 

(iv) Measures to promote the efficient use of vehicle fleets 

at present hampered by the seasonal and directional 

imbalance of demand; 

(v) Research and training in the field of road transport; 

Rail Transport 

(a) to liaise with the Union of African Railways with a 

view of facilitating the achievements of intercountry 

multinational co-ordination of transport policies, 

transport regulations, facilitation of the movements 

of goods, and to rationalizing intra-African transport 

in the sub-region; 

(b) to consider the possibilities of harmonizing and stand

ardizing the railway systems of the sub-region with a 

view to assisting the Union of African Railways in 

extending a railway network in the future; 

... / 
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(c) tc give greater emphasis to the consideration of socio

economic aspects, rather than to present economic aspects, 

of rail transport, 

Inland Water Transport 

(a) to co-ordinate the traffic flows with landborne modes; 

(b) to harmonize on a sub-regional basis the efforts of the 

member countries with a view to rationalizing river craft 

and equipment, training qualified personnel and simplifying 

administrative formalities in order to make sufficient 

use of their inland waterways; 

(c) to strengthen, technically, the existing multinational 

organizations dealing with transport on African rivers 

e,g. Niger, Senegal, Gambia rivers; 

(d) to give high priority to the development of the rivers 

of the West African Sub-Region (dredging and dams). 

Maritime-shipping 

(a) to collect data on the present position of established 

coastal shipping companies, composition of their fleet, 

future plans, available personnel and training facilities 

available and/or required; 

(b) to investigate the possibility of joint operation of 

shipping lines with a view to forming multinational 

African Shipping Companies; 

(c) to co-ordinate studies on the chotme and suitability 

of composite ships for the coastal fleet; 

(d) to consider the need to establish ins~itution facilities 

to provide training for persons engaged in merchant navies 

(shore based and afloat) and in ports; 

(e) to consider establishing an association of national 

maritime lines in the countries along the West-African 

Coast, with particular reference tc the economic, legal, 

technical and financial aspects of such and undertaking; 

... / 
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(f) to promote and establish a National Shippers Council 

in Member States cf the West African Sub-regions where 

they do not exist; 

(g) to give active and urgent consi4eration to the possibility 

of establishing auxi~y shipping industries and services 

in order to ensure conservation of foreign exchange; 

(h) consider and adopt for implementation other appropriate 

recommendations included in the Charter on Mari time 

Transport in West and Central Africa as proposed by the 

Ministerial Conference an Maritime Transport held in 

Abidjan, 5-7 May 1975. 

Maritime - Ports 

to liaise with the Port kanagement Association of West and 

.Central Africa in earring out the following: 

(a) Studies of technological developments in maritime transport 

and their effect on port. design, construction and impro

vement (including unitization of cargo), 

(b) Improvement of access routes to ports (approach channels, 

roads, rails), 

(c) Collaboration in developing transportation links (road, 

rail)_ between ports of neighbouring countries. 

(d) Consideration of redistribu~ion. of traffic among ports 

in peak periods. 

( e) Advise upon rationalization of calls of conference lines 

ships. 

(f) Training 

(i) to encourage efficient multinational use of 

existing national training centres for marine personnel, 

(ii) to study the possibility of estaslishing facilities 

in the Sub-region to train personnel in all categories , 
of maritime functions including port management• 
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The West African Ministerial Conference on Combined Transport, 

meeting in Abidjan from 2 to 7 June 1975, welcomes the well-conceived 

initiative taken by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the 

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) to mobilize the 

Governments of the West African States, which are already grouped 

together very effectively in ECOWAS, with a view to establishing 

regional co-operation in connection with transport networks; which 

are the vital driving force behind the growth of our young economies. 

The Conference commends the spontaneous manner in which the 

various States joined into this initiative and congratulates the 

West African Heads of State and Government for having accorded ~ 

priority to Transport prcblems in the ECOWAS Treaty. 

' 
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE OF A"P'"!lICil.U EXPERTS ON M.ARITil"IE 
TRANSPORT.AND CONTAINER TRAFFIC (il.DOPTED IN il.DDIS ABABA ON 

OCTOBER 12, 1974) 

GENERAL RECOl"Il"IENDATIONS 

After considering documents presented by the OAU, ECA,. 
UNCTJl.D, .. Il"ICO and UNIDROIT, the Conference of African Experts 
on l"Iaritime Transport and Container Traffic reached the 
following conclusions which could serve as guide-lines to African 
policy on multimodal transport and unitisation of cargo: 

(a) l"Iultimo~al transport and unitisation of cargo, as a 
system of transport, is very complex and is bound to have far-. 
reaching repercussions on the economies of the developing 
countries, if these countries adopt it. 

(b) However, while the traditional method of handling cargo 
or break-bulk method is not doomed to go out of use in the ·. 
foreseeable future, unitisation of cargo is·an irreversible 
process. It cannot, therefore, be stopped or ignored by the 
African countries. In fact, it is catching on in Africa~ as 
evidenced by the fact that 14 OAU l"Iember States have indicated. 
that they are already using the new system. However, the 
introduction of the system into Africa seems to have been imposed 
from outside. In the circumstances, deeper and more extensive 
studies are needed to determine the implications of the system 
to the developing countries in general, and to Africa in 
particular. 

(c) The following five methods of unitising cargo are under
stood to be in use at the present time: 

i. pre-slinging of cargo 
ii-. pallestisation 
iii. use of roll-on/roll-off vessels 
iv. containerization 
v. use of barge carrying vessels. 
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(d) On the whole unitised cargo handling is highly mechanized, 
and a developing country switching to the system would be faced 
with the problem of obtaining technical staff to run it. 
Consequcn.tlyi the developing countries would need fairly heavy 
technical and financial assistance in order to be able to 
operate unitized cargo services effectively. This is 
particularly the case with-roll-on/roll-off and containerization. 

(e) .As far as pre-slinging of cargo and palletization are 
concerned, it would appear that they are within the reach of the 
.African countries both as p~oviders of shipping services and as 
recipients or users of these services. The last type mentioned, 
that is, barge carrying vessels.i can be, used by the African 
countries in their capacity as users of shipping services, but 
it would.be too expensive for them as suppliers of shipping 
services. 

(f) In economic terms, countries introducing cargo 
unitisation and combined transport of goods in their international 
trade are expected to experience changes in the following areas 
of their economies: infrastracture. forewarding business, cost 
in transport of their exports and imports, and labour development. 
These countries would in particular need to either review or 
reformulate their policies in the following areas of their 
international trade: use of national insurance companies; use. 
of local agency services; ownership and control of inland 
transport; and po.rticipaticn in combined transport operations. 
Cost benefit analysis thu~eeds to be made, to determine the 
possible quantitative extent to which the new system of transport 
would affect the economies of the developing countries. 

(g) A concept to which multimodal transport has given rise is 
combined transport oper_ation or organization, which requires heavy 
capital; complex administrative organization, and extensive net
work of contacts and agencies overseas. 
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(h) The establishment of Multimodal Transport Operator 
(MTO's) poses for the African and other developing countries the 
danger that their inland transport industries might come under the 
oirmership or control of foreign, giant, companies or consortia• 
Of specific relevance here is the question of the liability of 
the MTO's and the problem of how they will choose the cargo 
insurers, depending on the type of liability which they are 
prepared to assume from among net-work, uniform and strict 
liability systems. 

(i) In order to guard against the above dangers, Africa must 
resist the establishment of MTO's in the form of worlwide, 
monopolistic, international consortia, which would impede the 
development of the transport industries of developing countries 
or put out of business small national shippers. 

(j) It is also necessary for the developing countries in 
general and for Africa in particular to ensure their own 
participation in the MTO's business. In order to achieve this 
objective, the governments of these countries may have to 
participate in the work of MTO either directly or through public· 
corporations. In addition, they would need to lisence and 

I 

register the MTO's serving them, in order to ensure appropriate 
' control of the activities of these agencies. In this regard;· ~ 

OAU Member States may wish to insist that a provision to this 
effect be made in any Convention which may be elaborated on the 
new transport system by the international community. 

(k) National insurance companies must be considered as part 
and parcel of the economic development process. They should thus 
play a major role, both in limiting the outflow of foreign 
exchange and in augmenting the inflow of capital from abroad, 
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(1) Africa's participation in providing shipping services 
should not suffer as a result of the introduction of cargo 
unitisation. Instead, the African countries should seek to 
satisfy themselves that their share of world shipping industry 
increases even as they unitise their services. In order to 
ensure this, the African countries may find it necessary to 
adopt a regional approach to shipping and eventual stablishment 
of multinational shipping lines. 

(m) In social terms, unitisation of cargo threatens to 
throw more people out of work in the developing countries, whe~e 
unemployment is already a serious problem. Consequently, serious 
studies must be undertaken on how the workers displaced by cargo 
unitisation can be absorbed into other industries or be otherwise 
usefully employed. Adoption of multj~odal transport and cargo 
unitisation also poses the problem of training of persons who 
could operate the new system, if reliance on foreign technicians 
is to be. avoided. 

(n) The legal implications of multimodal transport and 
unitisation of cargo include the effects which the adoption of 
the system will have on liability systems, documentary regimes 
and customs clearance, and the poJ.icies of the governments 
concerned on these elements of international trade. 

(o) The African countries might, therefore,' wish to ensure 
that any international convention on intermodal transport takes 
fi;.ll;y iJ:i.t_c, e.si.noun".; i_;_ile.:1 r pl!':rt:1.oular interests CI! peculiar needs 
as far as these three ~lements are concerned. Specifically, any 
international convention on the new transport system must not 
encroach upon the national sovereignty of the dev61oping 
countries concerned, by subordinating their national laws in 
these three areas. The conflict of laws which is likely to 
arise in this respect needs to be carefully studied and watched 
by all governments which may be parties to an international 
convention on the new transport system. 
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(p) The political implications of unitised cargo and combined 
transport inciude the effects of the new system which are 
mentioned in sub-paragraphs (f) - (o) above. This is so 
because the decisi_on to go uni tised and combined has to be a 
political one, taking all those effects into account. 

(q) However, special import.ance would need to be attached to 
the implication of combined transport and unitization of cargo 
for the sovereignty of any developing country which decides to 
adopt the new system of transport in its international trade. 

(r) In this regard, two specific implications have been 
identified. The first of these is that the r1TO's, unless 
appropriately controlled by the host developing countries, could 
threaten the sovereignty of those countries by virtue of the 
economic power which these concerns will have to exercise. 

(s) The second implication arises from the fact that adoption 
of multimodal transport and cargo unitisation may lead the 
countries concerned to become heavily indebted to foreign 
countries. .Such heavy indebtedness would threaten the sovereignty 
of the debtor countries. 

(t) Also, if external pressures are put on developing 
countries to force them to unitise their transport systems, su~h 
pressures may impose on these countries different orders of 
development priorities. Such imposition of priorities would 
constitute impingement upon the sovereignty of the countries 
concerned. 

(u) In terms of the relations among neighbouring developing 
countries, multimodal transport is likely to lead to cross
purposes in policies. For example, the policies and decisions 
of the coastal states on the new mode of transport could impose 
upon neighbouring land-locked countries transport and security 
conditions and policies which the latter might not voluntarily 
wish to assume, and vice versa. 
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(v) The developing countries in general and the African 
countries in particular must plan carefully for the introduction 
of the new system into their transport networks. In the 
particular case of Africa, it would be necessary for the govern
ments there to consult and co-ordinate as much as possible their 
programmes and policies in the area of intermodal transport 

RESOLUTION 

The Conference also passed the following resolution: 

The Conference of African Experts on Maritime Transport and 
Container Traffic, meeting in Addis Ababa from 7 to 12 October 
1974 in pursuance of OAU resolution CM/Res.313(XXI) on Maritime 
Transport and Container Traffic, 

Having studied the documents submitted by OAU, ECA, UNCTAD, 
IMCO and UNIDROIT; 

Realizing the irreversible character of the technical 
evolution taking place in the area of transport and that 
multimodal transport has begun to be introduced into free African 
countries; 

Conscious of the fact that the new system of transport 
directly affects the fundamental political and economic policies 
of the developing countries, and has far-reaching adverse 
consequences for their future; 

Considering the need to regulate and standardize multimodal 
transport practices within the framework of an international 
convention.; 

Aware that the Second IPG Session on International Multimodal 
Transport is to be held from 11 to 29 November 1974, in Geneva, 
to analyze the results of studies undertaken by the Secretariat 
of UNCTAD in accordance with decision 96(XII) of the ·Trade and 
Development Board; 
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Convinced of the need to adhere to IPG decision during its 
first session, that the drafting of a convention on the new 
transport system should only begin after the developing countries 
have sufficiently studied the economic, social and other 
implications to them of multimodal transport, on the basis of 
in-depth studies carried out at regional and sub-regional levels 
under the aegis of OAU and ECA and other, similar, international 
organizations; 

Convinced further of the need for African countries to adopt 
a joint stand in dealing with this matter and of the importance 
of the role that should be played by the African States in the 
drafting of a convention on combined transport; 

1. Recommends that the stand of the African Group in the IPG 
should be based on a certain number of basic principles, inter 

~: 

(a) Promotion of economic and social development in developing 
countries, and especially the less-favoured countries; 

(b) In particular, promoting continental inland multimodal 
transport arrangements, which would in turn facilitate 
and promote increased intra-African trade; 

(c) Talcing into consideration the Programme of Action on the 
Establishment of a New International Economic Order, 
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly during its 
sixth special session; 

(d) Epsuring that the introduction of multimodal transport 
promotes changes in the existing patterns in international 
trade which are adverse to the needs of the African 
countries and those of the developing countries in general, 
so that the disparity between the volume of imports to 
that of exports will be narrowed down; 
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(e) Taking into consideration the need for speedy 
ratification of an International Convention on the Code 
of Conduct for Liner Conferences by OAU Member States; 

(f) Ensuring an orderly introduction of new transport 
techniques in developing countries; 

(g) Ensuring to developing countries the ownership and 
control of their transport, insurance and other related 
industries; 

(h) Ascertaining the responsibilities and rights of the 
l"lultin;odal Transport Operators (Y!TO's) in detail, so as 
to safeguard the interests of developing countries, and 
especially the A:lrica._11. 1'11'0 1 s; 

(i) Taking into consideration the right of Governments of 
developing countries to regulate and supervise the 
activities of multimodal transport undertakings in their 
respective territories; 

( j) Ensuring that the 1'1TO' s operating between dev.eloped and 
developing countries have partial recourse to insurance 
companies in developing countries; 

(k) Promoting the development of transport insurance and 
other related industries in , eveloping countries, 
ensuring their participation in multimodal transport and 
determining the costs of multimodal transport; 

(1) Ensuring that a future Convention on multimodal transport 
shall not constitute an impediment to the implementation 
of the Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences and to the 
development and exploitation of ports envisaged by 
national planning, and safeguarding the activities and 
interests of African shippers; 

(m) Ensuring that multimodal transport shall not result in 
conditions of sale likely to disadvantage external 
trade in particular, and the economic development of 
developing countries in general; 
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(n) Taking into consideration the necessity, for developing 
eountries, to establish maritime companies and multimodal 
transport undertakings at regional level; and 

(o) Ensuring that the actual drafting of a convention on 
multimodal transport does not begin until all geographical 
groups in the IPG are able to participate effectively 
in the exercise, and that the work of the second session 
of the IPG is limited to examining the UNCTAD repor~ on 
the studies which it has been making of the implications 
of multimodal transport to developing countries. 

2. Recommends further, in the light of these principles, that an 
~.hQs:. Committee of Experts be set up under the auspices ·of the 
OAU and ECA to undertake an in-depth, techno-economic study of the 
implications to Africa of multimodal .transport; and that the 
results of that study be examined by the OAU Member States before 
they can take part in the drafting of a convention on multimodal 
transport. 

3. Requests that: 

(a) The Services of the General Secretariat of the OAU and the 
Secretariat of ECA be made available to the African Group 
in the IPG during all the meetings of the IPG in 
accordance with OAU resolution CM/Res.386(XXIII). 

(b) The report, conclusions and recommendations of this 
Conference be transmitted immediately by OAU General 
Secretariat to governm~nts of all OAU Member States. 

4. Appeals to all OAU Member States to strengthen the African 
Group in _the IPG by supporting the recommendations contained in 
operative paragraphs (1) and (2) of this resolution. 
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STATEMENT MADE BY AJl!BASSADOR SALAH BASSOUNY, EXECUTIVE SECRErARY 

OAU OFFICE IN GENEVA, AT THE WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE 

BUCHAREST, ROl!ANIA - AUGUST 1974 

Mr. President, 

On behalf of the Organization of African Unity, I would like 

to extend to the people and Government of the Socialist Republic of 

Romania our deep congratulations on the occasion of the 30th Anniv

ersary of its liberation and victory over the fascist domination, 

Allow me also te extend to you our congratulations for your 

election as President of the Conference. We are sure that your 

knowledge, long experience and devotion will lead this Conference 

to a successful end. 

I would like to express our deep gratitude to the people and 

Government of Romania for thoir warm hospitality. 

I take this opportunity to say how the Organization of African 

Unity is appreciative of the assistance and support of Romania to the 

African liberation struggle ageJ.nst colonialism, apartheid and racial 

discrimination. 

It is gratifying to see today the gallant Republic of Guinea 

Bissau taking its place as a Member State of. this Conference and to 

see the representatives of the national liberation movements as 

participants. The Organization of African Unity has welcomed the 

constitutional changes in Portugal and its acceptance of Resolution 

1514 of the General Assembly of the United Nations on the declaration 

of the granting of independence to colonial territories and peoples, 

However, we declare from this forum that we hope that the process of 

deoolonisati_on will be a speedy one so that a new e:ca can start between 

Africa and Portugal and swift and imperative action oan be taken to .. ,. 

remedy the social and economic conditions in Angola and Mozambique 

after five centuries of colonialism. 

. .. / 
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The Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly of the 

United Nations, in its resolution 3202, while laying the foundations 

for a new international economic order stated "The present interna

tional economic order is in direct conflict with current developments 

in international political and economic relations ••• " that current 

events have brought into sharp focus the realization that the 

interests of the developed countries and the interests of the developing 

countries can no longer be isolated from each other ••• " "that 

international co-operation for development is the shared goal and 

common duty of all countries ••• " 11 '.!'hus, the political, economic and 

social well-being of present and future generations depends more than 

ever on co-operation between all members of the international community 

on the basis of sovereign equality and the removal of the disequili

brium that exists between them •••• " 

The Economic and Social Council, in its 57th Session, when 

outlining the steps to be undertaken to implement the programme of 

action for the new international economic order, considered that the 

World Population Conference will tackle the population problems within 

the contex-b of the programme of action. 

All this means, in our view, that the World Population 

Conference should act within the general context of the programme 

of action of the new international economic order. In fact, it is 

more important than ever before to reshape the patterns of interna

tional co-operation so that there can be much faster advancement for 

the proper parts of the world. It is becoming more clear today that, 

unless this co-operation exists, the world may be faced with the 

alternative of growing conflicts, 

Mr. President, 

The present international order, tends, not only to demonstrate 

itself in what we all witness as unust and unbalanced economic rela

tions, but its expression goes beyong that to political and social 

levels, as the Declaration on the establishment of a new international 

economic order puts it: 

"The alien and colonial domination, foreign occupation, 
racial discrimination, appartheid and neocolonialism in all 
its forms continue to be among the greatest obstacles to the 
full emancipation and progress of the developing countries and 
of all the peoples involved. 11 ... / 
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The practice of this present order, can be seen in Africa 

where a regime of fascists continue an oppressive policy against the 

Africans, This policy of apartheid is, as' everyone knows, . one of 

the most evil inventions to destroy the human dignity of man. It 

has its destructive effects on millions of people who are forced 

to live in concentration camps, their families separated from each 

other, unemployment and forced labour, "the job reservation act", 

and continuous white migration from centres of the South African 

regime and some inter-governmental agencies in Europe, lack of 

education, (bantu system) forced migration of wliole communities from 

their historical lands to arid areas, and massacres taking place 

every day and everywhere in that part of Africa; what is more serious 

is that some of the practitioners of the present international order 

give their full support to this r.egime in South Africa and exploit 

to the best of their abilities the oppressed African peoples in that 

country. 

We in the OAU, cannot but express, through you, Sir, our 

concern that such serious problems affecting millions of people have 

not been under the focus of this Conference and we hope that the 

World Population Conference shall give special attention to this 

problem, 

This practice, under the same old order, continues under the 

same form, by the rebel regime of Smith in Zimbabwe, And again, we 

can witness., to what extent rebel Smith can get direct and indirect 
' support from the supporters of the present international order, Again 

as the OAU seas it, Israeli occupation of parts of the African terri

tories of Egypt and other Arab countries, its expansionism and its 

systematic policy in trying to destroy the existence and identity 

of the Palestinian nation is again, another parallel of the practices 

under this unjust order in our world, 

The present international order - which colonialism is an 

integral part of - has left the African countries, after centuries 

of colonialism and exploitation, with under-developed and unbalanced 

economies, There was no link, at the time when most of the African 

countries gained their independence between their resources and what 

should have been their economic growth. The statements of African 

... / 
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delegations have amply shown this Conference the effects of coloni

alism on their economies and their population growth. 

One should not wonder that under such conditions, when drought 

strikes at parts of the continent, and millions die, governments are 

not ·in a position to oombat such catastrophies, If we try to oompare 

such a situation with what would have happened in a developed country, 

the world would have been shocked if one single person had died from 

famine •••• 

This is, Mr. President, a demonstration ••• a vivid demonstration 

of the present conditions left to us by the practitioners of the 

present economic order. 

Africa is not poor in resources. Africa has hundreds of millions 

of acres of land still virgin. Africa has enormous water resources. 

Africa has the manpower ••• but what lacks is the necessary means to 

develop such resources. If the present economic situation persists, 

Africa at present under-populated, will continue to face food short

ages and the situation will worsen from day to day. 

While we say this, we should not forget that no problem can 

be solved in isolation from the others and no country can solve its 

own prob°lems today in isolation from other countries. This is the 

inter-dependence which should be recognized, and without it, we 

cannot hope for a bettor living for the poor parts in our planet. 

Mr, President, 

I would like now to refer to some population problems facing 

the African Continent. 

During the last few years, population has been growing in 

Africa at the rate of 2.9 per cent each year, and is expected to 

increase to 3.1 per cent in the future. This will double the African 

population in less than 30 years. In African capitals and cities, 

populations are growing even faster, at nearly 3.8 or 4 per cent 

per year, 

... / 
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Africa, if given the means t.o develop its economies, cannot 

be .. f'.aced with accute population problems regarding food supply and 

land. What is important is to maintain_ equity between the development 

of its resources and growing population. 

Despite the re!ati vely high rates of population g:powth, this 

does not present the major threat to deve!opment on the c:ontinent, 

African countries can work out rational population policies as inte

grated part of general development plans. Population in Africa 

should be viewed as an instrument for development. _ 

In the field of demographffe and population, the African region 

still faces problems which need the full assistance of the inteZ'l'lational 

communityi 

International migration, especially the drift from rural 

to 1;1rban areas; 

International migrationi a number of African countries are 

affected either as countries of emigration or immigration, 

At this juncture, it is worth noting that the problem of 

brain drain is one of the characteristics ·of this inter

national migration from Africa to the developed countries. 

Lack of taking censuses at regular intervals and data 

collection; 

Reducing mortality and morbidity rates through health 

services, education, etc.; 

Consideration of factors influencing fertility; 

,... Illiteracyi 

Poverty, 

Mr. President, 

All these problems which face our continent are to be considered 

problems of development more than problems of pupulation. 

In the OAU we believe that 1 low population growth rate does 

pot necessarily lead to economic development, 
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We feel that hunger, illiteracy could be elin.inated through 

effective development programmes, The policy of economic development 

should in fact lead to a balance of the population i;rowth. Each 

country should be free to adopt, formulate and implement a population 

policy suitable for its needs, conditions and development. 

Mr, President, 

All the kinds of problems that I have mentioned are interrelated 

and there oan be no lasting improvement in one without development 

in tbe others, The rate of growth, size and,movement of population 

are essential part of sooio-economio development ancl must be considered 

within this context, 

In Africa few countries have adopted family planning programmes, 

Family planning - we belieYe - does not necessarily mean reducing 

rate of birth and population growth, In adopting family planning 

programmes we would like to stress that the right of parents to 

determine the size and spacing of their families be maintained and 

that each country should be free to adopt, fo:rmulate and implement 

a population policy suitable for its needs, conditions and development. 

Mr. President, 

I have tried to outline some of the population problems in 

Africa, but we believe, at this juncture, that they are not of such 

magnitude to impede Africa's development, what should be said in this 

respect is that development wi.11 never be achieved unless we eliminate 

the destril.ctive factors in the present international economio situation, 

As has been rightly said we cannot shell the population problems away 

from development. Unless the developed world accepts the inter-depe

ndence in economio relations and unless the praotiM.oners of the old 

order philosophy are convinced of changing their approach to the deve

loping countries, we should not expect serious and effective solutions 

to what is considered as present and future population problems. 

In our view the Plan of Action should be quite explicit in 

this regard and the World Population Conference should decide on the 

different problems within a clear understanding that solution to these 

problems are part of the progra.mme of action for a new international 

economic order. 

.../ 
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We hope, Sir, that this Conference will contribute to a new 

era where independence, national sovereignty and human dignity are 

acknowledged and respected as sacred principles by all the interna

tional community. 

I thank you Sir. 
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ST .. TEMENT Mi'DE BY A.E.O. NYYNE.,UE, 

0.1.U J\.SSISTi\.NT SECRET.:..RY-GENERil, ,,T THE SIXTIE'I'H 

SESSION OF THE INTERNATIOlf;J, Lil.BOUR CONFEREiWE 

--------------g~~~L-~-2L_l91~---~--~~~-

Mr. President, 

Addressing the Ministerial Council of the OECD on May 28, 1975 1 

Dr. Henery Kissinger, the ebullient Secretary of State of the United 

States of America, lamented the current world economic situation in these 

terms: "The eoonomio system which we laboured so hard to construct is 

now under stress. The energy crisis of 1973 first dramatised the forces 

of change which threaten to outrun our oapaci ty for cooperative action. 

A food crisis, a global recession and a rate of inflation unprecedented 

in the post war period have further strained the structure of international 
• II cooperaion • .. 

2. These remarks of Dr. Kissinger are significant in a number of 

respects. In the first instance, laoour, the central interest of the workg 

proceedings of your Conference, is one of' the corner-stones not only of 

economic activity in general and production in particular but also of' 

social well-being. Accordingly, Dr. Kissinger 1 s comments are ipso facto 

pertinent to your proceedings. 

3. In economic terms we know, for example, that labour, one of' the 

so-called factors of production, must go into the production of goods 

and services before they can satisfy our needs. This is a basic fun

ction of labour or employment. ;.t the same time, one needs to work or 

to hold paid employment as a means of earning a living. This too is a 

basic function of labour or employment. 

• 4. However, of no less importance is the role of labour in social 

wellbeing. There is, for instance, the er<Sonomical question, which the 

Director-General has appropriately raised in his report to the Conference. 

In general we agree with the Director-General's observations on the 

matter. However, as we see it at the Organization of African Unity, 

ergonomical considerations of' employment must go well beyond Taylor's 

socalled industiral psychology, with its heavy bias towards human 

engineering. 
.../2 
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5, For instance, since the time whioh a worker spends on the job 

is a substantial fraction of his active life time, it is necessary that 

both the job and the workplace be so organised as to at least conduce to 

the psychological stability and well-being of the worker. Put another 

way, not only should the worker· be enabled to derive substantial psychic 

recompense from his job and .Place of work; in addition, the work arrange

ment and situation should a.fford him adequate facilities for breaking 

the monotony and drudgery of the daily routine of the job, 

6, More than this, the time spent by the worker on the job should 

be such as to a.fford him reasonable opportunity to plan and enjoy leisure 

of his own choice. This is very important phychologioally, for what is 

leisure is largely subjective. 

7. Back to Dr. Kissinger's remarks on May 28, 1975, what is more 

important about them is that they typify what has become traditional in 

the last 18 months, that is, to warn the world that international economic 

relations are passing through a critical period. A particular preoccupa

tion of this new traditional wisdom is what those who claim unique knowl

edge of the situation tell us - as does :pr. Kissinger -- that a dire 

threat to international economic interdependence and stability is posed 

by the present international economic pass. 

8. The way Dr. Kissinger puts it, there are forces of change which 

threaten to outrun the capacity for cooperative action by those whom he 

represents and for whom he was speaking. The significance of this part 

of Dr. Kissinger's remarks should not be lost upon this Conference, for 

it betrays r<:tlnr badly the growing, accusatory and impatient bent with · 

which certain teveloped countries have lately been appreciating the 

current world economic ills. 

9. This petulant approach to the issue.differs markedly from that 

of the developing countries, which commends itself for its simplicity 

and directness to the problem • .tis these countries contend quite correctly, 

the present world economic system, the inevitable collapse of which is 

already underway, has outlined its usefulness to the international 

community as a whole. It therefore calls for urgent replacement by a 

new system which is able to answer adequately and equitably to the needs 

of all mankind. 
. .. /3 
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10. It is to this end that the developing countries have been 

appealing, as they still are, to the international community to take 

practiaal measures to establish a new international eoonomic order. 

To demonstrate their earnestness, the developing countries have in 

fact s~arel no effort to make at all major international forums, espe

cially at those whioh have been avilable in the last twelve months, 

oonorete proposals for reordering the world's economic system. 

11. In this connexion, it is necessary neither to plead nor to 

explain that reforming the struotures of some of the organizations with

in the United Nations system would be a ma~or step toward establishing 

a new international eoonomio order. iin important reason why structural 

reforms are needed in the United Nations system is to be f'ound in the 

history of that system. Sovereign interests of the present developing 

countries did not exist and accordingly did not enter into the calcula

tions of the founderso;f' the.system. 

12. To mention but one or two institutions in the system, the World 

Bank Group and the International Labour Organization are typical cases 

in point. In the case of the World Bank Group, the very name of the 

Bank itself - the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

imports the purport of the founders, to wit, the reconstruction . :·· 

and development of war-ravaged ~'urope. 

13. In the case of those institutions in the United Nations system 

which have be·en established recently, such for example as the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCT,l.D) and the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), \the structural inadequacies 

have been due to obstruction from conservative elements in the member

ship of the United Nations itself. 

14. Right from the beginning, the developing countries had wanted 

UNCTi.D a,nd UNIDO to be setup as specialized agencies in their are~ of 

competence. The struggle which these countries are now waging to have 

these two, important, institutions transformed into specialised ae,enoies 

is therefore not a new development, but a continuing running battle which 

began when these institutions were first contemplated • 
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15· As far as the !LO is concerne~, this Conference is only too well 

aware of the relentless but largely frustrated and futile efforts which the 

developing countries have been making in the last ten years to bring about 

modernisation of the Organization. These efforts are continuing and I might 

add here that, as far as Africa is concerned, the matter has become more 

urgent as the crusade for ~eforming the entire world economic system gathers 

momentum. 

16. This explains why the Conference of African Labour Ministers has 

called for the convening of a special session of this Conference, to 

consider and take concrete decisions on reform of the structure of the !LO. 

In this connexion the considered views of the Organization of African Unity 

is that, because of the importance and urgency of the issue, the reform 

exercise can no longer be entrusted to a mere Working Party; a group of 

people wielding greater political authority should take a crack at the 

exercise. The special session of this Conference, for which the African 

Labour Ministers have called, would answer most appropriately to this 

requirement. 

17· I am fully aware, Mr. President, that there are here among us certain 

conservative elements who believe that vi.ews such as those which I have just 

expressed represent oversensitivity or overreaction to a situation which in 

their view deviates only slightly from normalcy. To this untoward charge, 

I would answer by drawing attention once again to what I have just said on 

the inadequacy of the United Nations system. That inadequacy, as I have 

said, d.-rives from the fact that the interests of the developing countries 

as they exist today were never anticipated by the foundemof the system. 

18. This explanation does in fact extend to the entire economic system 

of "the world. One of the nagging problems for the developing countries is 

that the present economic system, which -fuhanks .. :bo .the powers above, is 

beginning to collapse under its own dead .ght, was established and has 

been maintained by decisions made· outside the developing world. It is a 

system propelled and characterised largely by the spirit of 11eat or be 

eaten;" a system in which the developing countries are severely handicapped 

and so fall easy prey to the caprice of the developed countries ~ its 

designers, operators and manipulatiors. 
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19. Cardinal to the reform of this system must be the shifting of 

the centre of gravity of the decision-making process. If we seriously 

mean to bring a.bout an eq_ui table and just world economic order, then 

both in the industrial and in the monetary as well as in the other sectoi:a 

of the world economic system, a greater share of policy-making on world 

economic relations must be accorded to those who at present are condemned 

to live and operate in a system with the setting up and maintenance of 

which they have had nothing to do, 

20. Suoh a sharing of deoision-making power is necessary to provide 

an environment in which international business and economic relations can 

reflect genuine interdependence of the various economies of the world. 

Short of this, interdependence between the developed and developing econo

mies would only oontinue to reflect the current, embarrassing realities, 

in which the relations between these two groups of countries resemble 

more the relations between a horse and its rider; the developing world 

is the horse, while the developed world is the ri.!.er. 

21. Back to events nearer home, I wish to make a few remarks about 

decentralisation of ILO activities in Africa, a matter which calls for 

prompt and constructive attention from the ILO. I cannot emphasise too 

strongly, Mr. President, that the recent decision of the Director-General 

of the ILO to suspend decentralisation of ILO activities in il.frioa 

is unacceptable to the Organization of Ji.frican Unity and to the individual 

OAU member States. 

22. There are twenty-six countries members of the United Nations 

which are classified as hardcore least developed. Of these 17 are in 

Africa. Since the suspension of the de9entralisation programme would 

also mean severe curtailment of ILO technical cooperation activities on 

the continent, the action amounts to victimising the one continent which 

is in the greatest·need of assistance from the United Nations system. Onlt 

a misanthrope could do such a deed. As I have no doubt that our Director

General is no misanthrope and that he has nothing against africa, I dare 

to express the ardent hope that the decentralisation of ILO activities 

in Africa will be reinstated with expedition. 

Thank you, Mr. President. 
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REPORT OF TEE ADMINISTRATIVE SECRET,IRY-GENERAL ON TEE 

STRUCTURE OF THE ILO 

(FOR THE THIR~iTH SESSION OF THE COHFERENCE 

_2!_~!£:!!_LAB2~-~!~!~~~~2~---------------

1. The question of structure of the ILO has not only preoccupied the 

deli9erations of the Conference of African Labour Conference, but also 

those of the annual International Labour Conference which has for the 

last ten years attempted in vain to find satisfactory solutions to the 

issue. At its Tenth Session, the Conference,of African Labour Ministers 

decided, inter alia, that because of the imperative need to introduce 

structural reforms in the ILO and its organs, the question of ILO structure 

should continue to be on its agende until the vi tally needed reforms , 

achieved. 

2. The endemic problem involved is that the ILO which claims to be the 

. champion of.social justice, democracy and the conscience of the worid 

today, is in fact the embodiment of the opposites of these attributes. 

Instead of adapting itself to the economic, social and political chang~s 

which have occurred in the last two decades the ILO is still operating 

on an outdated framework set in 1919· In view of this it has become 

urgently necessary to introduce a comprehensive approach to the reform 

of the ILO's structure as opposed to a piecemeal approach, so as to put 

the ILO in line with the UN and its other specialized agencies. 

J. In his report, the Secretary-General will this year make concrete 

proposals in accordance with the conclusions of the Committee on Structure. 

The conclusions were accepted by the General Conference at its 59th 

session in June 1974· There is no need to recapitulate here the various 

developments of the problem nor the volume of heated debates it has pro

voked. Suffice it to say, however, that the present day realities dictate 

that structural reforms of the ILO should be progressively initiated in 

the light of the raison d'etre of the Organization ~ viz, social justice. 

It is as fitting as it ever was before that the African countries should 

continue to intensify their efforts by working in concert to adopt a 

common stand regarding the need for introducing the required reforms in 

this international organisation to put it at par with its counterparts 

in other sectors. . .. /2 
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4, , The report of the Secretary-General to the Twelfth Session was 

limited to a few concrete suggestions regarding the order f ]'.>ricri ty in 

which all matters coming under the umbrella cf i•the Problem of Structure" 

were to be dealt with during the 59th Session Of the International Lahciir 

Conference. This report will, however, endeavour to summarize the gist of 

all the substantive observations of the 1'welfth Session of the Conference 

cf African Labour Yti.nisters are submitted by the Government Member cf 

Senegal'. It will also try to highlight the points raised_ in Report IX, 

"Structure cf the ILO", as well as ether proposals that had been or were 

su·omi tted during the Ccmmi ttee 1 s proceedings. 

5. ;;,s it will be recalled, His Excellency Mr. Alexandre Denguet, the 

Honourable Minister cf Labour cf the Congo, was unanimously elected 

Chairman and Rapporteur cf the Committee on Structure. ii.s aforesaid, it 

may net be fruitful to recapitulate the whole debate on the question of 

ILO Structure regarding the points of contention. The issues of structural 

reforms within the ILO are well-known. To facilitate the Conference's 

consideration cf the matter, however, the salient points are reproduced 

below:-

- Role cf the Ccnf erence and the Governing Body 

- ;lppointment cf the Directer-General 

Procedure for fixing the Conference agenda 

"mendment cf •U'ticle 36 of the ILO Cons ti tuticn 

Elective and non-elective seats in the ILO Governing Body 

- Resolutions Procedure 

- Geographical Representation 

Quorum rule of the Conference 

- Socialist management 

Role of the Conference 

- ILO Regional Structure, 

6. It will be recalled that under the "Procedure fer further examina

tion cf questions of Structure" in the Committee en Structure at the 59th 

Session, the Chairman devised a laudable method that will facilitate 

future discussion cf this question. He proposed that in the light of the 

discussions that had taken place in the Committee, there was a large body 

... /3 
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of opinion im favour of change, although there continued to be divergen

cies of opinion as to how, fundamental or small, the changes should be. 

He thought that machinery should be set up to continue the search for 

appropriate solutions. Accordingly, he proposed that the Committee should 

recommend to the Conference that the latter set up a small group consisting 

of Membe~ of the Committee who would work with the Governing Body in pre

paring recommendations to the Conference en the basis of the proposals 

mad~ in Rpoert IX and in the course of discussion. 

7. Jd'ter discussing the Chairman's proposal at length, the Cammi ttee 

unanimously endorsed the chairman's proposal and the Committee then 

adopted a number of conolusions whioh it submitted to the plenary session 

of the Conference for approval. 

8. It was noted that questions relating to structure had been under 

discussion in the !LO for many ;years. .i.t the 59th Session of the !LO 

Conference, the Committee having decided to avoid any further general 

statements of positions, endeavoured to concentrate on specific proposals~ 

A number of these were contained in the replies that had been analysed 

in Report IX. Other proposals were contained in the various memoranda 

submitted to the Committee while still others were submitted by members 

during the Conference. 

9. It has become apparent during the debate that sharp divisions 

continued to exist on major questions of structure. There was, however, 

a widespread desire for change. Due to lack of time, and because of the 

importance of the issues, the Committee was not able to make any decisions 

on the various proposals before it. Nevertheless, the Committee was able 

to carry the discussion of questions of structure a stage further. 

10, The Committee recommended that:-

(a) A workin5 party should be set up to pursue these 

questions as urgently as possible with a view to 

reaching conclusions likely to command a maJCimum 

support; 

(b) The Conference appoint twelve me;abers -- six Government, 

three Employers' and three workarB 1 -- who would not be 

... I 4 
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members of the Governing Body, to this Working Party; the 

groups might appoint substitutes if they so wished; 

(c) The Governing Body be invited to appoint f'urthet Government, 

Employers' and Workers' members of the Working Party from 

among its membership, in the same proportion as the Confer

ence members. It was to keep in mind the need to have a 

body which would be representative of different viewpoints 

but was to be small enough to permit genuine negotiations; 

and 

( d) The Governing Body: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

make arrangements for the Working Party; 

submit to the Werking Party Report IX, "Structure 
of the ILO", submitted to the 59th Session of the ILO 
Conference; the various memoranda and proposals sub
mitted to the Committee .on Structure; the report of 
that Committee and the record of the discussions in 
plenary on it; and any other proposals that might be 
submitted during the course of its work; 

instruct the Director-General of the ILO to provide 
for the proper servicing of the meetings and the 
Secretariat necessary for its work; 

provide the financial resources necessary for the 
meetings, it being understood that the participation 
of the Employers' and Workers' Members would be 
financed by the ILO; and 

make appropriate arrangements for the consideration 
of the question of structure at the following (59th) 
Session of the International Labour Conference on 
the basis of the report of the Working Party. 

11. .i•s can be seen, in accordance with the conclusions adopted by the 

General Conference at its 59th Session in June 1974, the Working Party 

was set up with a view to elaborating possible solutions to problems 

of structure which may or could be acceptable as a compromisory package 

deal. ils stated in the preceding paragraph (10) the terms of reference 

of this Working Party are defined in subparagraph d(ii) of Paragraph 4 

of the conclusions. It is needless to say, however, that the Working 

Party is only entitled to preliminary discussions without taking final 

decisions. Its suggestions or recommendations, together with the original 
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proposals, will be presented to the 60th Session of the International 

Labour Conference for consideration. It is.hoped that on that occasion 

some positive solutions will result. 

12. lLs a general approach to this ~uestion of structure, the OiLU 

Secretariat has studied past discussions on this issue by the Conference 

of "l.frican Labour Ministers, and the previous debates on thj.s matter in 

the successive Sessions of the ILO annual Conference. For the purpose 

of this report, however, the Secretariat has restricted itself to 

Report IX on "Structure of the ILOll, which includes the replies of a 

good number of Governments, Employers• and Workers' members and 

organizations. From this Report, which was the working document on 

structure at the 59th Session of the ILO Conference, the following 

priorities would seem to emerge: 

ilppoin tmen t of the Director General (40 points from replies) 

li.rticle 36 of the Constitution (33 t1 II II ) 

Elective and non-elective seats ( 29 II II II ) 

- Resolutions Procedure ( 20 II II 11 ) 

- Geographical Representation (19 II II II ) 

Quorum Rule of the Conference (17 II " II ) 

- Special Management (16 II " II ) 

Role of the Conference (10 II II II ) 

13. T~is does not, however, mean that the other points mentioned in 

paragraph 5 are not important. The Secretariat is of the considered 

opinion that, if satisfactory solutions could be found for the above 

priorities, the solution to the rest would be found automatically. 

Each of the above points will be dealt with separately. In so dealing 

with the points, the Secretariat has endeavoured to make concrete 

suggestions and propose concrete amendments for the consideration of 

the Thirteenth Session. 

~intment of the ILO Director-General 

14• It is suggested that the ILO 

in all other Specialised .~gencies as 

should also adopt the system applied 

the majority of ILO Member States 
-

favours the appointment of the Director-General by the Conference. In 
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order to be able to reach a conciliatory solution to this question, a 

two-stage system of electionJ i.e. nomination by the Governing Body and 

approval of or ratification by the General Conference. The application 

of this proposal would, however, require an amendment to article 8 of the 

ILO Constitution as follows: 

Proposed Amendment to ii.rticle 8 

Redraft Article 8 to read: 

jiz'ticle 8 

1. 1. There shall be a Director-General of the International 

Labour Office, who shall be responsible for the efficient 

conduct of the Office, and for such other duties as ~ay 
' 

be assigned to him by the Governing Body or the General 

Conference of the Intern~tional Labour Organization.· 

2. The Director-General shall be appointed by the General 

Conference, after being nominated and recommended by the 

Governing Body. 

3. If the nomination of a candidate for Director-General is 

by a majority of two-thirds, the General Conference shall 

appoint him Director-General. In case no single candidate 

obtains such a majority, the Conference shall elect, by 

simple majority, one of the candidates who obtains the 

greatest number of votes in the Governing Body elections. 

4. !I'he Director-General or his Deputy shall attend all meetings 

of the Governing Body. 

,'\rticle 36 of the Constitution 

15. It is considered that the provisions of "\.rticle 36, which required 

5 of the ten states of 11 Chief Industrial importance" to ratify an amend

ment to the Constitution before it could come into force, should be deleted, 

whether or not the present system of ~on-elective seates is maintained. 

The rest of the 1..rticle should be deleted after the words "the Organiza-

tion°. 
Elective and non-elective Seats 

16. The Secretariat is of the view that the present system of non-

elective seats is undemocratic and threatens the future of this Organi

zation foD : more than one reason. 
. .. /7 
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17. Firstly, what is at stake goes far beyond this question of 

elective or non-elective seats. What is at stake is the powerful 

influence wielded in the Governing Body by the so-called industrial 

countries. It is because they are so advantageously placed on the 

Governing Body that they have always tried to strengthen the authority 

of this organ at the expense of the General Conference. Moreover, 

comparison with the United Nations were irrelevant. It was normal that 

the five main powers should have a veto right in the UN, since the 

essential objective of the UN was to safeguard peace and the permanent 

members of the Security Cou.~cil had determining role to play in the 

field. The ILO, on t~e other hand, had a more modest and essentially 

technical role, vi.z., the de'Ielopment end adoption of international 

labour standards. Hence the requirement of a two-thirds majority in 
• 

the Conference and ratification by two-thirds of the member states 

provided sufficient guarantees. 

18. Secondly, there is no si.milar system in the executive bodies of 

the other Uni tea. Nations Specialized Agencies. Why should the Inter

national T"abour Organizatj.cn be an exception to this rule? 

19. Th!.rdly, the system of non-elective seats greatly complicates 

the problem of geographi.cal representation in the Governing Body. The 

two North America.~ countries ha.7e two non-eleotive seats and both from 

one geographical group, hav!.ng the same economic pattern and the same 

labour a.~d living cor.ditions, while 1..f'rica and Latin ilmerica do not 

have a single non-electiYe seat. In Europe, the occupation of four 

non-elective seats by four Western European countries has led to under

representation c-f small European countries, for whom all members of the 

Committee expresaed sympathy. This group is worthy of being represented 

in view of its conciliatory sp:Crit and its helpful and Yaluable services 

to ..ti'rica in the Governing Body and in the liberation struggle. 

20.. Fo'lrthly, defenders of the sys-<;em of non-elective seates have 

tried to link it with the tripartite structure or system of the ILO. 

Ironically, neither the Workers' nor the i>mployers' group has a permanent 

seat. This is a question which concerns governments only. It is deplor

able that the attitude of the groups should not have helped in creating 

a healthy atmosphere for discussion; thereby leading Government members 

... /8 
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to considering discussing the problem alone in an early sitting of the 

Governing gToup at the 6th Session of the ILO Conference, as recorded 

in paragraph 18 of the report of the Working Party. 

210 However, due to the fact that this question is too delicate to be 

tackled by proposing an amendment to the Constitution, the Secretariat is 

of the view that the door should be left open for further discussion and 

·negotiations, before amendment to the Constitution is proposed, Such 

discussions and negotiations should be based on the various suggestions 

by Governments, and Employers' and Workers' Organizations, as possible 

alternative solutions which are:-

a) Abolition of non-elective seats 

b) The revision of the criteria by which they are selected 
(weights) 

c) The introduction of a quota system which guarantees one 

permanent seat for each continent as a minimu~, provided 

that there shall be no increase in the number of non-elective 

seats. 

d) Same quota system, provided that there shall be added two 

more non-elective seats. 

Resolutions Procedure 

22. The ·Committee on Structure noted that the Governing Body Working 

Party had considered a proposal that the order of priority for all 

resolutions, submitted under .Article 17 of the Standing Orders of the 

Conference, should be determined by vote. The Working Party did not 

reach agreement on this proposal. The same proposal was made during the 

59th .Session of the ILO Conference. It was said that, if all resolu

tions were to be voted on, the pr·ocess would take no longer than that 

taken at present by the vote on the first five resolutions. Under the 

present procedure, resolutions to which developing countries attached 

great importance were given a low priority by the Workin5 Party. The 

Secretariat wishes to suggest a new procedure to this Conference as 

follows: 

Proposed amendments to ,\.rticle 17 of the Standini, Order of 

.:!;.he Conference 

(a) Paragraph 4 of ,\.rticle 17 sh·ould be redrafted as follows ;.o:. 

(1) The Resolutio113Committee shall consider in respect of 
each resolution whether it satisfied the conditions of 
receivability set forth in paragraph 1. 

. .. /9 
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(2) If members of the Resolutions Committee, having no less 

than one-quarter of the voting power of the Committee move 

that the Committee should take the view that a resolution 

is not within the competence of the Conference, this 

preliminary question shall be determined by the Committee 

after hearing the author, or where there are several, one 

of the authors of the resolution, not more than one 

speaker for and against the motion for each group, and 

the reply of the author or one of the authors. 

(3) ;l Recommendation by the Resolutions Committee that a 

resolut~on is not within the competence of the Conferenc~ 

shall be accompanied by a report of the discussion in the 

Committee and shall be put to the vote in the Conference 

without debate 7 If the Conference rejects the Recommenda

tion, the suspended resolution shall be referred back ta 

the Committee for discussion. 

{b) Redraft paragraph 5 of iirticle 17 as follows1-

The Resolutiora Committee shall determine the order in 

which resolution which have been declared receivable 

shall be examined, as follows: 

(a) 1.fter having given the author, or one of the authors, 

of each resolution the possibility of moving it in a 

speech which shall not exceed ten minutes, the 

Committee shall, without discussion, determine by 

ballot three successive priority lists, ea.ch 

consisting of five resolutions, to be given prio

rity in the following manner1-

(i) ea.ch member of -the Committee shall receive a 

ballot paper on which the titles of all reso

lutions to be considered appear, and shall 

indicate thereon his three lists of preferences 

being marked la, 2a •••• 5a fro the first live, 

lb, 2b •••• 5b fro the second five, and le, 2c •••• 

5c for the third five. 

• •• /10 
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(ii) all five resolutions in the first list (a) shall be 

allotted three points eaoh; those in the second list 
r 

(b) shall be allotted two points each; those in the 

third list (c) shall be allotted one point each. 

(iii) a ballot paper, which does not indioate at least the 

two priority lists (a) and (b) shall be void. 

(iv) while counting points, account should be taken of the 

unequal representation of the three groups, on the 

Committee; the total number of points secured by each· 

resolution shall be calculated separately for eaoh group 

and multiplied by a multiplier applicable to the votes 

of members of the group. 

(v) resolutions shall be discussed in the order of the 

voting results indicating the number of' points each 

resolution obtained. 

(c) Pare.graph 7 (1) and ( 2) of ,\.rtiole 17 should be deleted 

and the following text substituted therefor: 

(7) The Resolutions Committee shall devote at least one sitting 

to discussing the appendix included in the Directer-General's 

Report concerning the follow up of resolutions adopted by 

the Conference at previous sessions. 

This proposed procedure would provide a wider range of choices as well as 

check the tactical tendencies and manoauvres to ou.:tweigh one single 

resolution. 

Geographical Representation 

23. The question of geographical representation could not be con-

ceivably and practically separated from that of elective and non-elective 

seats in the ILO Governing Body, It woulo hence. be advisable to leave 

it open for discussion and negotiations. In principle, however, the 

introduction of wider geographical groups consisting o:f appropriate 

subgroups might be a practical solution. 

• •• /11 
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24. The rules governing the quorum in the International Labour Con-

ference should be reviewed in order to facilitate the work of the Con

fer8nce and to guaranteeing the respect of democratic values. The 

Secretariat considers that provision 17, paragraph 3, of the Constitution 

should be designed to deal with the problem of absenteeism but not of 

abstention, as was the case in the quorum rules of other international 

organizations. In support of the argument that an abstention should 

be counted as a vote oast, .it should be pointed out that a delegate who 

obstained did so on purpose and had the right to explain his vote, just 

like one who voted for or against. After all, he participated in the 

debate. Some delegates took advantage of the present quorum rule as a 

tactical device to defeat a motion which could not otherwise have been 

defeated by voting against it. 

25. It is accordingly suggested that appropriate amendments to 

Article 17 of the Constitution and 1U'ticle 20 of the Standing Orders of 

the Conference be introduced. 'l'hus, Article 17 (3) of the Constitution 

should be amended to read as follows. 

"The voting is void unless the total number of delegates parti

cipating in the vote is equal to half the number of delegates present 

at the sitting at which the vote takes palce. 11 

26. Article 20 (1) and (2) of the Standing Orders should then be 

ammended correspondingly as follows: 

(a) (Artiole 20 (1) should read: 

"In aocordance with iU'ticle 17 of the Constitution of the, 

Organization a vote is not valid if the number of delegates 

participating in the vote is less than half the number of 

delegates present at the sitting and entitled to vote," 

(b) Article 20 ( ) should read: 

The number shall be fixed on the basis of the total recorded 

attendance at the sitting, or according to the total number 

of votes, in case a roll-call vote is taken." 
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Socialist Management Representation 

27. It is to be noted that the representatives of socialist management 

are anomolously discriminated against, although they are responsible for 

the production of over 30% of the material goods of the worldJ they were 

not elected to the Governing Body and not invited to most meetings of the 

Employers 1 group. 'l'heir legal right should not be infringed upon under 

the guise of group autonomy. Whereas the principles of triparti"ll>system 

and group autonomy were in themselves highly respectable, the autonomy 

should not be that of a slosed group which discriminated against part 

of the membership. Moreover, those who advocated reform were in no way 

threatening triparti ill system, :iiarticularly since many of their countries 

had national tripartite machineries·ro deal with labour and social security 

matters, 

Role of the Conference 

Procedure for fixing the .:..genda of the 

Conference 

28. The Secretariat wishee to propose that the two ...rtiole in the 

Constitution (i•rticles 14 and 16) relating to the fixing of the Conference 

agenda should be marged into one, which would provide that the Governing 

Body should recommend an agenda to the Conference for its session two 

years later, The Conference might refer the Governing Body's proposals 

to its Committee on Standing Orders. ,;,t present the Resolutions Colllllli ttee 

offers the only means by which the Conference oould influence its ag~nda. 

The two-thirds majority re~uirement and other oomplioated aspects of the 

resolutions procedure make it difficult for the Conference to have any 

real influence on the contents of its agenda. 

29. ..l.rticle 14 of the Constitution should be redrafted as follows: 

(a) The agenda for a session of the Conference shall be fixed 

by its preceding session from among the items suggested 

by the Governing Body, or by previous s.essions M: the .Conference 

(b) The Governing Body shall make rules to ensure thorough 

technical co-operation and adequate consultation of the 

members as regards all items included in the agenda of 

the forthcoming Conference. 
• •• /13 
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§.TATE!1IENT 11!Q.Jll.J!Y MR. A.E. OSAf\TYA-NYYNEQUE, 

ASSISTJ\NT SEC;&'I'ARY-GENE.li!&..FOR ECONOMIC .1!ND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY ~THE SEVENTEENTH 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL WELFARE 

Nairobi, July 201 1974 

Mr. Chairman, 

I realise that I am making this statement in reverse order; I 

should have made it ea.!'lier in your proceedings. Considering the prevail

ing circumstances, however 1 I can asssnre you that I had no option but to 

proceed as I have done. Perhaps the most importa.'lt of these circumstances 

is that this re-1.ly has been my first acquaintance with your organization 

at first hand. This faot has constrained me to take some time to get, as 

they say, the hang of things at the conference. From what I have been 

able to observe from your proceedings, I am convinced that 11\V somewhat 

cautious approach was worth a try. 

2. I have been very much impressed by your work and discussions at this 

conference, Mr. Chairman, and wish, en behalf of the Organization of African 

Unity 1 to congratulate the International Council on Social Welfare for the 

meticulous arrangements which have made the conference such a resounding 

success. I am equally impressed by what one might call the ex:tra-mural 

activities of at least some of the participa."1.ts. I am convinced, from their 

activities, Sir, that what we have h~re is a team of doers - people who 

practise what they preach. That is as it should be, for I am sure that the 

therapeutic manner in which they have passed their out-of-Conference hours 

has enabled them not only to obtain for themscilves the relaxation which, we. 

must all a.,_,OTee 1 they have needed badly, but also to learn well in the· short 

time they have been here the less known but nevertheless strategic topography 

of the host city and sections of its social structure. 

•./•I 
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3. Regarding the substantive work of the Conference, I have been 

immensely impressed by the gamut of your programme of work and discussions. 

It seems to me that you have in fact included in the programme all topics 

which are relevant to the welfare of man and (in this era of women's lib, 

I hasten to add) the welfare of woman. 

4. The Organization of African Unity is particul-arly impressed with your 

emphasis on development and" the very appropriate link which you establish 

between it and tho aspirations of the people. 'Phe OAU agrees fully with your 

Working Party th'1t development can only be considered me=ingful if it 

conforms to the expressed ;1eeds and aspirations of the people ••• and that 

aspirations are •• , influenced by the soci'11 structure ancl people 1 s perception 

of what is possible". The Working Party is on target when it observers 

further that certain "aspirations may be cleliberately implanted by politicians, 

propagandists and 'a.'limateurs '"• 1'his is par·Gicularly releva.'lt to the 

situ:i.tion i11 .il.frica, wl1ere two cor1clitio11s are in ·evidencoo 

5. In independent Africa, for insta.".lce, pres£r.i.res to prove th2,t the 

post-colonial govern,aents of the people are more committed to the people's 

welfare than their predecessor governments of tho colonisers, have led some 

of the leaders to nurture popular aspirations somewhat beyond their 

capacities to actually satisfy. 

6. At the other snd of the sea.le is the situation which at present 

exists in those pa.rt s of Africa which are still under raaist, minority, 

non-African cu1d colonial regimes. There tho deliberate policy is to deny 

the Africans human dignity anU. thus force them to set their <J,spirations 

so low that they cannot possibly realise. tlrnir full potentials. 

7, In tlrnse circumstances, your Working Party is advising appropriate 

prudence wh~11 it observes tl1u.t 11Developmcr1t a..11d 1rJelfare planners 1nust acquire 

better insights into determining what people really want, [t'ha.t th~7 Social 

Worker with his special skills has a key role to play •• , in articulating 

the needs of the people; [t'hat whay people say they want must be interpreted 

operationally in terms of their oe,pa.oi ty or ability to use and to sustain 

their interest and derive benefit from what is provided; ~1d finally thaj} 

.. / .. 
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what may appear to government and other donors as services offered or 

opportunities to the people may only appear to them as 'promised' opportuni

ties and not actual opportunities which they could effectively utilize." 

8. This delicate balance between the roles of Development and Welfare 

planners, on the one hand, and government, on the other hand, deserves the 

serious attention of 2.ll of us~ for two important reasons, as I see it. In 

the first place, as President Kenyatta said the other da,y, social welfare 

is the concern of all members of the society. I would only add. here that, 

where this simple faot is not acknowledged, it o1J€ht to be, 

9. In the second place, the correct .ide;1tification of the i;),Spirations 

of the people a.'1d relating them to national development efforts t're becoming 

ever more necessary, as scientific and tech.'1ological advances a.re making 

ma.'1 's environment more and more complex. There is thus greater need for 

mutual appreciation of each other's role a.'1d co-operation between governments 

and Development and Welfare plrumers. 

10. The need for such appreciatioa =d co-operation is even greater here 

in Africa, where the social structure in fact includes elements of prein<lus

trial life; the transition from the pre-industrial to industrial life; as well 

as elements of industrial society as it is known in the developed countries 

of the world, 

11, This brings me to my concluding remarks, Mr, Chairman, In as much 

as IOSW has a role to pla,y in this important area of hum= life a!1d 

existence, it deserves the support of all of us, =d the OAU accordingly 

w-ishes you all possible success in· your selfless endeavours, In this 

co1111exion, the OAU is happy to note that the membership of independent 

Africa in IOSW has increased almost tenfold since 1968, I realise, of course, 

that this accounts for only 19 out of the 42 OAU Member States, Md hope, 

therefore, that the remaining 23 Member states will soon become members of 

IOSW. Once again 1 Sir 1 I wish your Organization prosperity, 

Thank you 1 Mr. Chairman. 
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